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No. 1
APPLICATION FOR V.11IT OF SUMMONS
IN THE HIGH COURT OF LAGOS

Suit No.ID/355/1961

BETWEEN
SENATOR CHIEF T. ADEBAYO DOHERTY
- and -

30

1. SIR ABUBAKAR TAFAWA BALEWA)
)
Prime Minister of the
)
Federation
2. SIR VAHB ROBERT BAIRAMIAN )
)
3. JAMES MALCOLM HARRIS ON
)
4. GERALD PERCY COOKE

Plaintiff

Defendants

APPLICATION, FOR WIT OF SUMMONS

The Plaintiff's claim against the defendants
is for (a) a declaration that the Tribunal of Inquiry appointed by the first defendant as per
Government Notice No.1446 is illegal, unconstitutional and invalid (b) an injunction restraining
the 2nd, 3rd and 4th defendants from holding the
said enquiry and (c) such further or other orders

In the
High Court of
Lagos
No. 1
Application
for Writ of
Summons.
24th July, 1961,

In the
High Co-art of
Lagos
No. 1

Application
for Writ of
Summons.
24th July, 1961
- continued.

as the Court deems fit to grant.
Dated this 24th day of July, 1961.
(SgcL.)

Akin-Olugbade Adepegba & Co.
Plaintiff's Solicitors
13/15, Balogun St. Lagos,

Plaintiff's Address: 25, Odunlami Street, Lagos.
1st Defendant: Prime Minister's Office, Lagos,
.2nd Defendant: Federal Supreme Court, Lagos.
3rd & 4th Defendants: c/o Senate House, Lagos.
10

Fid. at 8.15 a e m, 24/7/61

ITo. 2

Plaintiff's
Motion on
Notice

PLAINTIFF' S MOTION ON NOTICE
IN THE HIGH COURT OP LAGOS

24th July, 1961.

Suit No .ID/355/1961

B E T W E E N
SENATOR CHIEF !E, ADEBAYO DOHERTY plaintiff

- and 1. SIR ABUBAKAR TAFATfA BALEWA
Prime Minister of the
Federation
2. SLR VAHE ROBERT BALRAMIAN
3. JAMES MA.LCOLM HARRIS ON and
4. GERALD PERCY COOKE

Defendants

20

MOTION ON NOTICE ?,

TAKE NOTICE that this Honourable Court will
be moved on Monday the 31st day of July 1961 or so
soon thereafter as Counsel can be heard on behalf
of the above named Plaintiff for an order (a) that
tire question described in the Schedule to this :,;
Motion be referred to the Federal Supreme Court in
accordance with the provisions of the Section 108(2}
of the Second Schedule to the Nigeria (Constitution)
Order in Council:

30

3,
(b) that the 2nd, 3rd and 4th defendants be restrained from holding bhe tribunal of enquiry which
is the subject matter of "che action filed in the
above matter;
(c) such further or other orders
able Court may deem fit to raake,

10

this Honour-

(1) \7hether section 3(4) of the Commissions
and Tribunals of Enquiry Act, 1961 is not
ultra vires, unconstitutional and invalid in
so far as it purports to exclude the jurisdiction of the Court in these proceedings.
(2) Whether the whole of the provisions of
the Tribunals of Unquiry Act, 1961, is not
ultra vires, unconstitutional and invalid.
Dated this 24th day of July, 1961.
(Sgd.)

20

Akin-Olugbade Adepegba
£ Co.
Plaintiff's Solicitors
13/15} Balogun Street, Lagos.

plaintiff's Address; 25 Odunlani St., Lagos.
1st Defendants Prime Minister's Office, Lagos.
2nd Defendants Federal Supreme Court, Lagos.
3rd & 4th Defendants;
c/o Senate House, Lagos.
Fid. at 8.15 a.m. on 24/7/61.

In the
High Court of
Lagos
Ho. 2
Plaintiff's
Motion on
Notice

24th July, 1961.
- continued.

4.
In the
High Court of
Lagos
No. 3
Plaintiff»s
Motion Ex
Parte.
24-th July, 1961.

No. 3

THE HIGH COURT 03-' LAGOS
g/61 .

Suit
B E T jy _EJE _N
SENATOR CHIEF T. ADEBAYO DOHERTY

Plaintiff

- and 1. SIR ABUBAKAR TARAWA DALE'JA

Prime Minister of the
Federation

)

)
; p^efendants

10

2. SIR VAH3 ROBERT BAIRAJ:!IA1T
)
3. JAMES I.i/VLCOIl! HARRIS ON and )
4. GERALD PERCY 000KB
)

For an order that the praver sought for in the
Motion on Notice dated the 24th day of July 1961 be
granted temporarily pending the hearing and determination of the said Motion on Notice and for such
further or other Orders as this Honourable Court
may deem fit to make. The Plaintiff will rely on
the affidavit filed in support of the Motion on
Notice in this matter.
Dated this 24th day of July, 1961.
(Sgd.)

Akin-Olugbade Adepegba & Co.
Plaintiff's Solicitors
13/15, Balogun Street,
Lagos.

Fid. at 8.15 a.n. on 24/7/61
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5.

Ifo. 4
A^IDAVIT III SUPPORT OS1 P3 AIITTIFF'S MOTION 01
NOTICE AND MOTICL 3X TAR?T]

In the
High Court of
Lagos

No. 4
III TEE HIGH COURT OP LAS OS

Suit No.ED/355/61

DOUGHTY

OKH1I1

Plaintiff

nd
1
-L 0

10

C'TD
OjJ.t

A "P" "T~i A ~r f 'r'A.'u-J-LiurU.,.

24th July, 1961,

n
J.i-

Prime Minister ox the
jpederation
2. SIR YAHS ROEEET LArUU^IAlT
3. JAMES MALOCLLI .^UIPuKOIT and
4. G121AED PERCY COOED

Defendants

A P ? I__g_A _V IT
I, SENATOR CEIOI'1 T. ADEMYO DOHERTY, Nigerian
Citizen, Company Director of Odunlrnni Street, Lagos
do unks oath and. bay as follows;(1) I am the Plaintiff in the above matter a
20

30

(2)1 have filed an action against tho defendants ir. tilt-, following terras ;
(a) a declaration that the 'Jrilounal of
Inquiry appointed by the first defendant ao
per G-overiLni.ent Notice- Ho .1446 is illegal,
unconstitutional and invalid
(b ) an injunction restraining the 2nd,
and 4th defendr.nts from holding the said
enquiry aiiu
(c) such further or other orders as the
Coi.irt deeraa fit to g
(3) The contents of Governr.ier.t Notice No. 1446
which form tho sv.b.lect natter of the action
are as f ollov/u :

oi

Affidavit in
Support of
Plaintiff's
Motion on
Notice and
Motion Ex
Parte.

OP INQUIRY

In e:;e:i i cise of tlie po\/ers conferred by
section 3 of the Conmiosicns and Tribunals

6.
In the
High. Court of
Lagos
Ho. 4
Affidavit in
Support of
Plaintiff's
Motion on
Notice and
Motion Ex
Parte.

24th July, 1961
- continued.

of Inquiry Act, 1961, I hereby with the concurrence of the Council of Ministers and with
the consent of the Acting Governor-General,
Chief Dennis Chukude Osadebay, appoint Sir
VAHE ROBERT LAIHAMIAN, federal Justice, to be
a Commissioner for the purpose of the said
Act, and I further appoint Mr. James Malcolm
Harrison and Mr. Gerald Percy Cooke as Commissioners, and I hereby further direct that
the said Sir Vahe Robert Bairamian should be
the Chairnan of the said Tribunal, and I
hereby authorise the said Tribunal to inquire into;

10

1. The general business operation and financial policy of the National Bank of Nigeria
Limited and of its subsidiary companies dur:.-ing the period 1st October, 1959 to 31st
I'ecember, I960.
2. The nature, amounts and terms of advances
or credit facilities or guarantees, as well
as validity and sufficiency of any securities
therefore, made, granted or given by the said
bank at any tine to:

20

(a) all subsidiary companies of the said
bank;
(b) directors of the said bank or members
of their families;
(c) any corporation, firm or other association of persons in which it may appear
that any director of the said bank has
or has had any interest at any material
time;

30

(d) any private individual, corporation,
firm or other association of persons,
whether or not any director or official
is or was interested therein.
3. The relationship and dealings at any time
between the said bank and its directors or any
of them on the one Lund and on the other hand:
(a) The National Investment and Properties
Co. Ltd.
(b) The \7estern Region Marketing Beard;
(c) The Western ITigeria Development
Corporation and its statutory predecessors ;

40

I •

(d) The Ilutual Aids Soclety Limited;

(e) Any political party, group or association, or any persons, corporation, firm
or other association of persons acting
on "behalf of any such political party,
group or association.

10

4. V/lietlier, and if so, to what extent party
political considerations or associations have
at any time influenced the said bank in its
dealings with cur-toners or prospective customers whether as "borrowers or as depositors.
5. Whether, and if so, in what respect the
business and affairs of the said bank have
not been conducted at any material time in
accordance with the provisions of the Banking
Ordinance 1958 or of any other relevant
Ordinance.

20

30

40

6. Whether in respect of a ny of the aforesaid
matters or of any matters affecting the business and affairs of the sai d bank which, not
having been hereinbefore pacifically mentioned, may cone to the no tic e of the Commissloners, any director c r other officer of
the said bank has failed t o adhere to the
standards of conduct or pi operty demanded of
him in his office, and if so in what respect.
For the purpose of these Terms of
Reference the expression "subsidiary company"
shell have the moaning given to it by the
note at the foot of the First Schedule of the
Banking Ordinance, 1958, and the provisions
of the Banking or ether relevant Ordinance
shall be deemed to include the provisions of
any regulations, direction, order or requirement lawfully made or given pursuant to any
such Ordinance.
The Tribunal shall hold the first sitting in Lagos on Saturday, July 22, at 11 a.m.
in the Chambers of uhe Senate, and the
Tribunal shall thereafter hold the said
inquiry at such place or places and upon such
dates as the Tribunal may determine.
With the consent of the Acting GovernorGeneral I hereby further appoint Mr. Olatunde

In the
High Court of
Lagos
Ho. 4
Affidavit in
Support of
Plaintiff's
Motion on
Notice and
Motion Ex
Parte.

24th July, 1961
- continued.

8,

In the
Higli Court of
Lagos

Ho. 4
Affidavit in
Support of
Plaintiff»s
Motion on
Notice end
Motion Ex
Parte.
24th July, 1961
- continued.

Tanlmowo Fawole as Secretary to
Tribunal .

he said

DATED at La^os this 21st day of July,
1961.
ABUEAKAR 0!AJ!A*7A BAJEWA
Prime Minister of the Federation"
(4) That at all material times up to 30th June
1961 I was a director of. the National Bank
of Nigeria Limited.
(5) That in respect of proceedings instituted
"by me to restrain a Coi-iriiGsion of Inquiry on
substantially the same matters as the ones
. covered "by the terms of reference quoted
above the Lagos High Court found that I had
interest in instituting the action.
(6) That I shall before the hearing of the
interlocutory application for injunction,
file a further affidavit exhibiting all
necessary documents to show that I have
interest in the subject matter of this
action.

10

20

(7) That members of the said Tribunal of Enquiry
have declared their intention to start holding the enquiry as frora Tuesday 25th July,
1961.
(Sgd.)

T.A Doterty
DEPOM'JM) .

SWORN to at the High Court
Registry, Lagos, this 24th
day of July, 1961.
Before me
(Sgd. )

S.H. Chidoia

GOMLLESSIOESR FOR OATHS.

30

Q

No. 5
ITOCTJ GIT PLAINTIFFS LIOTIOH EX PARTE
IN TKE HIGH COURT 01?

Ho. 5

TUESDAY TOTE. 25TH SAY Q? JULY, 1961
BEPORE 'THE HONOURABLE,
MR. JUSTICE OHYEALIA,
JUDGE

CHIEF T.A. DOESRTY

Plaintiff

vs,
SIR ABUBAKAR TAFAYfA BALEWA & 3 Ors.

Defendants

WILLIAMS Q.C., and ADEPEGBA moving ex partej

20

30

40

Judge's Notes
on .Plaintiff's
Motion Ex
Parte.

25th July, 1961.

Suit Ho.LD/355/1961

10

In the
High Court of
Lagos

Ho writ has yet been issued but an application for
a summons has been lodged with the Registrar; there
is also an application for an interlocutory injunction but this has not been served; no interlocutory
order can be made until a v/rit has been issued so
there is no use serving the interlocutory injunction;
the matter is a very urgent one and that is why this
ex-parte motion is being made; the purpose of the
motion is to suspend the inquiry proposed until the
interlocutory application has been heard; the facts
are in the affidavit; the enquiry is now in progress although I understand unofficially that only
matters of procedure are being settled today;
Halsbury 3rd Edition Vol. 21 page 412 paragraphs
H5T,* "8T57/ 866.
Commission appointed under Tribunal of Inquiries Act 1961; no general lav/ can be enacted on
tribunals of inquiry by the Federal Parliament;
before 1957 Commission of Inquiry was concurrent;
ITigerian Constitution, Amendment Ho.2 Order in
Council; P.33.165 of 1957 Laws of Nigeria; see
B 183 item K. deletes item 6 in 1954; no change
has been nade since 1957 and the power to appoint
tribunals is an incidental power under the present
Constitution;
A_ttorne_y-G-ener_al__for the _C_ommonwealth of Aus tr alia
vJ/ljgronTa'l Sugar TTeTIrang TTo. 1/Ed. 1914 A.C. 231 -

10.

In the
High Court of
Lagos
ITo. 5

Judge's Notes
on Plaintiff's
Motion Ex
Parte,
25th July, 1961
- continued.

"incidental powers;" only a Regional parliament can
now make general laws on cor.inissions of inquiry;
Federal Parliament can only ualce specific laws
directed to specific matters; s,65 of constitution
of I960 section "> of the Act;
The section seeking to exclude the jurisdiction
of the Court is unconstitutional; in view of the
penal clauses of the Act the liberty of the Plaintiff nay be involved; right to go to Court is given
by the Constitution and cannot be taken away; fund amental right to liberty; section 3: of the constitution;

10

COURT;- There is in my view, sufficient material
before me to warrant a stay pending the issue of the
writ of summons and the service of the interlocutory
application for injunction. It is ordered that the
Commission of Inquiry stay all further proceedings
for a period of seven days from today 0
It is further ordered as follows °.
(1)

That a copy of this order be served on the
Chairman and on the secretary of the Commission.

(2)

That all writs, notices
intended for service on
be left at the Chambers
Attorney-G-eneral of the

(3)

That the respondents or any of them be at
liberty to move to vary or discharge this
Order.

(4)

That costs of this Motion be costs in the cause.
(Sgd.)

and other documents
the first respondent
of the Honourable the
Federation.

CHARIES OHTEAHA
JUDGE.
Jul

20

1961.

30

11.
ITo, 6
ORDER ON PLAIITTIFF' S HOTI01T EX PARTE
ill THE HIGH COURT OF LAGOS

No. 6
Suit No.LD/355/1961

B E T W I! E IT;

SENATOR CHIEF T.A. I'GHERTY

Plaintiff

- and ~

10

20

1. SIR AI3U3AKAR TA?A\7A BALEWA
Prime Minister of the
Federation
2. SIR VAHE R. :M.]TJU LAN
3. JAMES MALCOLM HARRISON
4. GERALD PERCY COOKS

Defendants

UPON READIlTCr the affidavit of Senator Chief
T, Adebayo Doherty, Company Director of Odunlami
Street, Lagos, sv/orn to and filed on the 24th day
of July, 1961, and AFTER HEARING Frederick Rotimi
Alade Williams Esquire, Q.C. (Soloraon Christopher
Adeniran Adepegba with him) of Counsel for the
Applicant in supports
IT IS ORDERED that the 2nd, 3rd & 4th Defendants "be restrained from holding the tribunal of
enquiry which is the subject matter of the action
filed in the above matter for a period of seven
days from today;
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED

30

as follows;

(1) That a copy of this Order be served on the
Chairman and on the Secretary of the Commission.
(2) That all writs, notices and other documents
intended for service on the first respondent be left at the Chambers of the
Honourable the Attorney-General of the
Federation,
(3) That the respondents or any of them be at
liberty to move to vary or discharge this
Order.
(4) That costs of this motion be costs in the
cause.
DATED at Lagos this 25th day of July, 1961.
(Sgd.)

In the
High Court of
Lagos

CHARLES OUYEAMA
JUDGE.

Order on
Plaintiff's
Motion Ex
Parte.
25th July, 1961

12.

In the

No, 7
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.MOTION
ON —NOTICE
"* ' ' "*""" "*• -*•—«-'—"-"-^ "T~r" "' ""! -""
IN THE HIGH GOTJRT- ——————
OP LAG 03
————————————

J\j Q t

I

Suit No.LD/355/1961
———————-——. .—————— ——————— —————--——

BE T W E E N;
SENATOR CEIE? T.A. DOHERTY

Plaintiff (Respondent)
_ and _

26th July, 1961.

1. SIR ABUBA.ICAP. TARAWA BALEWA
(Prime Ilinister of the
Federation)
•2. SIR VAHE R. BAIRAMIAN
3. JABIES I/IALCOIM HAEEISON
4. GERALD PERCY COOKE Defendants (Applicants )

10

MOTION OH NOTICE;

TAKE NOTICE that this HonouraTole Court will
Toe raoved on Wednesday the 26th day of July 1961 at
the hour of 9 in the" forenoon or so soon thereafter
as Counsel can "be heard on behalf of the Defendants
for : -

(a) an Order dissolving the Order of this
Honourable Court dated the 25th day of July,
1961, restraining the above-named second,
third and fourth defendants from holding the
tribunal of enquiry which is the subject
matter of the action filed in the above matter;

20

or alternatively (b) an Order granting an expedi
tious hearing to the substantive motion filed
in. this matter by the Plaintiff for Thursday
2?th July, 1961,
and

(c) such further or other Orders as this
Honourable Court may deem fit to make.
DATED at Lagos this 26th day of July 1961.
(Sgd.)

S.D. ADEBIYI

Solicitor for the Defendants.

Plaintiff's address; 25, Odunlarai Street, Lagos
Defendants' Address: c/o Their Solicitor,
Ministry of Justice, Lagos.
Piled on 26/7/61 at 9,30 a.m.

30

13.
!To. Q

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF DEPEIIDANTS* MOTION ON NOTICE
A1ID EXHIBIT

No. 8

II? THE HIGH COURT OP LAGOS

Suit No.LD/355/1961
B E T W E E IT

SENATOR CHIEF T.A. DOHERTY
Plaintiff (Respondent)
- and -

10

1. SIR ABUBAKAR TAFAWA BALEWA )
Prime Minister of the
)
Federation
)
2. Silt VAIIE ROBERT BAIRAMIAN )
3. JAMES MALCOLM HARRIS ON
)
4. GERALD PERCY COOLS
)

Defendants
(Applicants)

A.JL1JLA AXJLJ!
I, SAMUEL J^UROJAIYE ADEBIYI of 20 Milverton
Road Ikoyi, Lagos. Legal practitioner, Nigerian,
make oath and say as follows;-

20

1. That I am one of the Solicitors to the abovenamed defendants (Applicants).
2. That the second, third and fourth defendants
are the Commissioners appointed Toy the 1st defend
ant to form a Tribunal of Enquiry by a Commission
published as Government Notice No.1446 in the
Official Gazette of the Federation dated 21st July,
1961, to enquiry into the various matters therein
stated.

30

In the
High Court of
Lagos

3. That the said Tribunal opened its sitting in
Lagos on Tuesday, 25th July, 1961.
4. That at the said opening session the Plain
tiff appeared before the said Tribunal by Chief
O.B. Alcin-Olugbade, of Counsel, and thereby sub
mitted to the jurisdiction of the said Tribunal.
5. That at the end of the said opening session
the defendant and the Secretary to the Tribunal
were served an Order of this Honourable Court dated

Affidavit in
Support of
Defendants'
Motion on
Notice and
Exhibit.
26th July, 1961.

14.
In the
High Court of
Lagos
No. 8
Affidavit in
Support of
Defendants'
Motion on
Notice and
Exhibit.
26th July, 1961
- continued.

the 25th July, 1961, a copy of which is annexed to
this affidavit and narked""Exhibit "A"
restraining
the second, third and fourth defendants from holding
the said Tribunal of Enquiry for a period of seven
days from the date of the said Order.
6 0 That the said Order was obtained by the Plain
tiff without due notice to any of the defendants.
7. That it does not appear on the face of the
order that the Plaintiff was required to give any
undertaking for damages or if so required that he
duly complied with that requirement.

10

8. That in ray honest belief, the application by
the Plaintiff was frivolous, vexatious and consti
tutes an abuse of the process of this Honourable
Court.
9r That in my honest belief, the Order was
irregularly granted because since this is a matter
which raises points of importance which demand
serious consideration in the ordinary course of
law it ought not to have been dealt with in a
summary fashion before the precise nature of the
claim of the Plaintiff in the action has been form
ulated.

20

10. That the said Order ought net; to-have been made
on an ex-parte application as it is such as would
operate injuriously against the defendants who,
although within the jurisdiction, had been given
no opportunity to be heard in opposition .to the
application.
11. That the Government of the Federation has
incurred and is incurring heavy costs in the pro
curing of the services of the third and fourth
defendants as Commissioners and in briefing coun
sel to help the Tribunal in the collection and
presentation of the evidence on the matters into
which the Tribunal is required to enquire.
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12. That it is, therefore, desirable for any
question relating to the legality of the Tribunal
to be decided early.

13. That, in pursuance of this, I verily believe
that an expeditious hearing of the substantive
motion should be ordered by this Honourable CoLirt.
14. That it will be just to moke an. Order dis
charging the Order in the terms of the attachment
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15.
hereto marked Exhibit "A" or in the alternative an
Order for the expeditious hearing of the substan
tive motion in thic matter.
(Sea.)

S.D. ADEBIYI
DEPQEENT.

Before He:
(Sgd. ) S.Tvl. Chidom
COMMISSIONER FOR OATHS.

26th July, 1961
- continued.

EXHIBIT "A" to Affidavit in Support of Defendants'
I/lotion on notice
II THE HIG-H COURT OF LAG03

SEIATOR CHIEF T.A. DOHERTY
- and 20

1

SIR ABU6AKAR TAFAWA BALEWA
prime Minister of the
Federatioii

•2 SLR YAHE R. BAIRAMLA1T
3 JAMES MA.LCOIM HARRIS ON
4. GERALD PERCY OOOKE
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Ho. 8
Affidavit in
Support of
Defendants 1
Motion and
ITotice and
Exhibit.

SWORN to at the High Court
Registry, Lagos this 26th
day of July, 1961.
10

In the
High Court of
Lagos

Plaintiff

Defendants

UP01T READI1C- Ihe affidavit of Senator Chief
Adebayo Doherty, company Director of Odunlami
Street, Lagos, sworn to and filed on the 24th day
of July, 1961, and AFTER HEARING Frederick Rotimi
Alade Uilliams Esquire, Q.C. (Solomon Christopher
Adeniran Adepegba with him) of Counsel for the
Applicant in support•
IT IS ORDERED that the 2nd, 3rd & 4th Defend
ants be restrained from holding the tribunal of
enquiry which is the subject matter of the action

Exhibit "A" to
Affidavit in
Support of
Defendants*
Motion on
Notice.

16.
In the
High Court of
Lagos
No. 8
Exhibit "A" to
Affidavit in
Support of
Defendants'
Motion on
Notice
26th July, 1961
- continued.

filed in the above matter for a period of seven
days from today:
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED

as follows:

(1) That a copy of this Order be served on the
Chairman and on the Secretary of the Com
mission.
(2) That all writs, notices
intended for service on
be left at the Chambers
the Attorney-General of

and other documents
the first respondent
of the Honourable
the Federation*

10

(3) That the respondents or any of them be at
liberty to move to vary or discharge this
Order.
(4) That costs of this motion be costs in the
cause,
DATED at Lagos this 25th day of July, 1961.
(Sgd.)

CHARLES ONYEAHA
JUDGE.

This is the document referred to in the affidavit

of Samuel Durojaiye Adebiyi and therein referred to

as Exhibit "A"

Sworn to this 26th day of July, 1961.
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Before Me
(Sgd.) S.M. Chidom
COI3MISSIONER FOR OATHS.

No. 9

No. 9

Writ of
Summons
26th July, 1961.

WRIT OF SUMMONS
IN THE HIGH COURT OF LAGOS
CIVIL STJMKOKS
Suit No. ED/555/ of
BETWEEN
and

SENATOR CHIEF T. ADEBAYO DOHERTY Plaintiff,
SIR ABUBAKAR TAFA\7A BALEWA (Prime
Minister) £ Ors. Defendants,
To SIR .ABUBAKAR TAFAWA BALEY7A & ORS. of Prime
Minister's Office, Lagos.

You are hereby commanded in Her Majesty's
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17.

10

name to attend this court at Jlifh Court, Lagos on
Monday the 31st day of July, 19^1, at 9 o'clock in
the forenoon to ant;\7c-r a suit by Senator Chief T.
Aclebayo Doherty of 25, Odimlami Street, Lagos
against you.

In the
High Court of
Lagos

The ??1 sin tiff's claim against the defendants
is for (a) a declaration that the Tribunal of
Inquiry appointed by the first defendant as per
Government notice Ho.1446 is illegal, unconstitutional and invalid (b) an Injunction restraining
the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Defendants from holding the
said enquiry and (c) such further or other orders
as the Court deems fit to grant.

Writ of
Summons.
26th July, 1961
- continued.

No. 9

Issued at Lagos the 26th day of July, 1961.
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(Sgd.) CHARLES ONYEAMA
£ s. d.
JUDGE
Summons
8. 1. Service
8. 4
Ivlileage
__6,3
£F7TT.~7d Pd. on OR. 1-To.1)83620 of 24/7/61.
TAI3 NOTICE:- That if you fril to attend at the
hearing of the cult or at any continuation or
adjournment thereof, the Court may allow the Plain
tiff to proceed to judgment and execution.

ITo. 10

No. 10

APPLICATION FOR 1.RIT OF SUMMONS

Application
for Writ of
Summons.
26th July, 1961.

III THE HIGH COURT OF LAGOS

Suit No.ID/362/61,
BETWEEN

30

Y/ESTERN NIGERIA JZlVELOPi^NT CORPORATION

plaintiff

- and 1. SIR ABUEAKO TAxVlVIl MUQWA, )

Prime Minister of the

Federation
•2. SIR VAHE ROBERT BAIRAHIAH
3. JAME8 I/IALCOIM ]lAlt?.IS01T
4. GERALD PERCY COOIC-J

)

} Defendants
) ————————
)
)

APPLICATION FOR ',/RIT OF SUMMONS

The Plaintiff claims against the defendants

18.
In the
High Court of
Lagos
No. 10
Application
for Writ of
Summons.
26th July, 1961
- continued.

(1) a declaration that the Tribunal of Inquiry
appointed by the first defendant ac per Government
Notice No.144-6 of 1961 is illegal, unconstitutional
and invalid; alternatively a_declaration that the
said Tribunal of Inquiry is illegal, unconstitution
al and invalid in so far as it purports to author
ise an inquiry into the relationship and dealings
at any time between the National jB^nl: of Nigeria
Ltd., and its directors or any of them on the one
hand and the. Plaintiff arid its statutory predecesors on the other hand;

10

(2) an injunction restraining the defendants, their
servants and agents from holding the said inquiry;
and
(3) such further or other orders as this Honourable
Court may deem fit to make.

Dated this 26th day of July, 1961.
(Sgd.)

M.A. ODESA1IYA
Plaintiff's Solicitors
Address;
c/o M.A. Odesanya
51/55 Broad Street, Lagos,

Filed at 8.25 a.m. on 27/7/61.
Plaintiff's Address; Parliament Road, Agodi, Ibadan.
1st Defendant's Address: Prime Minister's Office,
Lagos .
2nd Defendant's Address; Federal Guprerae Court,
agos .
3rd Defendant's Address; c/o Senate House, Lagos.
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19.
In the
High Court of
Lagos

ITo. 11
V/IilT 0? 3IEMONS
)P LAGOS

No. 11

i;^ _no_r LD/362/of 1961
BETWEEN YffiSTFiRlT I71G-7IRIA. I'jJVELOPLDSITT CORPORATION
Plaintiff, and SIR A31IBAKAR rJA?AWA 3ALEV/A (Prime
Minister of the federation) & Ors, Defendants.
10

To

SIR ABUBAKAJl T
Office, Lagos,

BALEWA

of Prime Minis ter's

You are hereby commanded in Her Majesty's name
to attend this court at High. Court, Lagos on Monday
the 31st day of July, 1961," at 9 o'clock in the
forenoon to answer a suit "by Western Nigeria
Development Corporation of Parliament Road, Agodi
load an against you 3

20

The plaintiff's claim against the defendants (1) a declaration th~t the Tribunal of Inquiry
appointed by the first defendant as per Government
llotice Ho.1446 of 1961 is illegal, unconstitutional
and invalid; alternatively a. declaration that the
said Tribunal of Inquiry is illegal, unconstitution
al and invalid in so far as it purports to author
ise 'an inquiry into the relationship and dealings
at any time between the national Bank of Nigeria
Ltd., and its directors or any of them on the one
hand arid the Plaintiff and its statutory predeces
sors on the other hand;
(2) an injunction restraining the defendants, their
servants and agents from holding the said inquiry;
and
(3) such further or other Orders as this Honourable
Court may deem .tit to :/iuke.
Issued at Lagos the 27 day of July, 1961.
(SgeU) CHARLES ONYEAMA
Judge .
Summons £8, Is. -d
Service
8. 4d
i.Tiloage
6. 3d

40

£8.15.

7d Pd. on CR.lTo.D. 83708 of 27/7/61.

TAEE lOTICEs-- That if you fail to attend at the
hearing of the sv.it or at any continuation or
adjournment thereof, the Court may allow the Plain
tiff to proceed to judgment and execution.

\7rit of
Summons.

27th July,1961,

20.

In the
High Court of
Lagos

ITo. 12
JUDGE'S NOTES OH I)E^EDAJTTS ' laOTIOjT JH HOTIOE

No. 12

ITS THE HIGH POUR I!_.OP LAG-OS

Judge's Notes
on Defendants'
Motion on
Notice.
27th July, 1961,

THURSDAY IH?3 27

L961

DAY , a

BEFORE HIE HONOURABLE ,
MR. JUSTICE 01TYEAMA.,
JUDGE

Suit No . ED/.35 5/61 .
CHIEJ1 T.A. DOIIERTY

10

Vs.

Sill ABHBAKAR TAIPAWA BAIiTtfA & 3 Ors.
efeidarrts

ELIAS Q.C. and ADEBIYI for Applicants:
AKBT-OLUOrBADE for Respondent
AJCQT-OLUC-BADE : I ajn seeing the motion for the
first time today; Ttotimi \7illiams who argued the
motion ex-parte is ill and a doctor's certificate
has been filed; an affidavit has only this morning
"been filed by the respondent; the motion in this
matter was served on Aclepegba at 11 0 55 a.m. yesterday, Order 34 Rule 17; Supreme Coi^t Rules;"

20

UL:- Regarding Order 34 Rule 17
we are in your lordship's hands; I thought that
when my friend LLr. AcLebiyi got to Court yesterday
and your Lordship said you would hear the motion,
you would be exercising your discretion in our
favour .
OOHRO?:- 1 do not thin]: it is a matter of
cretion; if I have not given special leave to
contrary, and it has not been suggested that I
there is nothing for it but to allow two clear
Adjourned to 29th July, 1961.
(Sgd.)

CHARLES OFYG/u.L^

J'uDG-D
July 27, 1961.

dis
the
have,
days.
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21.

In the

I7o. 13
FURTHER AFFIDAVIT III SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION OIT NOTICE AND EXHIBITS,

No. 13

IS THE HIGH COURT OP LAC! OS

Suit No oLD/3 55/1961
BETWEEN:
SENATOR T. ADESAYO DOHERTY

Plaintiff

- and ~
10

1. SIR ABU3AKAR TAPAWA BALEWA
prime Minister of the
Federation
2. SIR VAHE ROBERT BAIRAMLAN
3. JAKES ^LCOLH HARRIS ON
4. GERALD PERCY COOIIE

)
)
) Defendants
)
)
)

FURTHER

20

30

High Court of
Lagos

I, CHIEF THEOPHILUS ADEBAYO DOHERTY, Senator,
Nigerian, Company Director of No«25, Odunlami
Street, Lagos, make oath and say as followss1. I am the plaintiff in the above-mentioned action.
2 5 Following the said action I swore to an affi
davit on the 24th July, 1961 in support of my
motion praying for an interlocutory Order by this
Honourable Court,
3. The motion has been fixed for hearing on Monday
the 31st July, 1961.
4. Pursuant to my statement in the said affidavit
that further affidavit will be filed later I depose
as follows ;(a) That I had obtained an order against the
first and seco:\d defendants in a previous motion
of similar nature in respect of the old Law in
Suit Ho. TJD/10/1961.
The document attached herewith and marked
Exhibit "A" is a true copy of the ruling of the
Ilic'h Court, Lagos thereon.
(b} That the facts set out by the learned trial
Judge in support of his decision that I have
sufficient interest to sustain my claim in that
action are true.

Further
Affidavit in
support of
Plaintiff l s
Motion on
Notice and
Exhibits.
2?th July,1961.

22.

In the
High Court of
Lagos

No, 13
Further
Affidavit in.
support of
Plaintiff's
Motion on
Notice and
Exhibits.

(c) That I was informed Toy my Solicitor Chief
O.B. Akin-Olugbadc and I verily believe that the
document attached herewith and narked Exhibit
"B" is a fair and accurate report of part of the
opening speech of Heil Laws on Esq., Q.C. Counsel
to the Tribunal of Enquiry,
(Sgd. )

T.A. Doherty
DEPONENT.

SWORN to at the High Court
Registry, Lagos, this 27th
day of July, 1961.

10

Before Me

27th July, 1961
- continued

(Sgd.) S.M. Chid on
COMMISSIONER !?OR OATHS.

Exhibit "A"
to Further
Affidavit in
Support of
Plaintiff's
Motion on
Notice

EXHIBIT "A" to Further Affidavit in Support of
Plaintiff's Motion on Notice

27th July, 1961.

rHEHIGH COURT .CTP LAGOS
HOLDEN AT LAGOS, NIGERIA
ON TUESDAY THE 18th DAY OP JULY, 1961,
BEFORE THE HONOURABLE
MR. JUSTICE BELLAMY,
ACTING CHIEF JUSTICE.
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Suit No.LD/310/1961
SENATOR CHIEF T. ADEBAYO DOHEliTY Plaintiff
V.
1. THE HON. SIR ABIffiAKAR TAFAWA BALEWA
(Prime Minister of the Federation)
2. 'THE HON. SIR VAHE BAIRAKIAN Defendants

J U D G

f D

By a writ of summons issued on the 19th June,
1961, Chief T. Adebayo Doherty, the Plaintiff,
claims against the Honourable Sir Abubakar Tafawa
Balewa and Sir Vane Bairamian, the 1st defendant
and 2nd Defendant respectively, tl.y following re
lief :-

30

23
"(i) A declaration that the Commission of Enquiry
appointed by the 1st defendant as per Government
Notice Wo.954, dated 15th !;!ay, 1961, is invalid,
illegal and ultra vires.
(ii) An injunction restraining the second de
fendant from holding the improper enquiry in
pursuance of his appointment as Commissioner
under the aforesaid Government Notice 15 .
10

20

•The Plaintiff now brings this motion, applying for
the following Orders, namely, (1) that the 2nd
defendant be restrained from holding the enquiry
aforesaid pending the determination of the action;
(2) that the cuestions whether the Commissions of
Inquiry Ordinance takes effect as a Regional Law
or as an act of the federal parliament under the
Nigeria (Constitution) Order in Council, I960, be
referred for determination to the federal Supreme
Court under section 103(2) of said Order in Council;
-and, (3) such further or other Orders as this Court
Eiay deem fit to make.
I find it convenient to state in chronological
order how the questions between the Plaintiff and
the defendants arose. The facts wlrich I am about
to set forth appear in the affidavit which have been
filed, some of then by'leave of the Court after the
motion had been opened, and, in the main, are not
in dispute.

30
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The Plaintiff was at all material times a
Director, and held the office of Managing Director,
of the National B^nk of Nigeria Limited (herein
after called "the Bank"). The 1st defendant was
at all material times, and he still is the Prime
Minister of the pederation. The 2nd defendant was
at all material times and he still is, a Federal
Justice of the Supreme Court, and on 15th May, 1961,
under a commission issued b the 1st defendant in
purported exercise of powers conferred on him by
section 2 of the Commissions of Inquiry Ordinance,
he was appointed to be the Commissioner to inquire
into, amongst other ubjects relating to the Baiik r s
business "the general business operation and
financial policy of the National Bank of Nigeria
Ltd., and of its subsidiary companies during the
period 1st October, 1959 to 31st December, I960".
By letter dated the 23rd May, I960, the Federal
Minister of Pinance , Chief Pestus'okotie-Eboh, in
exercise of powers conferred in him by section 12

In the
High Court of
Lagos
No. 13
Exhibit "A" to
Purther
Affidavit in
Support of
Plaintiff's
Motion on
Notice

2?th July, 1961
- continued.

24.
In the

High Court of
Lagos
Ho. 13

Exhibit "A" to
Further
Affidavit in
Support of
Plaintiff's
Motion on
Notice

27th July, 1961
- continued.

of the Banking Ordinance, appointed Messrs.Deloitte,
Plender, Griffiths and Company, Chartered Account
ants, of 5, London Uc.'il Building, Pins bury Circus,
London, to make a special examination under condi
tions of secrecy of the books and affairs of the
Bank, the scope of their authority 'being "to carry
out an audit of the books of Head Office and of
such branches as you consider necessary and to
report to me in'writing as soon as possible, re
ferring in particular to the following points,
(a) any advances or other transactions which may
contravene the provision of the Banking Ordinance;
(b) all advances of £1,000 or more to be listed,
showing the form and estimated value of the
security held in respect of each advance; advances
of any amount which you consider to be bad or doubt
ful to be listed; (c) rates of interest charged on
loans and overdrafts; (d.) the liquidity position
of the Bank in relation to the ratio prescribed by
the Central Bank of Nigeria under the provisions of
section 8 of the Ordinance; (e) the worth of the
Bank's investments in stocks, shares, real property
and otherwise; (f) all foreign exchange transac
tions of £10,000 or more over the last 12 months to
be listed and those which nay nave contravened the
provisions of the Exchange Control Ordinance, and,
(g) any transactions which come to your notice
which may contravene any laws of Nigeria other than
those specified above; and to riake recommendations".
Messrs. Deloitte, I'lender, Griffiths and Company carried out their special examination, and
about October, I960, they submitted their report
to the Minister, trhaving dealt in tneir report with
the particular subjects contained in their terms
of reference, Messrs. Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths
and Company made the following recommendations
"regarding ownership and management" of the Bank".
"37. We make the following recommendations re
garding ownership and management of the
Bank :(1) In our opinion the whole of the ordin
ary capital and reserves attributable to
the ordinary shareholders has been lost;
together with part of the preference
capital. Hiis is shown by the revised
balance sheet which forms statement 5c
(ii) 2he actions of tho pi.e-sent management
of the Bank in
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25.
(a) submitting incorrect statement to the
Central Bank, (paras. 5, 6 & 7)
(b) falsifying the Bank's books (para.9)
and
(c) adopting a policy of making large ad
vances which do not appear to be readily,
repayable (para.12(v)), and which policy
is contrary to good banking practice.
10

20

in our opinion show that the management is
unfitted to be in control of the Bank
(iii) The low interest charge of l-g$ rj e a.
made on large loan (£241,271 at 30th April,
I960) to a company (J.ll. Doherty Ltd.) with
which the managing director is concerned,
(statement 3) together with the arrangement
under which the Bank's properties at 21/25
Broad Street are being developed by a Com
pany (national Investment properties Co.
Ltdo ) in which tr/o of the Bank's directors
have a one-half interest, (see para,20)
leads us to the opinion that the present
management are more concerned with using
the Bank's assets for their own private
purposes, than for the benefit of the
shareholder:-; as a whole, and the security
of the depositors.
(iv) Me therefore recoraiiend that the Mini
ster informs the 3.^nk that he will take
steps to revoke the rank's license unless
changes in the ownership and management,
agreeable to the Minister, are made.
(v) The existing 4/-S Preference Shares, held
by the V/estern llogion I.I&rketing Board
should be converted into Ordinary Shares,
so as to give the Board control of the Bank.
(vi) The ./estern llogio:-.t Marketing Board
should appoint additional directors of the
Bank.

4-0

(vii) Dr. A. Ivlaja, the pi-esent chairman,
should resign his directorship. T,A.Doherty
should resign his directorship and his
position as managing director,
(viii) A new chairuan, approved by the
Central Bank, should be appointed.

In the
High Court of
Lagos
No. 13
Exhibit "A" to
Further
Affidavit in
Support of
Plaintiff's
Motion on
Notice
27th July, 1961
- continued.

26.
In the
High Court of
Lagos
———-.
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(x) The day-to-day running of the Bank should
"be put in the hands of the general manager,
Ilr. Buroshola.

Exhibit "A" to
llJJJflfJ^ .-v,
Aiiiaavi-c on.
bupporT oi
±aain-Giii s
Motion on
Notice

^±) The Minister, in accordance vith his
powers under "Section 14 (b) of the Bankiuig
Ordinance, 1958 should appoint E person who
llas lia(1 pr0 per training and experience to
advise the Bank in the proper conduct of its
hiiqineqa
business. »

27th July, 1961
- continued.

(ix) The position of managing director
should be left unfilled „

10

On the 14th October, I960, the Minister wrote to
the Plaintiff:
"Sir,

By my letter dated the 27th of Hay, I960
I advised you that, in accordance with the
power conferred, upon me by section 12 of the
Banking Ordinance and after consultation with
the Central Bank, I had appointed the firm of
Messrs. Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths and Conpany, assisted by such other qualified persons
as I might from time to tirae appoint, to make
a special examination, under conditions of
secrecy, of the "books nnd affairs of the
National Bank of Uigeria Limited, The examin
ers have now submitted a full report to me and,
in accordance with the requirements of section
13(3) of the Banking Ordinance, I now enclose
a copy of such report.
2. The report sets out in specific terms many
irregularities and improprieties. It is my
intention to report the circumstances to the
Governor-General in Council. In accordance
with the provisions of section 14(c) of the
Banking Ordinance, I now require you to furnish
me, within 21 days, with a detailed explanation
in writing of each and every irregularity and
impropriety to which reference is made in the
report, together with details of action taken
or proposed in those cases where this is called
for.
3. I should be grateful if you would acknow
ledge the receipt of this letter and its
enclosure."
Having received that letter and the repor'
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27.
referred to therein, the Plaintiff wrote back to the
Minister on the 2Cth October;

"Sir,

10
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Your Letter , -p 4-X.he 14th instant
!To e Pcll203/Vol .111/448, was re
ceived and in reply thereto we
have to state as follows;-

j'irst of all we have to thank the Minister,
the Staff of the Ministry and the Examiners
for having quite fully observed the conditions
of secrecy which, the ordinance enjoined so as
not to embarrass the Bank.
The report of the Examiners Messrs.Deloitte
Plender Griffith and Company is so much a
volume that it 1 s impossible to deal with
these in detail within 21 days and in such a
case, we would h ave to send for our Accountants and Auditor s in United Kingdom, All that
is possible to ci. o is to fiive a general answer
to the different points raised in the report.
On. the 8th of March, this year, a l»r e Lee
cane into the Bank v;ith a letter of authorisa
tion to examine the Hooks of the Bank without
any previous notice or intimation. His atti
tude was courteous but very unfriendly» It
was with difficulty we could persuade him that
we would need arrange for his accommodation
etc. His attitude was that of C.I.D. men
armed with a search warrant. He caine the
following day and started on the Books,, Within
a few hours it was evident he was after find
ing out how much of the funds of the Bank had
been advanced to the Action Group Party and
the following c!~y he was off to Ibadan to pur
sue this search. It was on his return that he
and I had a talk about this account.
1 am
prepared to confront Mr. Lee on this.
In passing I would like to s tate that when
Mr. Teuton the Governor of the Central Bank
had first arrived in Nigeria and I paid him a
courtesy visit at Ikoyi I advised him not to
allow politics to interfere with his assign
ment in this country and that if he is in any
doubt or diloiiiua his best adviser is the
Governor-General. I am sure Ilr. Penton still
remembers this piece of advice.
On the 30th of May, the eve of my sailing

In the
High Court of
Lagos
No. 13
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"to the United Kingdom I v/as asked to call at
the Liir-istry of Finance and there handed a
letter that certain Accountants and Auditors
will examine 'cue 'books of the Bank "both in
the Head Office and the Branches t:::.o follow
ing morning. It is a great pity that I was
therefore out of the country when the Examiners
started their work as a lot of inaccuracies,
wrong valuations and wrong deductions in the
report would not have occurred.
The National Bank of Nigeria has "been in
existence for the past 27 years during which
period of time the only way to invest our
funds was on real property, share of Companies,
Overdraft to Customers and loans to the public.
The Banking Ordinance cane into operation
on the 1st October, 1559. The Examiners seen
to be altogether oblivious or ignorant of this
fact and seem to treat us as a wilful breaker
of the laws and regulations under Banking
Ord inane e.
Our greatest difficulty has been the ques
tion of the 25y:> liquidity in relation to our
background as stated above. On at least two
occasions I mentioned to Mr. Z^enton that it is
extremely difficult for us to keep within this
ratio as at any time we should, fail to get
adequate deposits. Me would have expected Llr.
Peri ton to call ue to a conference to enquire
into those difficulties perhaps lend us one
of his top men to help us seek a way out and
may be even recommend the Federal Government
to give us assistance as I believe l!r.Fenton's
duty should include such a line.
The Directors of the Bank have done nothing
that can be calculated as a, wilful act preju
dicial to the interest of the Bank or the
Public but have developed the Bank to the best
of our ability according to the knowledge and
experience that we possessed and if v/e have
made any mistake we express our regret for
same. We have ourselves felt the necessity
for calling in our monies outstanding and the
ordinance gives us one year and 2 years withi?i
which to do this by selling our properties and
shares in companies but the first year has not
as yet expired.
Certain points and allegations in the Heport need our explanations
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29.
" LOANS AJH) ADVAT'GIIS s The Examiners« adverse
cTiTTcTsm ~6T"th"e£Te" "ar'e no doubt due to their
lack of knowledge of local conditions and of
our land values. A property purchased five
years ago has appreciated J.OO^, the one pur
chased 10 veers ago has appreciated 200/£ and
one purchased 15 years has appreciated 300$
and this applies to our property investment
as well as collateral securities we hold.
10

20

The
IHTERj3ST_T«C)\TJ.8 HOT _TO BE ECONOMIC:
reduction ™olT ":tiire faTe of" irfferesTTb all
customers came under special review. Yfe had
"been paying very heavy Income Tax calculated
on interest on Overdrafts which interest do
not come in 'by way of actual physical cash
but by book entries, the Board of Directors
therefore decided to stop calculating interest
on some accounts by asking the customer to
close the accounts and open a number two ac
count which must not run into overdraft. It
was during this review that the interest of
J.E. Doherty Limited, was reduced to 1-|$. It
was not just the act of the Managing Director.
17e consider our London
___
RETURNS TO CENTRAL
ny other branch of the Bank
in relation to the Head Office."

Branch as JusT

SERIOUS ALLEGATION AGAINST THE MANAGING
On page 13 of their Report at Section 20
of the Examiners wrote as follows :-

40

'Included in the properties of £271,996
is £41,953 for 21/25 Broad Street. This
property has been charged to the Western
Region Li'arketing Board to secure a guaran
tee given by the Bank for £500,000 advances
by the Bo-ird to National Investment proper
ties Co. Ltd. This latter Company is having
a large building erected on the site. One
half of the shares in this Company are
owned by two Directors of the Bank Dr. A.
1/laja and. T.A. Doherty. It appears there
fore that profits from the development of
these properties will flow into the hands
of these two directors. 1
In all the report this is the only occasion
on which we have been accused of fraudulent
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"intentions in our actions of which if any top
executive is guilty there would be justifica
tion for his removal, I say most emphatically
that I do not own one single shore in the
National investment Properties Co s Ltd, nor am
I a Director nor do I even know who the share
holders are. Dr. Llaja assured me that he owns
only £200 worth of shares in the Conpany. That
a reputable and responsible firm like Deloitte,
Plender, Griffiths C:. Co. should make such a
reckless and unwarranted allegation against
our integrity ic beyond ny understanding. It
is evident they have been listening to rumours.

-0

We shall expect this portion to be expunged
from their report with apology. We would not
like to think" that £;uc]: rumoiirs have affected
their judgment end recoiamendations.
In accordance with the Minister's letterunder reply we lic-v^ approached the Western
Region Government and they have expressed
their willingness to come to our assistance in
the spirit of the examiners' recommendation.
We enclose herewith copies of letters already
exchanged.

20

We will be gratefi.il if Mr, Fenton will
still come to our aid with one of his top men
in consultation -./ith the Western Region G'overment."
In answer to that, on the 14th November, the
Minister wrotet
"Sir
I acknowledge with thanks the receipt of
your confidential letter, reference TAD/BOB,
of the 28th of October, I960, which purported
to reply in general terras to some of the points
raised in the Report on the affairs of the
National Bank of Nigeria, Limited, prepared by
Messrs. Deloitte Plender Griffiths and'Gompany.
2. I must say, quite frankly, that your
letter appears to gloss over* r.iMiy of" the
specific points of criticism raised by the
Examiners under cover of giving a general
answer. I accept your contention that
would be difficult, if not impossible, to
deal with the Report of the liKdriiners in de
tail within the 21 days I originally laid
down, and therefore now require you to furnich

30

40

"me, within 30 days, vith a detailed explana
tion in writing o.f eacli and every irregular
ity, and impropriety to which reference is
Liade in the Report together with details of
the action token, or proposed, in those cases
where this is cr lied for."

10

The plaintiff ariuv-'ered that letter on the 13th
December, and with tiiat letter he forwarded to the
Minister the Bank's "reply" to each matter speci
fically raised in the report of Ilessrs, Deloitte,
Plender, Griffiths and Company. With regard to
the recommendations made in the report relating to
"Ownership and mana^e^ent of the Sank" , the Bank
stated;
"Paragraph 37:
(i) Examiners' comments noted,
(ii) Examiners' comments noted.
(iii) (NOTEs Chief Dqherty to comment on the
interest of 1-^).

20

30

In regard to the d?velot>ment of Bank's propertiee at 21/25 Broad Street by the national
Investment and .Properties Company Limited,
our comments under paragraph (23) shows clear
ly that Bank directors name derive no benefit
from the venture at the expense of the Bank
whatsoever.
(iv) See comments under (v) below.
(v) Steps Lave already been taken to put
the recommendations into effect.
(vi) The Western Region Marketing Board are
taking steps accordingly,
(vii) Steps are being taken to comply,
(viii) Steps are being taken by the Western
Government accordingly. And it will be
up to it to decide whether the appoint
ment of a new Chairman by it requires
the approval of the Central Bank.
(ix) and (x) The Western G-overnment will de
cide.
(xi) This would be most welcomed,"

40

That letter, enclosing the Bank's reply, was
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Following upon the rccosraendations made by
Messrs. Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths and Company
in their report to the Minister, the Government of
the Western Region took over the Bank through the
Yifestern Region Marketing Board, which then took
steps to regularize the affairs of the Bank in
accordance with the recommendations made in the
said report. What was done, according to the
Plaintiff in agreement with the 1st defendant, was
as follows;

10

"(a) The conversion of the Preference Shares of
the Western Region Marketing Board into
Ordinary shares;
(b) An increase in capital of £2,000,000 sub
scribed and taken up by the Western Region
Marketing Board;
(c) The resignation of Dr. Ilajja as Chairman
and Chief Doherty as Managing Director and, of
three other directors of the Bank, all in March
1961„ The Dosition of Managing Director was
left unfilled.

20

(d) The appointment of three nominee directors
of the Marketing Board, one of whom is now
Chairman of the Bank, approved by the Central
Bank.
(e) The levying of interest on loans formerly
interest-free.

30

(f) The day-to-day managing of the Bank was
put into the hands of the G-cneral Manager, Mr.
Duroshola.

(g) Steps were taken and are being taken to
re-assess bad or doubtful debts and to obtain
repayment as for as possible of these deists."
On the 15th May, 1961, the 1st defendant wrote to
the Premier of the Western Region;
"My dear Premier, I am writing to give you ad
vance information that, as I ara not satisfied
that those in charge of the Ifc •,.tonal Bank are
genuinely putting its affairs in order, I have

40

decided after very careful consideration that
there is no s at is fact or j alternative to the
appointment of r. '"oi'.av.issicn to enquire into
the affairs of the Bank. A public announce
ment will be r/iade shortly, I attach a copy of
the terns of reference which will be given to
the 0 orniiiiss ion „"
10

20

The public announcement referred to in that letter
was the publication on the following day, 16th May,
1961, in the federation of Nigeria Official Gazette
of G-ovornnent llotice jTo. 954 v/hereby the public was
1961. the 1st de
15th
notified that on
fendant had issued a Commission appointing the
second defendant to be the Commissioner to hold a
commission of inquiry into the particular matters
set forth in the comnlssion including "the general
business operation end financial policy of the
national Bank of Higeris Ltd., and of its subsidi
ary companies during the period 1st October 1959
to 31st December, 1960"=
On the 19th June, 1961, at the instance of the
2nd defendant, a Public llotice was published in the
following local newspapers, namely, the Daily
Dxpress, the Daily Tines, and the West African
Pilot, which stated j^vteralia that the first sit
ting of the C omrnis s ion "w duTd be on the 7th July,
1961, that the inquiry would begin on the 10th July,
1961 s and that the sittings would t.?.ke place in the
C liarn.be r of the Senate.

30

On that sr.rae day, 19th June, very shortly
after the publication of this public notice, the
Plaintiff issued his writ in this action, and he
now moves the Court for orders in the terms of his
notice of motion.
The question which at once presents itself is
this, under the particular circumstances of this
case, has the Plaintiff any right to come to this
Court for the relief that he is claiming? The 1st
defendant says ,
In the affidavit sworn to by
John Murray on the 5th July, 1961, on behalf of the
1st defendant, the case for the 1st defendant on
this question is put in this way, that "the Commis
sion of Inquiry appointed as aforesaid is one into
the affairs of the Rational Bank of Higeria Ltd.
and in no wise affects or infringes any right or
rights of the plaintiff nor Joes the plaintiff in
his affidavit adduce any fact or facts establishing
any rights in respect of which he would be entitled
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to seek the protection of this Honourable Court in
this matter by v.'c.y of injunction or otherwise". To
put it broadly, the argument advanced on behalf of
the 1st defendant is that the Plaintiff is in no
better position than a stranger, and, in the lan
guage of Lord Dunedin in Attorney_-0eneral
for the
^
Dominion of Canada v, TlJ:t]cn^^C6jili racjTTing _anji
"T A .0 ."999 'Q? .jTTT ?T Pae
Supply^ iampaty
''
"
Tie has" fai ecTTcT aver anclpr ov e "War
to go on in the Commission of Inquiry is calculated
to infringe his rights. In the course of the argu
ment for the 1st defendant it was suggested that
the Plaintiff was not suing either on behalf of the
Bank, into the affairs of which the Commission of
Inquiry had been appointed to inquire, and that, on
the authority of 3Jrap_er v. British Optical Association (1930) 1 AIjirn.Tl. TT5~. ~ trhe P'lairJtTTff ' s action
was premature,
The 2nd defendant, who was unrepresented and
appeared in person, did not address any argument to
me on this question. He intimated that he could
not consent to the interlocutory injunction being
granted because any such consent would be contrary
to his Commission and to his orders.
On the other hand, it was submitted on behalf
of the Plaintiff that he has shown a very strong
interest to sustain his claim. It is urged on his
behalf that, if the inquiry proceeds, then it must
necessarily inquire into the way that he has con
ducted the affairs of the Bank, and in those circurastances his liberty is being invaded. It was
urged furthermore on his behalf that it is not
necessary for the plaintiff to show that his riflits
have been invaded, but it is sufficient if he can
show that his righto are threatened. It was
submitted that in the present case, if the Plain
tiff's contention that the appointment of the
Commission of Inquiry aforesaid was ultra vires is
well-founded, it was quite impossible fb say~TIIat
the plaintiff's rights would not be infringed or
threatened.
There is, I think, no dispute as to the law.
In order to enable the plaintiff to apply for a
declaratory order or an injunction he must show
that he has an interest in the subject matter.
This principle was laid down in Guaranty Trust Go .
York v. Ilannay & Go . ,
where Tt waFTielcTljIiat £he Court IL>& power to make
a declaration, whether there is a cadre of action
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35.
or not, at the instance of a party interested in the
slib ;j oct ina11er.

10

Such being the principle, it reinains to
ascertain whether, on the facts before me, the
plaintiff has shown that he has an interest in the
subject matter. To answer this question it is
first necessary to recall that the Commission of
Inquiry appointed on the 15th Hay, 1951, is charged
with the duty of inquiring into "the general
business operation and financial policy" of the
Sank during the period from 1st October, 1959 to
31st December, I960. The particular subject of
inquiry named in the conuission includes;
"2. The nature amounts ar,d terras of advances
or credit facilities or guarantees, as well
as validity and sufficiency of any securities
therefor, made granted or given by the said
bank to s

20
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(a) All subsidiary companies of the said Bank;
(t>) Directors of the said bank or members of
their families 5
(c) Any corporation, firm or other associa
tion of persons in v.'hich it may appear
that any direct'or of the said Bank has or
has had any interest at any material time;
(d) Any private individual, corporation, firm
or other association of persons, whether
or not any director ur official is or
was interested therein.
3. 'The relationship and deelings between the
said bank and its directors or any of them on
the one hand end on the other hand;
(a) The National Investment Properties Ltd.,
(b) The Western Region Marketing Board;
(c) The Western Region Development Corpora
tion;
(d) The Mutual Aids Society Ltd.,
(e) Any political party group of association,
or any person, corporation, firm or other
association of persons acting on behalf
of any such political party, group or
association.
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4. Whether, and if so> in what respect the
business and affairs of the said bank have not
been conducted at any material time in accord
ance with the provisions of the Banking Ordin
ance, 1958 or of any other relevant Ordinance,
5. Whether in respect ol any other of the
aforesaid matters or of any matter affecting
the business and affairs of the said Bank
which, not having been li?r ein.be fore specific-
ally mentioned, may cone to the notice of the
Commissioner, any director cr other officer of
the said bank lias failed to adhere to the
standards of conduct or propriety demanded of
him in his office, and if so in what respect.''
There is no dispute that during the period
from 1st October, 1959 to 31st December, I960, the
Plaintiff was a Director of the Bank, and that in
fact he held the office of Lion aging Director of the
Bank during this period. There is also no dispute
that tho management of the ?,ank, y/hich uust include
the "Plaintiff, was severely criticised by Messrs,,
Deioitte, Plender, Griffiths and Company in their
Report to the Minister of .?iriajice, It was stated
in this report that, "the actions of the present
management of the Bank in (a) submitting incorrect
statement to the Central Bank, (b) falsifying the
Bank's books, and (a) adopting ^ policy of making
large advances which do not appear to be readily
repayable, and which policy is contrary to good
banking practice, in our opinion show that the
management is unfitted to be in coiri,"ol of the Bank.
It vrac. also stated in this report that, in the
opinion'of Messrs. Deioitte, Plender, Griffiths and
Company, "the present management was more concerned
with using the Bank's assets for their own private
purposes than for the benefit of the shareholders
as a whole and the security of the depositors", and
it was recommended in the report that the plaintiff
should resign his directorship and his position as
Managing Director, It is difficult for me to conceive of any more damaging statements of the plain
tiff in his capacity as Managing Director of the
Bank. T'he terms of reference given to the Commiss
ion of Inquiry include the particular subjects
referred to the special examiners, Messrs. Deioitte,
Plender, Griffiths and Company, for examination and
recommendation, and in asking his inquiry I am
convinced that the 2nd defendant , the Commissioner,
will be bound to investigate all tru, natters
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investigated by Messrs. Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths
and Company, and in so doing is, I think, bound to
call upon the Plaintiff for an account of his
management of the Bank ,:,v,rin.- the period in question,
I find it quite impossible to t'ay, in these circum
stances, that the Plaintiff's rights may not be
affected. I have given careful consideration to
the arguments addressed, to me on behalf of the 1st
defendant, and I am not persuaded that it has been
shov/n that the Plaintiff has not interest or no
sufficient interest in the subject matter to sus
tain his claim. I would, therefore, answer this
first question in the affirmative, and I find that
the Plaintiff has shov/n that he has a sufficient
interest to sustain his claim.
This brings me to the next question which is,
has the Plaintiff made out c. cace for the granting
of^an interlocutory injunction to restrain the 2nd
defendant from holding the inquiry pending the
determination of the action?
I think I had better consider first what are
the principles which have been laid down with re
gard to the granting of an interlocutory injunction,
and then I will consider v/hetlier ic has been
established by the Plaintiff that this case has
been brought within those circumstances which have
been held to justify the granting of an interlocu
tory injunction.

30

40

The law is well settled. It is very clearly
stated by Cotton, L.J. in the Court of Appeal in
Preston v. Luck, (1884) Oh. D. 497, where that dis
tinguished Judge said;
"Of course, in order to entitle the plaintiffs
to an interlocutory injunction, though the court is
not called upon to decide finally on the right of
the parties, it is necessary that the Court should
be satisfied that there is a serious question to be
tried at the hearing, and that on the facts before
it there is a probability that the Plaintiffs are
sntitled to relief."
It is, therefore, for the plaintiff in the present
case to establish (1) that there is a substantial
question to be investigated at the hearing, and
("2) that there is some probability of his succeeding
at the trial.

Imprimis, I direct myself that the onus is on
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the plaintiff to establish the two ingredients I
have mentioned,
The Plaintiff's case for a declaration and
injunction is based upon three grounds „ First,, it
is said that the consent of the Governor-General to
the appointment of the 2nd defendant to be the
Commissioner to hold the inquiry was not obtained.
Secondly, it is said that the 1st defendant has no
power to appoint a commission of Inquiry because the
legislature of the Federation is incompetent to
legislate on Commissions of Inquiry by reason of
changes introduced in the Eigeria (Constitution)
Order in Council, I960, And, thirdly, it is said
that the appointment of the 2nd defendant was bad
because it was not nade in the proper exercise of
the 1st defendant's discretion.
It must be borne in ruin I that these are
questions to be determined at the , hearing of the
cause. It is not necessary - indeed it would riot be
right - for me to come to any definite conclusion
upon them. It is only neces ary for me to consider,
upon the evidence before me, whether or not the
Plaintiff has shown that any one of these three
questions is substantial and nay be decided in his
favour at the hearing.
With regard to the first question, it is
common ground between the parties that, by virtue
of the provisions of the Transfer of Functions
(Federation) Order, 1959, made under the Ministers 1
Statutory Powers and Duties (Miscellaneous Provis
ions) Ordinance, 1958, and by virtue of section
154(2)(b) of the Nigeria (Constitution) Order in
Council, 1960 S which provides that reference to
officers in the public service of the Federation
includes references to the offices of judges of the
Federal Supreme Court, the consent of the GovernorGeneral was necessary to the appointment of the 2nd
defendant to hold the Commission of Inquiry»
Now, what is the evidence that the consent of
the Governor-General was not given as required by
law? The plaintiff has adduced no evidence in sup
port of the averment in his affidavit sworn to on
the 30th June, 1961 that "the consent of the
Governor-General has not been obtained to the said
appointment". It is true that he has exhibited to
his affidavit aforesaid a copy of the appointment of
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the Commission of Inauiry as TAijlished in the
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Federation of ITigeria Official Gazette of the 16th
May, 1961, as Exhibit "0". An examination of his
document, the contents of which have not been
challenged by the def endanta , shows that it does
not contain any statement that such consent has
been siven, Clause 4 of the Transfer of Functions
(federation) Order, 1959 provides inter alia that
!! a statement in the terras of any app o int men t that
such consent has been given shall be prima_ facie
evidence of such consent". This does ncrtT,~"oT
course, mean that the absence of such, a statement
in the terms of the appointment is prima facie
evidence that such consent was not given. Has any
evidence been adduced by the defendants to supply
the deficiency in the Plaintiff's case? There is
the evidence of Albert Ilceme Osakvve who, on the
6th July, 1961} swore that on the 9th May, 1961,
the consent of the Governor-General was obtained.
He does not state with precision the source of his
information. If he was present when the GovernorGeneral gave his consent to the appointment of the
If the
2nd defendant why does he not s-.y so?
Governor-General i.:i : ;iiified his consent in writing,
the writing or a statutory ^quivnlent should have
been exhibited to his affidavit. In my opinion,
the affidavit of Mr. Osata/s is hopelessly insuffic
ient. The 1st defendant swore to an affidavit on
the 6th July, 1961, and in this affidavit he states:
"2. That I remember
arly that during a
discussion I had with the Governor -General of
the Federation, the Rt . Hon. ITnamdi Azikiwe
early in May, 1961 before I made the appoint
ment of a Commission of Inquiry published as
Government ITotice I^o. 954 in the Official
Gazette of the Federation of 16th May, 1961,
His Excellancy gave his consent to ray appoint
ing the second defendant, Sir Vahe Bairamian,
a Federal Justice, as the Commissioner to
enquire into the various natters specified in
the said Government ITotice. "
This evidence is unchallenged ynd uncoiitradicted,
and I accept it. It is iu^licit that the GovernorGeneral's consent to the appointment was given by
him in the course of a conversation with the 1st
defendant and that suck consent v,7as an oral consent.
This immediately rr.ises the question, is a verbal
consent sufficient? Section 86(1) of the Nigeria
(Constitution) Order in Council, I960, provides
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inter alia that in the exercise of his functions

undefTEis Constitution or any other Lav; the
Governor-General shall act in accordance with the
advice of the Council of Ministers or a Minister

of the Government of the federation acting under
the general authority of the Council of Ivlinisters.
It seems to ne that the appointment of a Commission
of Inquiry to inquire into the affairs of the Bank

was a matter iipon which the 1st defendant must

first have obtained the authority of the Council
of Ministers, and the consent of the GovernorGeneral should have been signified under the hand

10

of the Deputy Governor-General or the Secretary to
the Governor-General end Council of Ivlinisters or

the Deputy Secretary to the Council of Ministers as
provided for in section 56(1) of the Interpretation
Ordinance.
The basis of the appointment of the 2nd de
fendant to act as the Cooi.issioner to hold the
commission of Inquiry in question here was the
giving of the Governor-General's consent prior to
such appointment. Without such consent, the
appointment of the 2nd defendant to hold the
Comission of Inquiry must at the hearing of the
action be held to be invalid. YTithout in any way
deciding this point, it seems to me, on the evi
dence before rue, to be at least doubtful if such
consent was validly given.
That being ray view, it 1;.; unnecessary for me
to consider the remaining two questions, and I
deliberately refrain from ro doin,?,. In the first
place, the Plaintiff has shown to my satisfaction
that, on the question of consent of the GovernorGeneral alone, there is a serious question to be
considered at the hearing of the action and that
there is a probability of his succeeding on this
point. And, secondly, I have been requested by the
plaintiff to refer the second question which in
volves the interpretation of the Nigeria (Consti
tution) Order in Council, I960, to the Federal
Supreme Court for decision.
In my judgment, the Plaintiff has made out a
caje for the granting of an interlocutory injunc
tion in the terms of the notice of motion. It is
said that by granting an injunction in this case
the court will be breaking :~yv; ground. That may
be so, but it cannot be said that that is a good
reason or any reason for refusing to grant an
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4-1.
injunction in proper case. Needless to say I am
reluctant to interfere siuoraarily in such a case,
but I am satisfied, that there- is a very grave
question, possibly grave questions, to Toe decided
at the hearing, and that until then the subject
natter of the action should be preserved until the
rights of the parties c;;..n be finally determined.
10

20

Before I refer any question to the Federal
Supreme Court under section 108(2) of the Nigeria
(Constitution) Order in Council I must be of opin
ion that the question involves a substantial ques
tion of law,
The question I am requested by the Plaintiff
to refer to the federal Supreme Court as set out
in the Schedule to the notice of notion is not
expressed in terms which would enable the Federal
Supreme Court to deal with all ohe constitutional
issues raised in argument before rue, and during the
hearing of the motion, at the suggestion of the
Court, the question was re-framed by leading coun
sel for the Plaintiff. The question now reads;
"\7hether the Commissions of Inquiry Ordinance
is an existing lav/ wiuhin the meaning of the
Nigeria (Constitution) Order in Council. I960,
and if so, whether it has effect as a Federal
Law or v.hether it has ceased to have effect
either as a Federal law or at all before the
coning into force of the said Order in Council".

30

4-0

Very able and sustained arguments have been
addressed to me over a period of four days on this
constitutional question which is by no means free
from doubt, I do not propose to recapitulate these
arguments. The Plaintiff's contention is that a
Federal law which purports to provide for the
holding of Commissions of Inquiry is invalid. I
find it impossible to say that the question I am
requested to refer to the Federal Supreme Court is
not of considerable importance. I think it is.
Having regard to the increasing tendency nowadays
of appointing Conni.osions of Inquiry to investigate
matters of public importance, I should have thought
that a decision of the Federal Supreme Court, which
will settle all doubts upon the subject, would
have been welcomed by the Federal Government,
The result of this motion is this. There will
be an injunction restraining the 2nd defendant from
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holding the Commission of Inquiry under the comis
sion dated 15th Llay, 1961, published as Government
Uotice No.954- in the Federation of Nigeria Official
Gazette of the 16th May, 1961, until the final
determination of the action or further order. The
question as amended during the hearing of this
motion is referred to the Federal Supreme Court
under Section 108(2) of the Order in Council I960.
I order the costs of this motion to be reserved
till the hearing or further order.

10

(Sgd,) Alexander Bellamy
AC2I1TG OHI5F JUSTICE.

18th July, 1961
Mr. Dingle Foot, Q.C.
With him Messrs. Taveene and Akin-Olugbade for Plaintiff.
Mr.

A. Wheeler, Senior Crown Counsel for 1st Defendant.

Sir Valie Bairamian - in person.
£5.l0.10d pd. on CR.lTo.D .83583

95 folios

HIGH COURT CASHIER'S OFFICE
IAGOS
21/7/61
1/4-d Pd. on CR.No JD, 83 707 of 27/7/61.

l/2d
p.f.
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This is the document referred to and marked
Exhibit "A" in the further Affidavit of
Senior Chief T. Adebayo Doherty Sworn to this
27th day of July, 1961.
Before Me
(Sgd.) S.H. CHIDOM
COMMISSICKER FOR OATHS.
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43.
EXHIBIT "3" to Further Ai.iic.ovit in Support of
Plaintiff's Motion on ITotice
P.A. Crrahan-Jones A.I. 3 • 0 .-•.). ±5 a.m. 25.7.1961,
ITATIOITAL BAHK OF 1TICZEIIA IIKI'IES) :
TRIBUNAL OF IHQUIRY.
The Tribunal met at 9.0 a,>i. on the 25th July
(Sir Vahe Bairaniaii in the Chair)
Sir Vahe r>niraraians
10

I -vij.1 ask the Secretary of

Secretary of the -Tribunal (l.-Ir» Olatunde Tanimowo
Favvole);

APPOIlTTIoSNT OP A THIEUi'TAI 0?' INQUIRY
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In exercise oi' the pCY/era conferred by section
3 of the Commissions of and Tribunals of Inquiry
Act, 1961, I hereby v:ith the concurrence of the
Council of Ministers and v/ith t?ts consent of the
Actir.g- Gi- over nor -General, Chief Dennis Chukude
Csadebey, appoint Sir Yahe Robert Bairamian, Feder
al Justice, to be a Coraiissioner for the purpose
of the said Act, and I further appoint Mr. James
L'alcolm Harris on and Mr, Gerald Percy Cooke as
Commissioners and I hereby further direct that the
said Sir Vahe Robert Bairaudan should be the Chairj.ian of the bald Tribunal, snd I hereby authorise
the said tribunal to inquire intos1. The general business operation and finan
cial policy of the .Watio}:;;,! Bank of Nigeria
Limited and of its subsidin.vy companies during
the period 1st October, 1959 to 31st December,
I960.
2. The native amounts and terms of advances
or credit facilities or guarantees, as well
as validity and sufficiency of any securities
therefor, made granted or ;;:Lven by the said
ban!: at any tine to:

4-0

(a) All subsidiary companies of the said Bank;
(b) directors of the 6aid bank or members of
their families;
(c) any corporation, i'irm or other association
of peroons in which it may appear that any
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director of the yaid bank lias or has had any
interest at any material time;
(d) any private individual, corporation, firm or
other association or persons, v/hether or not
any director or official is or was interested
therein
3. The relationship and dealings at any time
between the said bank and its directors or any
of them on the one hand and on the other hand;
(a) The National Investment and Properties Co.
Ltd.,
(b) The Western Region Marketing Board;
(c) The Western Nigeria Development Corporation
and its Statutory predecessors;
(d) The Mutual Aids Socioty Ltd.,
(e) Any political party rroup or association,
or any persons, corporation, firm or other
association of persons actin on behalf of
any such political party, group or associ
ation.
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4. Whether and, if oo, to what extent party
political considerations or associations have
at any time influenced the said bank in its
dealings with customers or prospective custom
ers whether as borrov/ers or as depositors.
5. Whether and, if so, in what respect the
business and affairs of the said bank have not
been conducted at any material tine in accord
ance with the provisions of the Banking; Ordin
ance 1958 or of any other relevant Ordinance.

30

6. Whether in respect of any of the aforesaid
matters or of.any matters affecting the business
and affairs of the said bank which, not having
been hereinbefore specific-ally mentioned, may
come to the notice of the Oonmissioners, any
director or other officer of the said bank has
failed to adhere to the standards of conduct
or propriety demanded ox' him in his office,
and if so in what rospect.
For the purpose of. tht.-se Terms of Referonce the expression "subsidiary Company" shall
have the meaning given to it by the note at the
foot of the First Schedule ox the Banking
Ordinance, 1958, and the provisions of the
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Banting or other relevant Ordinance shall Toe
deemed to include the provisions of any regu
lations, direction, order or requirement
lav/fully made or : /iven pursuant to any such
Ordinance,
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2he Tribunal shall hold the first sitting
in Lagos on Saturday, July 22, at 11 a.m. in
the Chambers of the Senate, and the 'tribunal
shall thereafter hold the said inquiry at such
place or places and upon Buch dates SB the
O.Tibunal may determine.
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Yfith the cons vent of The Acting GovernorG-eneral T hereby further appoint MR. OLATUKDE
TAITIl^O'/C i'A'XtjZ as Secrete rr t^ the said
I'ribunal.
Dated at Lagos this 21st day of July, 1961.
ABUBA1CAR TA^AY/A BAIEWA
.rrli'ie Minister of the Federation.
20

SjLr TrJie _BairaiTiiaa: V/il 1 . you also road the note
which" 'ti'Lpr.^aiae' IHnister signed in regard to the
date of opening?
Mr. Olatiinde Tardrnowo pcv/ole;
Cabinet Office,
Lagos o
T o Y/i'i oras o ev e r It r.Ia y_ 9_92'iS;

30

4-0

It was brought to my notice this afternoon
that, because of the unexpected 'plane delay of
Mr. G ere Id Percy Coolie, the Hanker member of the
Coiitiiission, the Tribunal of Enquiry appointed by me
as the Prime Minister of the Pederation under
Canette Notice Ho. 144-6 end dated 21st day of July,
I.g6l, v/as unable to hold its first sitting in
Lagos today, Saturd&y, July 22, at 11 a.m. in the
Chamber of the Senate ns .Stipulated in the said
Gazette Hotice.
I hereby authorise the said Tribunal to comr.ience sitting on l.'Iordr-iy, July 24, at 11 a.m. or
such other day and tine as the Co.vjiissioners shall
at their discretion deem fit.
ABTJTAICAH T. BALBWA
Priue 'ivlinister
22nd July, 1961.
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Chairman; I fixed this morning at 9 o'clock for
"beginning the sessions of the Tribunal and the
sessions of the Tribunal ID eg ins. Now, 1 have
appointed Mr. lawson and Mr. Kolden to assist this
Tribunal in the preparation and presentation of
evidence under section (7) paragraph (2) of the Act
and I shall now ask him to address the Tribunal and
suggest procedure and then, when that is done, I
shall then ask whether any persons, learned Counsel
for example, wish to appear before the Tribunal
under the relevant section. Will you please speak,
Mr. Lawson.

10

Mr. Lawson; May it please your Lord and members of
the Trflounal, Mr. Holden and myself are here to
assist the Tribunal by placing the facts before you
and by calling before you and questioning the wit
nesses whose evidence can assist in ascertaining
the truth relating to the natters within your terms
of reference.
We are here to act under your direction for the
Tribunal. We do not appear for anyone who is con
cerned in the Inquiry and we do not appear for any
Government department and, in discharging our duties,
it is our intention to the best of our endeavour, to
act with impartiality.
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If I may remind the Tribunal and those who are
present, we are not here concerned v/ith the trial.
There is no Plaintiff, there is no Defendant, there
is no Prosecution and there is no Accused.
As the Tribunal's duty is to ascertain the
facts, you will require, end it is important that
you should receive, the help of those persons who
know the facts. Now, since it is our particular
task to call and Question the witnesses, it will
assist considerably if those v/ho can give evidence
can ra&.ke available written statements. It may be
that some persons have already prepares written
statements and if such statements could be handed
to the Secretary without delay, that would facili
tate the work of this Inquiry.
There may also be persons who can give oral or
documentary evidence relating to the facts with
which you are concerned and those persons are in
vited to communicate with the Secretary, who will
arrange for the taking of statements and the copy
ing of documents.
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47.
Summonses to testify or to produce documents
will be served shortly on a number of people and
those who receive such summonses are also invited

to get in touch with the Secretary so that ar rangements can 'be made, i:i they so desire, for the
taking of statements and the copying of documents.
1 may be permitt:ed to say this, Sir, there
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can be no doubt of the importance to the Court of
the matters which the Tribunal is charged to
investigate and it is equally clear that it is
essential that the Inquiry should be a thorough
one. Thoroughness, of course, must depend upon the
extent to which members of the public are prepared
to come forward and rive evidence, oral or docu
mentary.
How, Sir, with regard to the question of pro
cedure. The procedure which lias been commonly
adopted in Tribunals and Commissions of Inquiry in
England has been the procedure that since Counsel
appointed to assist the Tribunal is the Tribunal's
Counsel, and since the evidence which is brought
forward is really the evidence for the Tribunal,
that all witnesses should be called into the box
to testify by Counsel representing the Tribunal.
9.15-9.50 a.m.
B.I.
Eneanya
Mr. Laws on, Q.C. Contd.
But when Counsel representing the Tribunal has
questioned those witnesses, the practice has been
that other Counsels insofar as they are interested,
and Counsel representing the person himself giving
evidence should such Counsel be appearing before
the Tribunal, are then permitted to cross-examine
the witness and there can be some re-examination
and, of course, questions by the Tribunal. So far
as the question of evidence is concerned, it would
assist you if at a later stage Counsels who are
representing, or seek to represent, other interests
here should comrm-rit upon that suggestion. So far
as documents are concerned, there will be a number
of documents, many of them emanating from public
sources, a record which llr. Holden and I will lay
before the Tribunal when we are dealing with the
matter. There will also be other documents. So
far as documents of public record are concerned,
arranagemerits have been made that copies of these
documents can be obtained or will be available for
other persons interested so that there should be
110 difficulty about them. The only difficulty
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which may arise is in relation to documents which
are in the possession of persons to whom subpoena
would be issued for their production. The making
available of copies of those documents must, of
course, depend upon the extend of which people who
are served subpoenas are willing to co-operate and
allow such documents to be copied before they are
in fact put in evidence. But v/e may "be able to see
how we proceed as the inquiry goes on with those
matters.
Now, Sir, if I may remind you of the provis
ions of Section 16 of the Act, Section 16 of the
Commissions and Tribunals of Inquiry Act, 1961,
provides, of course, that "Any person whose conduct
is the subject of the enquiry or who in any way
implicated or concerned in the matter under inquiry
is entitled to be represented by counsel at the
whole of the inquiry, whereas other people, that is
to say not falling within those categories are en
titled to apply for representation but in the words
of the Act, any other person who may consider it
desirable that he should be so represented, may by
leave of the Commissioners be represented in the
manner aforesaid". ITo doubt jou will be consider
ing what are applications for representation under
that section.
How, if I may revert finally to the position
of Mr. Holden and myself, as I have said, v/e con
sider it to be our duty as counsel for the Tribunal
to act with complete impartiality. We shall not,
however, shrink frori putting forward relevant
matters in whatever directions they may trend. V/e
shall not hesitate where it seems necessary to do
so, to probe and probe deeply into relevant matters.
If I finally may say, Mr. Holden and myself will be
accessible to counsels and others appearing for
interested parties at any convenient time to them
and to ourselves, and we offer our co-operation to
the end that the work of the Tribunal may be accom
plished expeditiously and exactly.
Chair man; May I ask i::' ar.;; Gentleman wishes to
appearTefore' the Tribunal ab Counsel under section
16'of the Act?
B.J,M. IIcKennas I wish to appear with Mr. D.O.
CoFer for 'the National Bank of Nigeria Limited
whose conduct is the subject of the Inquiry under
your commission. I do not desire to make any com
ment on what Mr. Lav/son has said. As the national
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49.
Bank of Nigeria Limited is the subject of the
inquiry I take it that that Bank is entitled to be
represented at thie inquiry.

man?

iGns

Accepted; thank you.

Any other gentle

S.G. Ighodaro; I am ap^eari-;;. Sir, with Chief
"=jre^aru.T"":.Tr. B.C. A jb a it--Williams for the
Western Iligeria Development Corporation and the
Marketing Board.

10

rjiian; it moy appear as B and C in paragraph 3
"oT^STe^appointmerLt. Accepted; thank you.
0.B._ Akin Qlugbadet lly Lord the Chairman, I am
appearing with'Mr. Dingle Boot and Mr. Tavern for
the former Directors of the notional Bank of
JTigoria whose conduct Incidentally you may be in
quiring into in this Inquiry.
Odespnjra: I an, Sir, appearing with Chief F.R.A.
inTifbms for the Action Group and the National
Investment and Properties Company Limited.

20

J^lgffl-s You mentioned the national Investment
and Properties Company Limited end you also men
tioned the Action Group. Ilovr do they come into
this story?
t J"k i-s no ^ specifically mentioned, my
Lord, out you will see under paragraph e, "Any
political party" . I think it is generally underft ood that the only political party whose conduct
may be questioned or whose relationship with the
Bank may be inquired into is the Action Group.

30

£ : ^ aa sorry I do not know anything about
IT. But at this stage i',; should appear that a
political party or proper association comes under
paragraph 'e 1 , then we can thinl: about it again.
At the moment we better leave it in the air.
iiy LordTV

.i-».l.v.^]-»-rv^rMiiMM

40

The arrangement is ouite satisfactory,
-•

•*•

fJ

1

Akiii Oliigbade ; I wish to make a correction. I
said earlier that I am appearing for the forner
directors. I should have specified one exception
£nd that is Mr. J.K. Ladipo. I am appearing for
In-. Akin Ola Ivla^a former Chairman, Chief T.A.
Boharty who v«as managing director, Chief S.I.
"Imipoira-Usu and Aliiaji 3.0. Badomosi.
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Chairman ; Thank you,
say something.

now Mr. Adebiyi wanted to

Adebiyi; With the tribunal's permission. I would
wish to appear for the Ministry of Finance as the
C4overnmeiit Department which its directly concerned
in the matter with which the Tribunal is charged
for inquiry.
Chief Okorodudu; Ivly Lord, Members of the Commission,
~I wish respectfully to announce that I an appearing
for the Central Bank of Nigeria. The Central Bank
is not an institution whose conduct is subject of
any inquiry before, but it is an institution within
the meaning of Section 16 concerned in the matter
under inquiry.

10

Chairman ; Is any member of the Central Bank
appearing as a witness?
Some ar e .
Gha irman ; Very well, then in that case you may
appear in regard to those witnesses.
How, Gentlemen, I am addressing Mr. Olugbade,
Mr. Igbodaro, Mr. Adebiyi end Chief Okorodudu, Mr.
McKenna said that he had no comments to make on the
proposals or procedure \vriicli had been made by Mr.
Lav/son. If any of you has any comment to make we
will adopt those proposals.
Ighodarp ;

I have no comments to mate, my Lord.

Olugbade ;

I have no comments at this stage.

20

Chairman: Those proposals or procedures are adopt"ed for the time being,
0. Harrison Obafemi:
Society.

I am appearing for the Mutual

Chairman: That is certainly named; thank you.
KrT'Talvson, do you wish to open and give us out
line?
Laws on ; Yes, if you would please. It is unnecess
ary to me because the terms of the reference have
been read to refer specifically to any one of those
terms. But perhaps I should say so that there
should be no misunderstanding as tu the terms of

30
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the reference that t>i9 matter rises from a number
of grave allegations which have been made and which
may appropriately be
jvr.iLiriced in this way.
•z;.-,_/i
/! c
9R
fil
OKOH
01
.-w :/.tO
£_} » 7/ .OJ-.
I-jr. Laws on (Contd.); Far truly, that the National
Bank 6T ifiger"fa (Turing the period referred to in
the first terms of reference ha,3 seriously in
fringed the provisions of the Banking Ordinance
in ways that are fa?? more than merely technical.
Secondly, that the .rorrner Directors of the Bank,
Dr. llaja, Denator Doherty, Mr. Bademosi, Chief
Himpon.u~Wii.su and Llr. Ladipo v/lio were the Board of
the Bank's Directors until some early date this
year and who at all iuaterir.1 times by their dis
regard of the provisions of the law and by the
unsound banking policies •.•/Mc_j. they followed have
gravely endangered the secrrity of fluids entrusted
to the bank by members of the public and by the
great public corporation of the Western Region.
thirdly, that during the period of the former
Directors 1 control, substantial funds deposited
with the Bank, both private money and public money,
have been used for the personal benefit of the
former Directors and for private commercial enter
prises with v/hich these Directors or members of
their families have been associated. Fourthly,
that the economic powers of the Bank have been
directed and the funds under its control have been
employed to a considerable extent for party politi
cal ends and purposes.
That is the background, those are the allega
tions to the terms of reference and it is those
matters into v/hich the Iribiuial is, broadly speak
ing, concerned to enquire.

40

Because this is an inquiry into the affairs of
a bank, it is right, perhaps, shortly to suggest
what is the role which a commercial bank does play
in the economy of the country. Perhaps the funcons o a commei ial bank can be put in this way;
firstly, that it is there to channel money available
in the hands of the general public so that it may
be used for the economic development of the country;
secondly, it is there to encourage private savings in
conditions of security and confidence; thirdly, it is
designed to encourage the use of credit in economic
development. That, I would submit, is the role
which a commercial bank should play in the economy
of a country and particularly in 'die economy of a
country such as this.
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Commercial "banking was first undertaken in
Nigeria some, fifty or more years ago by the ex
patriate banks, and some thirty years a^o came the
rise of indigenous banks, the oldest survivor of
the indigenous banks being the national Bank of
Nigeria, the bank whose affairs are under inquiry
and which was founded in 1933 ° There have been
many unsuccessful attempts to establish indigenous
banks here, but just as happened in the early days
of banking in England, many of the early indigenous banks were unable to meet their liabilities and
had to close their doors. These failures were
probably due to a number of reasons; for example,
the competition of the more wealthy expatriate
banks, the slow development of native economy on
modern lines and perhaps lack ox experienced
personnel.
How, one must not underestimate the importance
of indigenous banking in Nigeria and one must not
ignore the fact that the importance of indigenous
banking has increased and can be expected enormous
ly to increase in the changing political and
economic situation. There is no doubt, from the
point of view of this country, that the development
of indigenous commercial banking presents very
great advantages indeed. It is for that reason
that it is vital that indigenous banking should be
conducted with propriety and in such a way that a
twofold object can be achieved; firstly, the pro
tection of the Bank's depositors and secondly,
preserving the legitimate role of banks in the
national economy and its development;. The Tribunal
will find that it is really the attainment of this
twofold aim, the protection of depositors and safe
guarding the Bank's position in economic develop
ment, which have led to the enactment of special
banking legislation in this country.
ITow, if I may just say a little about the
legal position of" the commercial banks in Nigeria
and shortly consider it under three heads. Firstly,
one looks at the common law position, the common
lav; position which is applicable to commercial
undertakings here, and there one finds that the
relationship between banker and depositor is merely
the relationship of debtor and creditor with the
to honour the
added obligation on the bank's
creditor's cheques if the ou^ t ner's account is in
credit or to the extent of any agreed loan or over
draft. The feature which emerges from that state
ment of the common law position is this, that at
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common law neither the bank nor its directors have
got any duty to hold monies deposited with them in
trust or to use those ;.-^;'.ios prudently. From the
common law point of vie.-,/ the bank can do what it
likes with its depositors' money. It is for that
reason that special legiclation has been introduced
to put controls on the manner in. which depositors'
money is used by banks.
10
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The second head under vrliich one approaches the
banks' legal position is by reference to the Com
panies Ordinance which is now Chapter 37 of the
1958 Edition of the Lav;t: , and that applies to all
banks because in order to carry on a banking busin
ess in this country it is necessary to be an in
corporated company, The Companies Ordinance
imposes duties owed towards shareholders by the
Company and by its directors, but the concept of
protection of depositors finds :io place in the
Companies Ordinance. Under the Companies Ordinance the only right of access to the accounts of
banking companies is the right which any member of
the public has to go to the Companies Registry and
to inspect the returns, in particular the annual
returns which companies nave t:> file under the
Ordinance, the annual return having annexed to it
a copy or summary in the form of a balance sheet 0
Banks of course do publish by newspaper advertise
ments- from time to time some information as to
their financial position, but that usually is not
greatly informative, particularly on detailed
mattera. So here again one sees that there is
nothing in the Companies Ordinance which is effect
ive to enable the public generally or depositors in
particular to get detailed, information as to the
financial position of the banko. jbad it is this
deficiency, if I may put it that way, or lacuna in
the Companies Ordinance coupled with the situation
which arises under the common law, that is to say
the lack of recognition of any rights in depositors
other than the right to be paid back their money
when they ask foir it provided due notice has been
given, it is those lacunae which really lead to a
consideration of the special legislation.
Special legiclation commenced in this country
by the Banking Ordinance of 1952, Ordinance No.50
of 1952, which provided - if I may deal with this
in quite a general way because it has been super
seded by the later Banking Ordinance - for some
exercise of powers of control by the grant or withholding of licences to banks and provided also some
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limitations upon the extent to which banks should use
their money, for exanple, a restriction on grants of
advances or loans to directors in excess of the sun
of £300 unsecured, and also contained a broad pro
vision the effect of v/hioh was that all banks ought
to keep a reasonable liquidity position, that is to
say that all banks should have at any particular
time a sufficiency of really liquid assets in the
form of hard cash or immediately realisable securi
ties as against the contingency of substantial
withdrawals of depositors. The 0:
ance oJ 1952
was, as you, ray Lord, knov/n repealed by the Ordin
ance of 1958, and it would, I think, be convenient
if I invited the Tribunal shortly to look at some
of the provisions of the 3caiki:v; Ordinance of 1950
which is Chapter 19 of 1953. There is in fact a
separate print by the C-over-rnaeiit Printer or
alternatively it is to be found in Volume I of the
1958 Edition of the Laws at pa/.;e 145 . This is an
on it generally, which
Ordinance, if I may
goes into considerable detail in relation to the
control of the banks and the obligations imposed
upon them. If one can trust it with the much
shorter and ruich less detailed and ranch less
definite provisions of the 1952 Ordinance, one can
see (juite clearly that the legislature intended in
1958 that the law should be tightened up, that more
rigid restrictions should be placed upon banks in
relation, to their dealings with depositors' .money
and that an increased decree of State or central
control should be iirposed upon companies under
taking; banking business.
I do not know whether the Tribunal has copies
of the Ordinance. It is at page 14-5. Section I
deals with commencement, ?r.C as will be seen "the
Ordinance shall come into operation upon such date
as may be notified by the C-overnor-G-eneral after
the signification of the pleasure of Her Majesty".
It is convenient here to state that the Ordinance
in fact cane into operation on the 1st October,
195 9 5 and the authority for that is Government
llotice No. 1998 which is printed in the pederal
Government Gazette lTo.61 dated the 1st October,
1959.
25/7/51
AITT01TIO
9.45 - 10.00
(Hr. Lawson (Continuing)
and I think a copv
There is an original
is available.
Section II is a definition section which I
think I need not trouble the Tribunal with.
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Section III deals with, the licencing of banks.
It starts by providing in section III sub-section
(i) no banking business should be transacted in
Nigeria except by a co":?p<-?r.;," which is in possession
of a valid licence which is granted by the Minister
after consultation -,vith the Central Bank, authoris
ing it to carry on banking business.

10

20

A Minister is defined, as will be seen in the
last paragraph of Section II, as the Minister
charged with the responsibility for matters relat
ing to banking in the Federation or a person acting
under his direction or on his behalf 0 perhaps the
only sub-section of Section III to which it is
necessary to refer is sub-section V3 - a Minister
may by order revoke any licence (i) if the holder
ceases to carry on. banking business or goes into
liquidation or is wound up or o'U-;.erwise dissolved,
or (ii) in the circumstances, and in the manner
provided for in Section 14 - that is a Section to
which I will come shortly.
Section IV provides for a rtiniMuni paid up
capital which is required of a licenced bank and
it will be observed there that - and here I might
be excused perhaps for stressing this - that the
distinction in that section is drawn between what
call an indigenous bsnks, that is a bank of
I rii
which the Head Office is situated in Nigeria and
(b) what I might be permitted to call an expatriate
ban!:, that is in the case of a bank of which the
Head Office is situated outside Nigeria, I may
mention that point at this stage because there may
be some argument, indeed much is already adumbrated
of the fact that certain latter section of the
ordinance did. not apply to indigenous bank but only
apply to expatriate banks $ the point the Tribunal
will observe is that where the Legislature desired
to draw a distinction between an indigenous and an
expatriate bank, it did so as in the case of Section
IV of this Ordinance.

40

Section V the point the Tribunal should look
at ic its application in relation to 1bhe provisions
of the latter section, Section V provides that
every licenced banks of which the Head Office is

situated in Nigeria - and here again, it will be
observed the distinction between indigenous and
expatriate banks as I have called them - must main
tain reserve fund and shall, out of its net profit
before a dividend is declared, transfer to that sum
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a sum equal to not less than 25$ of such profits
whenever the amount of reserve is less than the
paid up capital of the bank. Then there is a
different provision relating to banking and any
bank wliich has reserve funds or aggregates amount
ing to £200,000 is excluded. The "point, ae will
be seen, is that the question of reserve fund comes
in when one is dealing with certain of the latter
sections.
Section VI is a section v/hich imposes an
obligation upon banks for the protection of, and
affecting all its depositors. It soy.c, no licenced
bank shall pay any dividend on its shares until all
its capitalised expenditure including preliminary
expenses, organisation expenses, ah ares selling
Commission, brokerage, and then the important words,
amounts of losses incurred, not represented by
tangible assets has been completely written off. If
I may just pose this problem v/hich is of concrete
application in this case, although perhaps not a
very important matter: let it be assumed that a
bank has incurred a loss through a bad debt where,
for example, as has here happened, the debtor is a
company which has gone into liquidation and has
only paid in liquidation n fractional dividend now, is the bank entitled to declare a dividend
without taking into account the loss v/hich they
have absolutely and finally incurred in respect of
those particular bad d^bt unless they have, first
of all, written off that loss in their accounts?
The Tribunal may well find here that the national
Bank was in fact paying dividends vhen it had not
complied with the provisions of Section VI because
losses had been incurred which were not represented
by tangible assets and those losses had not been
written off before dividends were paid.
Section VII is a section which in the context
of this inquiry is of very considerable importance
and it imposes detailed restrictions upon certain
activities by licensed banks. The provisions of
Section VII with which the Tribunal may well be
particularly concerned - Section VII (l)(a)(c),
Section VII (i,f and g) and Section VII sub-section
4 - so if I nay just take a little time at this
stage in any endeavour to save time perhaps at a
later stage in inviting the Tribunal to follow
with me the provisions of the relevant sub-sections
of Section VII - a licensed bank should not, in
Nigeria, grant to any person any advance or credit
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Tacilities o give any fin?.r;cial guarantee or incur
any other loss on behalf of such person so that the
total value of the advances, credit facilities,
I'ine-ncial guarantees and other liabilities in
respect of such persons is at ary time more than
2570 of the sum of the paid up capital and published
reserves of the bank provided that (i) provisions
of this1 paragraph shall not apply to transactions
between banks or between branches of a bank or to
what one might call normal commercial trading
transactions in relation to exports and bills of
exchange and other documents and titles relevant to
exports, and (ii) the provision;;; of this paragraph
shell not apply to advances or credit faculties
granted to or established on behalf of the Market
ing Board established by Legislature in Nigeria or
to the purchase of Bill of l;xchf ;nge payable in
i-Tigeri^ and accepted by any such Boards as advance
against such Bills; and (iii) the provisions of
this paragraph shall not apply in respect of any
bank while all the banking liabilities it may from
time to time incur are the subject of an irrevoc
able guarantee given by any other bank inside or
outside iligeria, if the form mil substance of that
guarantee have been proved by the Minister with the
expressed recommendation of the Governor of the
Central ]?&nk. What the Tribunal may well find here
after hearing the evidence in. this case is that
tilers have been breaches by thematic-rial Bank of
the provisions of Section VII(l)(a) in that when a
company excluded by any of the provisos to that
sub-section, that is the provisos (i), (ii) and
(iii), the banks has made advances or granted cred
it facilities or give financial guarantees to a
number of persons in excess of 25 cfi of the sum of
paid up capital and published reserves of the banks.
If I may quote an instance - I will deal with, it
in detail later - the 25$ figure, that is- to say,
sum of the paid up capital and published reserves
of the bank 25fi of that total was in the course of
I960 a sum of approximately £330,000, that is to
say, -jjiat the to ual paid up capital and the total
reserves of the ban!-: amounted to approximately
an 25 c/o of that figure would be
£1,300,000, bu
approximately (I am giving rough figures) £330,000
- one findc that nctv;ithstanding that that was the
limit the National Bank in I960 gave a guaran
tee in respect of liability to a company to whom my
Hon. and learned friends opposite appears, the
national Investment and Property Company Limited,
to the extent of half a million pounds.
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Another illustration of the same matter - and
I would deal with the s ante illustration a little
later - is that during 1959 and after the Ordinance
had come into operation, the Bank grrnted an over
draft to the Action Group Trust Pund in the sum of
some £670,000 of which £400,000 approximately was,
at the end of I960 still owing „ This was an ad
vance which presented some other curious features
in that it was also made free of interest and it
may be a question of course as to how it happened
that banks which take money from depositors and pay
interest to their depositors are in a position to
enable them to lend so substantial a sum free of
interest to particular customoi's ;-v; appears to
have happened in this case and tlvi.t there are some
three or four other cases of breaches of Section
VII(i)(a). If I may now pass to Section VII, sub
section (i) - so far as I am av/aro , if I might be
permitted to say this - there is nothing in any
document which has come to the notice of Mr.Holden
and myself to suggest that there has been any
breach of the provisions of Section VII (i)(b).
Section VII(i)(c) is agaiji a law with which
the Tribunal will be seriously concerned. It pro
vides, reading from (a) at the commencement of
Section VII (i) that a licensed ban]-; should not in
Higeria grant or permit to be outstanding unsecured
advances or unsecured credit facilities of an
aggregate amount in excess of £500,000 to (i) any
one of its Directors whether fjuoh advances or facilities are obtained by its Directors .-jointly or
severally; (2) any firm, partnership or private
company in which any one or .more of its Directors
is interested as Director, partner , manager, or
agent or to any individual firm, partnership or
pribate companies of whom or of which any one or
more of its Directors is a guarantor, 3? or the
purposes of this paragraph, a private Company means
private company as defined in section 128 of the
Companies Ordinance.
Now, the Tribunal would like perhaps to be
referred to Section 128 of the Companies 'Ordinance
which is to be found in the same volume of the
Revised Laws 1958 Edition at page 4-22.
KELLY

E.I

10.0 - 10.15 a.m

And this is, if 1 may say it,

25/7/61.

r a common form
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of legal concept of the private company, is a com
pany which restricts "he right to transfer its
shares, limits the nance:-: of its me; users \vith the
exception of employees and ex-employees to 50, and
prohibits invitations to the public to subscribe to
shares or debentures of the Company.
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Now the effect of section 7, subsection (l)(c)
of the £an:cing Ordinance, going back to page 149 of
the same volume, is to prohibit the grant or permitting to remain outstanding of advances unsecured
in excess of £500 and that prohibition does not, of
course, apply to advances in relation to public
companies in which olr?ctors are concerned, so it
is li.mited in its application to advances to
directors personally or to advances to firms or
private companies in which directors have interests.
The Tribunal may well find, and the information
which has become available suggests, that something
like half a million pounds was in fact advanced and
outstanding during the year I960 in the way of
advances to directors or the former directors of
the bank, that is to say the directors whose names
I previously statod in the courne of this opening,
and something like two million pounds of the bank's
money had been advanced by way of credit facili
ties or overdrafts or loans to firms ,-;nd private
companies in which Directors or members of their
families were interested, and the Tribunal may well
find that in many of the cases falling under this
head there was either no security or no security
adequate to cover the whole amount of the overdraft
or loan, ana the Tribunal may well find that there
were serious infringements in number and even more
perhaps importantly in total finance involved of
the provisions of section 7, (i)(c).
Now 1 may pass on to section 7(1 )(d). There
is some little information suggesting that in one
case there was an advance to an official or employee,
the security of which may have been questionable,
but a 13 this emplryee occupied a position of particu
lar responsibility and as the purpose for which the
advance was made appears to have been a purpose
which is regarding as being legitimate purpose as
between a bank and an employee in a senior position
and was at a rate of interest which was appropriate
to such a transaction, I am not proposing to trouble
the Tribunal with that matter.
There will be nothing to trouble the Tribunal
in ^elation to section 7 (l)(e).
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In relation to section 7(l)(f} } hov.-ever, there
is something to say. As will be sesii, section 7»
sub-section (1) (f) at page 149 of the volume pro
hibits a licensed bank from acquiring or holding
any part of the share-capital of any financial,
commercial, agricultural, industrial or other
undertaking except such shareholding as a bank may
acquire in the course of the satisfaction of debts
due to it which shareholding shall, however, be
disposed of at the earliest suitable moment : Pro
vided that this paragraph shall not apply (i) in respect of any shareholding
the Central Bank in any corporation set
purpose of promoting the development of
market or securities market in Nigeria,
proving the financial machinery for the
of economic development ;

10

approved by
up for the
a money
or of im
financing

(ii) to all shareholdings in other undertakings
aggregate value of which does not at any time
exceed twenty-five per cent of the sum of the paidup capital and published reserves of that bank;
Nov.1 the importance of that section is this,
and the reason why I mention it, is this, that as
will be seen when certain correspondence exchanged
between the National Bank and the Central Bank is
put before the Tribunal, that che National Bank I think quite erroneously - 'book the vir.v that they
wore in breach of section 7 (l)(f) "because they had
got some shareholdings in companies of a financial,
commercial, industrial or other forbidden character.
But it seems clear from all the inlorr.it,tioii which
had become available that never at any time did the
aggregate of the shareholdings in these other com
panies, the shareholdings owned by the Bank in
these other companies, exceed twenty-five per cent
of the total of the paid-up capital and published
reserves; so I mention the point in a sense to
knock it down, and 1 mention it to knock it down
because as the Tribunal will see, the hank did
make a return of transactions which were incompat
ible with section 7(i) (f), but they made that
return erroneously because they or whoever was
responsible for making the return omitted to notice
that the total value of their shareholdings did not
exceed twenty-five per cent of their prid-up capital
and published reserves.
Ten again in rather a sir.iilri,- way I should
mention. 7(i)(g)» 7(i)(g) prohibits a bank from
purchasing, acquiring or leasing real estate except
as may be necessary for the purpose of conducting
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its business or housing its staff, with certain
provisos; the first proviso is important in
respect of any real estate held or leased by the
Bank at the coming into operation of this Ordinance
for purposes oulier than those referred to herein,
that is to say for purposes other than the purposes
of conducting its business for housing its staff;
the ban]; is allowed a period of three years in
which to comply with this paragraph. 'Now the next
proviso, which I should just refer to, is that the
bank is entitled to secure debts upon real property
and if it wants to enforce its .security acquire the
property, but is under an obligation to resell it,
How what the tribunal will find here upon the
evidence may well be this, that the Bank did in
fact own at the time when the Ordinance came into
operation, that is to s?.y in October 1959, that the
bank at that time owned something like £300,000
worth of freehold or leasehold property mainly in
Lagos, all of which had been acquired by the bank
some years before, well at one time or another
during a period of some ten years preceding the
coming into operation of the Ordinance, and it
will be found that the bank owned, this property and
made a return to the Central Bank of Nigeria indi
cating that it did in fact own this property, butthere again there was and could not be anyhow until
October 1962 because of the three year's moritorium
given in the first proviso to section 7» (i)(g)>
there could be no question of infringement of sec
tion 7 by the bank. Then subsection (2) of section
7 merely gives a definition of unsecured advances
or unsecured credit facilities, which definition is
applied to paragraph (c) of the first sub-section
of section 7, and ohows that it means either
unsecured advances or facilities or the extent to
which any advance or credit facilities is not
supported by the value of the security. And then
subsection (3) of section 7> ".Any licensed bank

which prior to the coming into operation of this
Ordinance, entered into any transactions incompat
ible with the provisions of paragraphs (a) to (f)
of subsection (i) shall submit a statement of those
transactions to the Minister through the Central
Bank and shall within one year from the said date
So section 7, sub
liquidate the transactions".
section (3) imposes two obligations upon a bankj
the first obligation it imposes upon the bank is
that they have to make a return to the Minister
through the Central Bank o what one might call
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incompatible transactions, that is to Ray trans
actions which are incompatible with the provisions
of paragraphs (a) to (f), but not, it will be
observed (g), and secondly that the bank is given
one year from the coining into operation of the
Ordinance, that is to
given until the 1st
October, I960 to liquidate or discharg •jhe incorapatible transactions. The tribunal nir, v/ell find
that the bank in this case did not in ret liquidate
those ire OBI patible transactions which t had subsis ting at the time when the Ordinance c ame int o
.,.,_ ^_,~
force by the 1st October 1950, and may •,/ell
find
that in fact during the period between the ordin
ance coming into force on the 1st October 1959 end
the 1st October I960, the bank in fr.ot, under the
control of its former Board of directors, entered
into further transactions which were infect in
breach of the provisions of the various paragraphs
of section 7 5 sub-section (i), to which I have
referred, that is to say, (a) and (c).
I can now pass to section 0, which again is a
section which it will be important for the Tribunal
to consider, Section 8 is the section which for
the first time in Nigeria enables a liquidity ratio
to be laid down to which banks shall conform, and
it deals with the matter in this way - Section 8,
subsection (1), page 151 - "Every licensed bank
shall maintain a holding of specified liquid assets
riot less than such amount as may from tinie to time
be prescribed by the Central Bank by virtue of
section 40 of the Central Bank of Nigeria Ordin
ance'1
Now if I may pause there for one in orient, the
power to lay down the liquidity racio, that is to
say the holding of specified liquid assets, is
given as is seen from section <3 by section 40 of
the Central Bank of Nigeria Ordinance, and in fact
it was on the 5th of November 1959 that the Central
Bank of Nigeria made an order under the provisions
of section 40 of their own ordinance, the Central
Bank of Nigeria Ordinance and section 0 of the
is
banking ordinance, the reference to
Government Notice No.2558 dated ^th Novsrnber 1959
an'"1, it is printed in the I1 ederation of Nigeria
Official Gazette No.69 dated the 5th November 1959
at page 1472 Governnynt Notice No.235<°>.
25/7/61
10.15 -- 10.150
E.I
ONAMUTI
Mr. Lavroon (Contd.)s May 1 read the notice s"Govermaent Notice No.2358 of the 5th ITovember, 1959<
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"Prescription of Liquidity Minimum for Licensed
Banks .
In accordance with section 4-0 of the Central
Bank of ITigeria Ordinance, 1958 (No. 24 of
1958), the Central Pank of Nigeria hereby
prescribed that with effect from 5th November ,
1959) the amount of specified liquid assets as
defined in section 8 of the Banking Ordinance,
1958 (No. 19 of 1958) which each bank operating
in Nigeria under the said Banking Ordinance
shall hold in Nigerian pounds or in sterling
shall be not less than 25 per cent of the
gross demand liabilities of each such bank due
in Nigeria pounds together with. 25 per cent of
the gross time liabilities of each such bank
arising out of its time and saving deposits
due in Nigerian pounds .
Under the provisions of subsection (3) of
section 40 of the Central Lank of ITigeria
Ordinance 1958? a period of six months from
5th November, 1959 is prescribed for compli
ance" .
She net effect of that I might perhaps summar
ise in. this way by saying the Central Bank laid
down, the specified liquidity ratio of 25$ by notice
dated the 5th of November, 1959 but that specified
ratio did not in .tact come into force, so as to be
operative and impose any obligation upon the
licensed Bank until the 5th of l-'&y, I960, that is
to say, six months after the notification of the
order made by the Central Bank in the exercise of
their powers under Section 40 of their own Ordin
ance and Section 8 of the Banking Ordinance.
(Then the Tribunal will desire to look at Sub
section (2)

40

"For the purpose of computing the amoimt of
specif j.ed liquid assets to be held by each
licensed bai/k ? the offices and branches situ
ated in Nigeria of such a bank operating in
ITigeria and elsewhere shall be regarded as if
those offices and branches constituted a
separate bank carrying on business in Nigeria".
What that 1 would submit does mean is this, that
where you have got a bank such as the National Bank
of Nigeria and, indeed, any other banks carrying on
banking 'business in this country which has not only
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Branches in Nigeria but branches outside Nigeria.
When you do your sum of computing the specified
liquid assets to be held by each licensed bank you
treat the Nigerian part of the bank as if it were a
separate unit, 'That is to say, supposing the
Nigerian branches of the bank owed the London
branch money, you cannot treat the debt v/hich the
Nigerian branches ov/ed to the London branch as if
it were an aseet of the branches in Nigeria. It is
an asset of the bank overall on the overall position but it cannot be an asaet of the bank as far
as its Nigerian business is concerned because it is
obviously a liability of the Nigerian business.
The section goes on

10

"........AH the demand liabilities, and all
the time liabilities, of th&i: ban!:: owned
through any of those offices find branches in
Nigeria shall be regarded as if they constitu
ted liabilities of the separate bank ......"
That is to say a liability of the Nigerian part of
the bank to the London branch is to be regarded as
a liability of the Bank.

20

11 ........and ail the assets held by or to the
credit of any of those offices or branches on
behalf of that bank and not on bciialf of a
custonor, including any balance in the books
of any office or branch of that bank situated
in the United Kingdom, shall be regarded as if
they were assets of that separate bank".
What that means I v/ould submit is this.
Although the Section is a little complicated, that
you have got one of these branches which as the
National Bank of Nigeria has a branch in London.
The London branch owes the Nigerian branches money.
That is an asset that the amount of the debt which
London owes Nigeria is an asset of the Nigerian
bank and, therefore, they are entitled to include
that in their specified liquid assets.
Now, I v/ould indicate very shortly the problem
with v/hich the Tribunal is concerned on the applicaticn of this Section. If I may read ;"For the purpose of subsection (2), "demand
liabilities" means the total of deposits in
any bank which must be repaid on demand, and
"time liabilities" meanc the total of deposits
r e payab1e o therwis e than or domand ".
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40
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Then Section (4) s"The specified liquid assets referred to in
this section shall consist of all or any of the
folloi7ing:-(a) noces and coins which are legal tender in
Nigeria;
("b) "balances at the Central Bank;
(c) balances at any other Bank in Nigeria and
money at call in Nigeria;"
10

and (d) which is important (d) balances at any bank, including the offices
and brandies of a licensed bank in the
United Kingdon and money at call in the
United Kingdom."

20

That is to say, as I indicated to • the Tribunal
before, if the London Branch of the National Bank
owed the Nigerian branches or head office in Nigeria
money on account, then that debt of London to
Nigeria can be included as a specified liquid asset
because subsection 4(d) of Section 8 of the Ordin
ance specifically says that that can be done.
Then, there are certain other matters which
are to be included in specified liquid assets Treaoury Bills, Treasury Bills, of course, were
not in use by the time the ordinance came into
operation in 1959 "but issued by the Nigerian Govern
ment, but later the Federal Government did again
start issuing Treasury Bills,
Then uubs ec t ion (5 ); -

30

"A licensed bank shall be guilty of an offence
(a) it fail?., to furnish within a reasonable
time f..ny information required by the Central
Bank to satisfy itself that that bank is
observing the requirements of subsection (1);
(b) it allows its holding of .specified liquid
assets to be less in amount than is from time
to time prescribed by the Central Bank;"
and this 2 important "(c) ciuring the period of any yuch deficiency
of specified liquid assets, if grants advances
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"or overdrafts without the prior approval of
the Central Dank".
!7ow, the Tribunal mz.y well find having heard
the evidence and seeing the documents in this case
that during the period from 5th May, I960 which
was the date when the 25$ liquidity ratio came into
operation. During the 5th of Hay, I960 to the end
of the year I960, the national Bank at no tine had
a holding of specified liquid assets which repre
sented the 25 per cent laid down in the order and
incorporated by that reason in the Statute, That
is to say, that they were short in relation to
their specified liquid assets over the whole of the
period. It may be convenient if at this stage I

indicate that, in fact, was their percentage of
holding and its range in May of 1 !';60. At the end
of May, I960, it was 11 per cent as against the 25
per cent laid down. It rose to ita highest point
20,4 per cent in July of I960, it shrunk to its
lowest point of 5-3 per cent in September and by
the end of the year it had gractually risen to 8,9
per cent which was the ratio which was produced on
the calculation of specified liquid assets as
against demand and time liabilities. Those were
the ratios which were in fact calculated by con
trast between those two amounts but, the mere fact
that the Bank had the short fall in its liquidity
ratio during the period 5th May, I960 to 31st
December, I960, in itself is perhaps little more
than technical. The serious raatter is this, that,
notwithstanding that their liquidity ratio fell far
below the ratio which was required and, notwith
standing the provisions of subsection 5(c) of Sec
tion S, during the period May to December, I960,
the Bank under the control of its former Board of
Directors were granting very considerable advances
or overdrafts without the prior approval of the
Central Bank and which the Tribunal looks as I hope
they will do later this morning at certain documents,
it would be observed the very substantial degree to
which these advances or overdrafts wore granted and
the very substantial extent by which the total
amount of advances or overdrafts created by the
national Bank during the period of Mav :c,o December,
19CO.
How, I think I can pass quite briefly over
Section (9) sub-section (1). That is a provision
lish annual
which requires the National Bank o
balance sheet
ly within time limited a copy of
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and profit and loss account and the full arid correct
the t'lik. That was an
names of the Directors
• "' .""•
complied and there
obligation with v,- ~*, • xlf\ VU-LjA:;
is nothing for the Tribunal to ina.uire although,
of course, the Tribunal will be interested to see
the balance sheet of the National Bank themselves.
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Section 10(1) is a Section which may be dealt
with perhaps somewhat briefly. This is the Section
which req_uires a licensed Bank to make a monthly
return. Section 10(1)(a) in the form set out in
the First Schedule shov/ing the assets and liabili
ties of its offices and branches in Nigeria
together with the total outstanding unsecured
advances or credit facilities. These returns may
be conveniently referred to as the monthly returns
and, of course, the National Bank was, in fact,
rendering monthly returns to the-. Central Bank
during tho period which began when the Ordinance
came into operation on the 1st of October, 1959
until the end of I960, and of course, thereafter.
Again, when the Tri.bi.uial comes to consider the
monthly returns the Tribunal may well find that in
a number of imp or 1; ant respects, these monthly re
turns were inaccurate, in one important respect,
thoy were very seriously inaccurate because the
evidences which I will call before the Tribunal
will indicate this; that duriu;; ~che period from
October, 1959 until sometime early in February,
I960, the National J-.ank under the control of its
former Directors falsely returned as cash on its
hand the sum of £670,000 or £675,000 which cash it
had not.
25/7/61.
G.I.
10.30 - 10.45 a.m.
FI.T?IDIT
Mr. Laws on (contd.)s That sum wc-s represented by a
cheque drawn by the Action Proup Trust Fund upon
its account in Ibadan, handed to the Lagos office
of the National Bank of Nigeria on the 31st of
October of 195 9» but merely kept for some four or
five months until certain discoveries v/ere made
when the cheque was presented. But what, it
appears, was done by the National Bank during that
period - and this will be seen, by reference to an
entry which lias been altered in their books of
account - is that they treated this cheque, which
was a worthless piece of paper in. fact, as if it
were in fact cash to the extent of £670,000 or
£675,000, and when they gave their monthly return
for the months of October, November, December 1959
and January I960 there was included in the cash
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entry on the asset side of the monthly return a sum
of £670,000 or £675,000 which did net in fact exist
as cash at all. The Tribunal may think that if
that matter is established, it is a matter of some
gravity .
I should iust mention that under section
10(1 )(b) there is also requirement upon a bank to
furnish a biannual return to the Central Bank the
form of which is in the Second Schedule to the
Ordinance which will be found on page 162 of the
Volume. If the Tribunal will just glance at that
to see the nature of the return - it is really an
attempt to break down the bank's commitments. That
is to say, it is an analysis of customers' liabili
ties to the bank for loans and advances, and it
breaks them down really into the nature of the
purposes for which the advance is uade. For ex
ample, there are separate heads for advances for
agricultural purposes, for mining purposes, for
manufacture, for construction, for general commerce,
including the rather vague and nebulous heading
"miscellaneous". Then there is a breakdown of the
number of customers.
These six monthly returns were in fact returned
by the National Bank of Nigeria to the Central Bank
in accordance with the provisions of section 10(1)
(b). There is no complaint as to the contents or
form of those returns. There are no suggestion of
a gross character that I had indicated in relation
to the monthly return, in relation to those returns,
and it may well be that the Tribunal v/ill not find
any assistance through them. But if my learned
Friend, Mr. MacKenna, who represents the bank, or if
the Tribunal should desire that these returns be
put in, they certainly cgn be made available. I
have seen them myself. If I may say this, I form
the view that the Tribunal would not get very much
assistance from them because one merely has the
statement of the bank or the bank's officer making
the return that is being used for this purpose,
and in this particular case one finds there -are
large sums said to be outstanding in. the form of
advances and are put under the heading of miscellan
eous. Really, it is of very little informative
value. As I said, if my learned }?riend, Mr.
MacKenna, would like to consider the matter, they
can be made available if desired.
So far one has been considering under the
Bank's Ordinance the provisions which impose
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69.
obligations on the bank in relation to their liquid
ratio under section 8, or in relation to returns
under section 10, or restrictions and prohibitions
upon certain activities as one finds under section
6 - restrictions on dividends - and under section
7 - the prohibition of certain types of use of
depositors f money„
10
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One now really moves into s different part,
so to speak, of the Ordinance, That is to say, the
following sections are not concerned with that kind
of matter. But they are concerned with the exer
cise of control over bank's business. Section 11
which was newly introduced into the banking law,
as many of the other sections were, provides that "An examiner shall be appointed, who if the
Minister so approves yhall be an officer of
the Central Bank appointed by the Central Bank,
and otherwise shall be an officer of the
Ministry appointed by the Minister, to examine periodically, under conditions of secrecy,
the books and affairs of each and every licens
ed bank. If the examiner is an officer from
the Ministry he shall be givc:<i access to any
accounts, returns or information with regard
to licensed banks that are in the possession
of the Central Bank.
(2) In examining any bant: in accordance with
subsection (1) it she. 11 be the duty of the
examiner at all times oo avoid unreasonable
hindrance tdi the daily business of that bank
and to confine the invea uiration. to matters
strictly relevant to the examination."
(Lir.lit went out.) 1 trust that this is not a foretaste of things to cornel
"(3) The examiner shall report to the Governor
of the Central Bank, who shall inform the
liiniBter of any circumstances likely to call
for action by the Minister in accordance with
section 14".
This section sets up (it is perhaps going a little
too wide to call one individual an organisation),
but it sets up an office — the Isank's office of
banking examiner -- and it is the task of the bank
ing examiner to undertake periodical examination of
the books and affairs of every licensed bank.
I shall be calling before the Tribunal Mr.Lee,
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an official of the Ministry of Finance, who was
appointed by the Minister as bank examiner. Mr.
Lee on two occasions in particular - one early in
I960 and one early this year - made an examination
of the books and affairs of the National Bank of
Nigeria. And it is right to say at once that when
Mr. Lee conducted his examination on those occasions,
he received the maximum co-operation from the then
General Manager (and now a Director of the Bank) and
his staff, and that he was given all the assistance
by those individuals that they were permitted by
their then Board to give, Mr, Lee will tell the
Tribunal, taking the matter quite broadly, that the
books and records and accounting of the bank were
of reasonably high efficiency. The information
which I should lay before the Tribunal will suggest
that if things did in fact go wrong in this bank,
if its monies were diverted from proper purposes in
the way in which its books suggested, this was not
due to any inefficiency in the accounting or bookkeeping arrangements of the bank. This was not due
to any inefficiency or lack of ex partes on the
part of the General Manager or the TJUieT Accountant
of the bank that is to say, the General Manager as
he then was and is now a member of the Board. And
the Tribunal may well feel that such things as in
fact went wrong and being attributable to lack of
experience, bad bookkeeping, bad accountancy,
matters of that kind, can only be attributed to the
exercise of control by the members of the former
Board.
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Section 12 makes provision for a further
examination of a Bank's books and records in cer
tain cases. And it is important that 1 should
refer to Section 12 because it was an appointment
under Section 12 which has ultimately led to the
Tribunal sitting here today to proceed with their
Inquiry. Section 12 says "The Minister may at any time require the
examiner appointed in accordance with section
11, or one or more other qualified person
whom he shall appoint, to make a special
examination under conditions of secrecy of the
books and affairs of any licensed bank (a) where, after consultation with the Central
Bank, the Minister has reason to believe that
that licensed bank may be carrying on its
business in a manner detrimental to the inter
ests of the depositors and other creditors or

4-0

71.
may have insufficient assets to cover its
liabilities to the public 03? nay be contra
vening the provisions of this Ordinance e "

A similar power

10

be exercised

"(To) where application is made by shareholders
holding not less than one-third of the total
number of shares in that bank for the time
being issued or by depositors holding not less
than one-half of the gross anoui.t of the total
deposit liabilities in ITi^eria of that Bank:
Provided however that the applicants submit to
the Minister such evidence at; he may consider
necessary to justify an examination, and pro
vided also that they furnish adequate security
for the payment of the costs of the examina
tion."
Or the third alternative, which of course does not
s
arise here

20

30

"(c) If the "bank suspends payment or informs
the Minister or the Central Bank of its in
tention to do so."

iTow, what the Tribunal is being informed
happened is that the Minister, in exercise of his
power unc'.ee section 12, appointed Messrs .Deloitte,
Plender, Griffiths, "-, Co. a well-laiown firm of
London Accountants to conduct a special examination
under conditions of secrecy of the affairs of the
bank. That examination took between the end of the
month of ;:fey and the end of the month of August
last year when a report v/as made to which I will
soon make reference.
Section. 13 provides that when an examination
has been ordered under section 11 - that is the
bank examiners' examination - or section 12 - that
is the special examination - a bank should produce
v^....,..^^ ,,., such times as he majr specify,
.^~ examiner
to the

40

books, accounts and documents in its possession
or custody, oral information concerning its busin
And there are
ess that th.3 examiner may require.
penalties if that is not being done. There is
provision for the examiner to submit a full report
th.e J.i'iiiister who should forward the report to
the head office of the bank concerned.
Here again, it is right to say that when
s. Deloitte, Plender, Griffiths and Co. made
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their special examination during the summer of last
year, they experienced no difficulty on the part of
the officers and employees of the "bank in obtaining
access to such books, accounts and documents as lay
down within the control of those office employees,
or in obtaining such oral information as were with
in the power of those offices and employees to give.
ONYEKA.
H.I
10.45-11 a.m.
Mr. Lawson (Contd.)

And again, the Tribunal will hear from Mr. George,
the partner concerned in the firm of Deloitte
Plender Griffiths, Company that, in his view, there
was little to criticise; all things being taken
into account in the bank's bookkeeping, its record
keeping and the day to day work which is done by
the large numbers of employees of the bank who pur
sue their vocations in the bank's branches and
offices.
Then Section 14 deals with the powers of the
Minister after an examination has taken place, and
I need not perhaps spend a lot of time upon that.
It indicates the Minister can require the bank to
take such steps as he considers necessary to recti
fy any matter which is the subject of criticism,
may appoint a. person who has had proper training
and experience to advise the bank, may report the
circumstances to the Governor-General who may make
an order revoking the bank's license, although the
bank should have notice of an intention to do that
and tin opportunity to submit a written statement in
reply.
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Section 15 deals with the obligation of a
licensed bank to appoint annually an approved
auditor. I think I need not spend time on that.

Section 16 restricts the use of the word bank,
that is to say, no one except with the Minister's
consent other than a licensed bank should use or
continue to use the word "Bank" or any of its
derivatives in the description or title under
which such a person is carrying on business in
Nigeria. I imagine that that would not prevent
a person whose surname and, I believe there are
some such in Lagos, including the word "Bank" from
still using his surname even though he used it in
connection with his business, but that might be an
interesting problem someone might consider some
other time.
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Section 17 - perhaps I should refer to it
v/ithout prejudice to anything contained in Section
76 of the Company's Ordinance; no persons who have
been directors or directly or indirectly concerned
in the management of bank v/hich has had its licence
revoked under Section 14 or has been struck off the
Registry of Companies under the provisions of old
Ordinance; who has "been convicted by an offence of
dishonesty has been pardoned should act or continue
to act as a director or be concerned in the manage
ment of the Bank.
Section 18 deals vrith the provisions of penal
ties upon directors or managers of the bank who
fail to take steps to comply with the provisions
of tlie Ordinance and section 19 restricts prosecu
tions to those v/hich have the consent of the
Attorney-General or instituted by him. I need not
trouble the Tribunal about the Ordinance but it
should also be clear to all others v/ho are con
cerned that the Tribunal is not of course concerned
with the implementation of any of the provisions of
Section 17, 18 and 19« At page 160 is the first
schedule which the Tribunal will remember is the
Schedule which is specified to be the form of the
monthly return required to be rendered by the bank
to the Central Bank under section 10(l)(a) of the
Ordin&nce. There will be no need for the Tribunal
to look at that in. detail at the moment, although
it will be necessary at a later stage for the
Tribunal, perhaps to examine one of these particular
returns.
The last Crdin&nce to which it is necessary to
make specific reference is the Central Bank of
ITigeria Ordinance of 1958 which again is to be
found printed in Vol.1 of 1950 edition of the Laws
at page 261. This is a fairly lengthy Ordinance
and I an not proposing unless the Tribunal should
desire me to do otherwise to read more or refer to
more than a few of the sections of this Ordinance.
The first Sections of the Ordinance to which I
should refer is, perhaps Section 4 v/hich is to be
found at page 264 which states in general terms the
principle objects of the Central Bank and it will
be seem that those objects include the promotions
of monetary stability and the sound financial
structure in Nigeria as well as to act as banker
and financial adviser to the yederal Government.

The reason why I referred to that Section is s
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banks, particularly by giving or withholding consent
to advances made by a licensed bank in certain

is to exercise a degree of control over the licensed

cases;

by prescribing and if necessary,

varying

from time to time the liquidity ratio under Section
8 of the Ordinance and in all the other ways in
which a Central Bank can exercise control like, for
example increasing or decreasing bank rate at any
particular time and thus, exercising an overall and.
general control over the economy and in particular

10

over the part played by banking institutions in the
functioning of the economy.

Section 6 of this Ordinance shows that the
capital of the Central Bank is wholly owned by the
Federal G-ovemment, so it is in its full sense a
State Bank. Section 29 indicates that the bank has
certain general powers (page 273) including the
power under section 29(l)(c) to act as a banker to
the commercial banks and any other credit institu
tions in Nigeria, and in fact the National Bank of
Nigeria did bank with the Central Bank; Central
Bank maintaining the account for them in exercise
of those powers. Sections 38, 39 and 4-0, pages 278
and 279 of the Volume; the bank may act as banker
to other banks in Nigeria and abroad. 39, the bank
shall wherever necessary seek the co-operation and
co-operate with other banks in Nigeria to promote
and maintain adequate and reasonable banking ser
vices for the public; to ensure high standard of
conduct and management throughout the banking
system and to further such policies not inconsis
tent with this Ordinance as should be in the nation
al interest. That is an indication of the relation
ship between the Central Bank and the other Bank,
the licensed banks in Nigeria, and it envisages a
relationship of co-operation to the aims indicated
in Section 39 itself. Then Section 4-0, sub-section
1 is the section which, so to speak, is ancilliary
to Section 8 sub-section (1) of the banking
Ordinance. The bank may prescribe, from time to
time, by publication in the gazette the amount of
specified liquid assets which each bank operating
in Nigeria under the banking Ordinance is required
to hold the minimum in Nigerian pounds or sterling.
The minimum amount so prescribed should be expressed
as a percentage of the gross demand liabilities
which such bank is due in Nigerian pounds together
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with the percentage of tae gross term liabilities
which such bank arising out of its time and saving
deposits due in ITigerisn pounds, no banks should
Toe required to maintain a higher percentage with
any other bank. Then if the bank at any time
increases either of the percentages referred to in
sub-section 2 then from 10 to 21 days of grace are
allowed for compliance. Then I think there is
nothing more in the Oentral Bank Ordinance to which
I should draw the Tribunal's notice and that com
pletes the brief survey I was seeking to make of
the legal background to the matter; summarising
So far as tho common law is con
it in this way
corned the common law really knows no special
rights or relationship between banks end deposit
ors; so far as its depositors are concerned, banks
at common law are entitled to do exactly what they
like with the money once it is deposited with them.
The Company Ordinance really does not tackle
the problem of protection of the depositors inter
est;;; at all. It is concerned only with the
interests of shareholders of the company and the
obligations of the Company and its directors
towards them; therefore one has necessarily the
provisions of the banking ordinance of 1958, the
object of which is really two-fold. Firstly the
protection of the depositors interest by imposing
prohibition of certain, types of activities by banks;
that is to say, by prohibiting a br.nk from lending
more than a certain amount of money to any one
so aoing,
person because of the risk involved
The prohibition against banks of making unsecured
advances to directors of the bank or companies or
firms in which they are interested, again for the
same reasons, is being not consistent with the
interests of the banks depositors; the bank carry
ing on a public business and seeking to induce
people to entrust their savings to the bank, then
to use those savings entrusted to them, whether
they be public rnoaey, like monies of the great
state corporations or whetMer they be private
monies to use them for the directors own personal
benefit or for political ends which the directors
may have in their own minds.
I now come to position of the National Bank of
Nigeria itself and at this stage it might assist
the Tribunal and my Learned Friend if I indicated
the steps which have been taken in relation to the
pr e p air a t i on of doc uiae n t s.
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A number of folders have been prepared which
have been given reference numbers and the object
has been to try and isolate particular subject
matters into particular folders. A number of
copies of these folders have been prepared and it
is of course a matter for the Tribunal but the pro
posal is this that, where the folders consist, as
in many cases they do consist of documents of
public record like, for example entries in the
files of the Registrar of Companies or Registrar
of business names , arrangements have "been made with
the Registrar whereby their pliotostatic copies are
available, which are being prepared under the
supervision of the Registrar and any interested
person or indeed any member of the public can go
to the Registrar's Office where, if he is an
interested persons in these proceedings, a set of
correspondence will be set which is made available
to the Tribunal folders will be supplied on the
usual terms. They are, I understand sets of these
documents which could perhaps be made available, so
to speak, on loan to any of my learned friends who
is interested to have them until such time as they
can get copies from the Company'a Registrar. There
are however, other documents which are not documents
of public record and of these in separate copies
have been prepared and there will be available for
those of my learned friends who are interested in
the particular matters to have copies of those
folders. It is a matter for the Tribunal as to
how far copies of documents in which for example,
my learned friend, Mr. McKenna, may be interested
or my learned friend representing the former Direc
tors of the Bank may be interested, is the question
as to how far such documents should be handed over
to other parties who do not represent the same
interest and although no doubt, have a healthy
feeling of curiosity as everybody does have about
what documents he should go and see, possibly have
no real interest in seeing such documents.
11.00-11.15 a.m.
I.I
25/7/61
Mr. Lav/son (continuing)
Now the first of the folders to which I am
going to make reference is a folder the number
prepared to which is No.-T.24-, and it is, in fact,
the report made by Messrs. Deloitte, Plender,
Griffiths, & Co. dated the 15th of August, I960.
It just appears to me my Lord, I understand
that your Lordship was thinking of talcing a very
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short pause which miglr;; set as a breath, and I have
readied rather a riev/ anrl different part "before
which it would be convenient to make such a pause*
It might be a good tiia? for it.

Chairnan:

Yes 5 thank you very much.

Mr « ff. A. Pani-Kay (Dele ; I like to announce that I
ai5}^eaf"''To'ir'TrI(;r offTcial Opposition in the Western
Region, Llessrs. Elushade, bkunu and Duduyemi with
me.
10

Cliairroan :
you?"""

Who else did you say would appear with
D^cLuyeni, Okunu and Elushade.

ChajLrmans Would you please tell us how you came
ZLirob nr~under the Act.

20

Mr^ ?ciii -Kay ode ; Yes, If the terms of reference
are" lo'olted into , Mr. Chairman, you will find one
ref err ring to Section 2 - the nature, amounts, terms
of advances, credits and facilities or guarantees,
as well as validity and sufficiency of any securities therefor, may be granted or given by the said
Bank at any time. You will find, Sir, and we are
going to give evidence that the greatest depositors
of the Bank is the West Regional Government or its
Agencies. That is one. And secondly . . .
Chairinan; The Western I-legion Government was a
cTeposfTJor?
Mr,
Gli a irggn ;
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Or its Agencies.
Or its Agencies are depositors.

Kr. ?a2ii;-Ko.yj3d.e ; G-cvernraeiit funds were deposited
You will also find that suras amount
i"n~~!;!ie Ea"nIc
ing to about £2.7 million, roughly £2 million, of
Government funds were utilised in purchasing
Preference Shares ID. the Bank, and it is our inter
est to show you that these monies have been expended
in accordance with the Section I referred you to.
You will also find that in Section 3 of the terms
of reference that we are strongly interested be
cause in 3 (a) you will find. Sir, the national Bank
Investment and properties Limited mentioned, and
we shall show, Sir, that this Company was created
ano. financed absolutely and almost completely with
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funds made available by the Western Region Market
ing Board, which is an Agency of Government. The
Western Region Marketing Board - that is 3(b) on
your list - which is also an Agency cf the 7/est
Regional Government, It is a Board v.rith a statu
tory corporation created by the Western Region
Government . In fact, all the Institutions in 3(b)
and 3(c) are Agencies or Corporations created by
the Western Region Government. And in 3(c) you
will find the issue of any political party group
or association, or any persons, corporation, form
or other association or persons acting on behalf of
any such political party, ^roup or association.
will find that the Western Region Govern
ment is controlled by the Acting Group Party and
the Official Opposition in the Region is composed
of the National Council of Nigeria and the Cameroons, and it is our intention to show that the
funds available for the Bank are diverted for
political purposes to the funds of the Action Group.
And also the fourth term of reference whether, and if so, to what extent party political
considerations or associations have at any time
influenced the said Bank in its dealings with
customers or perspective customers whether as
borrowers or as depositors, and it is also my in
tention to put before the Tribunal that the Bank
has been nothing more than an arm of a political
party to finance various political individuals in
their personal capacity, or in their business, or
for political ends, and in this respect I think it
is only fair that as the Official Opposition which is the party in opposition to the Action
Group in the Western Region - that is one.
And
secondly, as the officially recognised opposition,
we are interested in seeing how Government funds
have been diverted and we have evidence to show
that Government funds have not been properly
utilised in the Bank. It is our duty to call
evidence before you to prove these points.
Chairman : Tea,, the difficulty which I feel is this.
We "nave Section 16 of the Act to go by,_and it is a
person whose conduct is subject to the Inquiry, for
example, the National Bank, or who is in any way,
for example, some directors, concerned, for example,
anybody who is called as a witness before the
Tribunal, he is to have counsel to watch
his
interests lest he may be affected in. some way.
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Then we have this further provisions that any
other person who may be considered desirable that
he should "bo represented say by leave of the Conmission be represented. ITow, I understand that
what you. wish to do is to produce evidence. But
under section 7, paragraph 2 of the Act we have
appointed two gentlemen, Jtr. Lawson and Mr.Holden
to prepare and present the evidence. If I may add
this, the tribunal of Inquiry is not hearing a
charge of any kind. There is no prosecution. There
is no lease before it. We are just a fact finding
body who -have been asked to inquire into various
matters and nako a repor. But now I am just
wondering whether we can with any convenience add
to the number of persons who are to prepare and
present evidence. That is my difficulty.
Mr. l?nn:i.-Key_od_e; Y'ith respect, Mr, Chairman, if
you "Took'aTT Section 16 you will see that we are
very much concerned because counsel may appear for
anybody who is concerned with the matters contained
in your terms of reference.
Chairman; I do not understand the word "concerned"
cicine way as you did.

30

Mr. ^ani-Kayode; I think that there are two words
in!S"p^ic"ate"cfir~or "concerned". Well, Sir, I would
say that these words are disjunctive, that is
"implicated" or "concerned", and if I can show you,
unless you want to bring the documents which I have
to show quite clearly, that v/e are concerned when
ever the funds of the West Regional Government in
which we anticipate, have been used as deposit in
this Bank or as investment in the Bank to a large
amount, and I can think of them only as the deposi
tors of this Bank because the other depositors are
so small when it comes to the amount deposited that
one can just ignore them.
Chaijr_m_an; V/ill you please listen to the opening of
MrT Laws"on.
Mr._ Pani-Kayode: I listened to it. I think most
'6T~vlr ~is"~cl»icerned with Section 5 of the terms of
reference because lir. Laws on concerned himself
mostly v/ith the infringement of the various ordin
ances.
Chairnian: Have you rot any evidence in your hands
wnTclfllf. Laws on has "not got? The duty of the
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Tribunal is to call witnesses, and there was a time
when the Tribunal listened to statements and reduced
them to something and decided on whether "X", "Y",
or "Z" should come forward as witness. In course of
time it was realised that this was inconvenient arid
consequently the practice arose in England for the
pleasure of Solicitors to look into r-tatements, to
brief counsels to present the evidence before the
Tribunal, and it must be understood that there is no
question of anybody prosecuting before the Tribunal.
ADrSAlTA
J.I
11.15-11.30
25/7/61.
(Sir Vahe_Bairanian Gpntinuiiig)
Mr. Laws or. and Mr. Hold en are presenting the evi
dence and they must and they do Jir.ow, they have
told me so, to present it impartially, not as per
sons who were feeling interested in the outcome of
the report and I do not think, Ilr. Faiii-Kayode,
that you were quite clear where you say that you
are the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr. ITani-Eavode:

1 am not here as sucli o

Chairman; Yes, I just want to remind you for a
morienT~as carefully as I can. that you ere not quite
in the same category as Mr. lawson and Mr. Holden
and if you look at a little book which we have here
by Professor Keeton on Trials by Tribunal, you will
find that a certain procedure was laid down by Mr.
Justice LyziBkey when he set a tribunal in 194-8; and
as I understand from it, well, I am afraid, it is
in the Chciibers, but you will be welcome to look at
it. The rule laid down, as far as I remember is as
follows:
"That persons who wish to give evidence before
the Tribunal would make statements to the Sol
icitor for the Treasury or to the Police in
English. Then this will be looked at by the
Counsel to the Tribunal, one impartial person,
and will produce what may be favourable or
unfavourable without regard to consequences,
and that the persons who may appear as Counsel
are persons whose names are mentioned in the
terms of reference namely their conduct is
going to be inquired into or witnesses who are
being called by the Tribunal :.ie.-j ieel that
they would like to have Counsel".
All I can suggest is this, th:

at ever evidence
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you may have, instead o::' taking the trouble to
present it yourself and of "being suspected if you
are presenting it in the spirit of a prosecutor,
will come very much better through the Counsel for
the Tribunal who are in the eyes of everybody our
representatives as impartial as we ourselves in the
discharge of their duties, from the report of the
Lynskey Tribunal on Procedures.
10
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"The Treasury Solicitor, on our behalf, to
assist us in the presentation of the evidence and
the ascertainment of the fact, instructed the
Attorney-General, the lit. Hon. Sir Hartley Shawcross, K.C., M.P., Mr. Gilbert Paull, K.C., the
Hon. H.L. Parker, and Mr. Mark Littman (of Counsel)
any \vitneos called on to be called before us who
appeared to us to have such an interest in the
matters into which we were inquiring as to justify
such rspresentation we allowed to be represented by
Counsel and Solicitor. Nineteen witnesses were so
represented."
IJT you will allow me what I propose doing is this,
I propose that we will adjourn for 15 minutes and
during that time, I will be much obliged to you if
you look at this and consider whether you really
wish to appear or would rather give the material
that you propose yourself to present at the Tribunal
either to Mr. Lawson or to Mr. Kolden. We have got
counsels to the Tribunal to prepare and produce
evidence and there we stop. I do not propose to
appoint any more counsel so that I cannot bring you
in under Section 7 paragraph 2.
On the other hand I shall be, of course, will
ing to hear any other gentleman who are appearing
as Counsel but on the whole, I think it will be
better to .give you this book by Professor Keeton
and when we come back in a quarter of an hour, we
will listen to you again. I do wish to assure
everybody that our anxiety is that everybody should
understand that v\e are, well, you may if you like,
call it a court of justice. We are discharging our
duties in exactly the same way that we want to
enforce the laws of the country to the best of our
ability and also last not least, I will like to
quote what I always bear in mind, a sentence out of
Lord Bacon's Essay on judicature. It is the office
of a Judge. The office of a Judge is jus dieere,
it is not jus dare. The office of a Judge is to
declare theTTavv, "it is not to make lav/ and I stick
to that.
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Tribunal rose for 15 minutes.
P.A. Graham-Jones
A. • J- «
T-

Sitting resumed;

"I

11.42 a.m.

11.30-11.45 a.m.
25*7.61.

Chairman; Well now, I do not think that there is
anything more left except that I hope that that
"book on the Tribunals is still here. Does anybody
know what became of that book?
Mr . R ._A_. _ Pani-Kayode ; I shall need more than fif
teen miiTuTes, Mr.~'Cl~airmari , to consider this point
arid I think I will make my stand knov/n later as to
whether I am going to withdraw my application be
cause I have not been able to go through this
section properly. I have read only the section you
read out but there is more in this .
Minister of_ Justice Vv'es
ojgi^oii"~~~
__{IIr . S .p.
TgHodaroJi "Can I say a word or two"~oif~th~Is occas
ion? If~~you consider the Question, the Tribunal is
certainly not looking into an affair between the
Western Nigerian Government ......

10

20

Chairman ; May I say this. It may be unnecessary
and I would defer it until later, if lur. ]?aniKayode renews his application. I vrill hear you, of
course.
11.45-12.00
L.I
ENEANYA
Q.Harrison Qbafemi; I wish tc correct the mistake
I made ""earlier t"his morning. 1 announced that I
would appear for the Mutual Aide Society Limited
while I should have said, for the National Bank of
Nigeria. I wish to withdraw.

30

Chairman^ You do not wish to appear for the Mutual
AidHSociety?
pbafemi;

I do not wish to.

Laws on: May I now tell the Tribunal something
"aFouT"the National Bank of Nigeria Limited itself.
The Bank was founded on the llth of February, 1933
and it had an authorised share capital of £10,000
in ordinary shares. The authorised share capital
was increased on the 29th of August 1945 by the
addition of £240,000 ordinary shares of £1 each.
The National Bank was licensed under the Banking
Ordinance of 1950 and on the 14tli uf September of

40
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1955 the authorised share capital of the bank was
further increased "by the addition of £1,000,000
worth of 4-$ cumulative "non-participating preference
shares of £1 each. These details the Tribunal will
find set out at page 62 of T.24, that is to say,
Deloitte Report, page 62 which shows this as appen
dix 5 paragraph 1, authorised capital of a million
4$ preference shares of £1 each. A million pounds.
It is a folder containing the Deloitte Report.
There the capital position of the Company is stated
in relation to the preference shares, that is to
say, a million pounds of 4$ cumulative nonparticipating preference shares. It should toe
noted that under Article 88 of the Company's
Article of Association, the holders of the cumula
tive non-participating preference shares were not
entitled to any vote unless the preference shares
dividend was more than six months in arrears. At
all material time, in fact, the preference shares
dividend was being paid to those who held the
preference shares. Therefore, they in fact have no
voting rights in the company "because there was
never a default in relation to the payment of divi
dends since Article 88 of the Article of Associa
tion came into operation and exclude them from
voting right. That was the position of the company
until December I960 in relation to the authorised
share capital.
In December I960, by a resolution of the Cornpany dated the 9th of December I960 and by confirm
ing resolution of the llth of January 1961, two
changes were made. The first change was that a
million pounds worth of preference shares which
have been authorised in September 1955 were con
verted into ordinary shares and the capital of the
company was further increased by an additional
£2,000,000 worth of ordinary shares. So, as from
the llth of January, 1961, the authorised capital
of the company was £3,250,000 worth of shares all
of which by then had become ordinary shares. That
is the position in relation to "Che authorised share
capital and the Tribunal will find details in
relation to the position as at August I960 at page
62 of the Deloitte Report and will find the later
documents in relation to what happened in December
I960 in a file folder T.3 which contains photostatic copies of entries in the company's register
relating to the National Bank of ITigeria Limited.
There is no need, I feel, at this stage to trouble
the Tribunal with references to those specific
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documents if the Tribunal is prepared to tako it
from me that that ic what the documents show, and
I will deal with them at a later stage.
How, so far as the issued share capital posi
tion is concerned there again one sees this matter
dealt with as at August I960 in page 62 of the
Deloitte Report and page 64 of the Deloitte Report.
The position was this. That £1,000,000 worth of 4$
preference shares had been issued in cash to the
Western Region Marketing Board and that issue took
place in September 1953 following upon the increase
of the company's share capital by that amount. So
far as the ordinary shares wero concerned the posi
tion as at the 30th of June 1959 v;ao that there had
been 159,615 £1 ordinary shares issued. The bulk
of this had been issued in cash at various dates
during the years intervening between 1933 and 1959
but the amount did increase in relation to bonus
shares, the National Bank having varied for some
years a practice of declaring a bonus issue of 1
for 20 in respect of ordinary shares. At the end
•of the bank's financial year which ended on the
30th of June I960 there was a further issue of
shares being 7,969 ordinary shares issued by way
of the bonus, issue, that is to say, 1 for 20 of
159 ? 615 shares together with a small cash issue of
1,217 ordinary shares, so that the issued share
capital of the company as at the 30th of June I960
and thereafter in relation to ordinary shares Avas
£168,801* There again the figures are to be found.
The Tribunal would 'desire the reference at pages 62
and 64 of T.24 of the Deloitte Report.
The next noint to be considered in relation to
the national Bank is the share holdings of the
Directors and as at the end of I960 the position
was as follows. Dr. Ma 3 a who was the Chairman of
the Bank and one of its founders and by Article 102
of the Article of Association the Chairman and life
Chief
Director held 6,000 £1 ordinary shares.
Doherty who again.was one of the founders of the
company and by Article 102 of Article of Associa
tion wan a life Director and was also the Managing
Chief
Director of the Company held 3.400 shares.
Bademosi a Director of the Company held 3,163
shares. Chief Hunporiu Wusu a Director of the Bank
held 1,632 shares. Mr. Ladipo who I gather is not
represented held no.shares, TLere is awkward thing
in the position of the company's .Article 105 pro
vided that the Qualification for beiur a Director
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was a holding of 100 shares but apparently Mr 8
Ladipo forgot to get hio qualification shares. So,
together the Directors held 19,195 ordinary shares.
The makeup of those figures is to be found at page
64 of T.24 of the Deloitte Report. And in order
to show where the control of the company lay it is

important to observe that in addition, to the shares

10

owned by the Directors in their own right there
were substantial blocks of shares, namely, 36,936
£1 ordinary shares which were registered in the
name of the Nigerian General Insurance Company
Limited. That company was in fact at material
times since 1952 a subsidiary of the bank. Then

there was another subsidiary of the bank, that is
to say, a company cc.lled Oshodi and Apena Limited

20

who are in fact licensed money lenders and that
company which was a public conrpuny held 28,845
shares in the bank. The tribunal may think and,
indeed, it appears that the shares owned by
Nigerian General Insurance Company Limited, that
is 36,936 of ordinary shares, and the shares held
by Ilessrs. Oshodi and Apena Limited 28,845 of

ordinary shares, were in fact under the control,

30

namely, of Dr. Ivla;ja and Senator Doherty because
the position in relation to the ITigerian General
Insurance Company Limited was that Dr. Maja and
Senator Doherty together with Mr. Bademosi were
from 1952 the Directors of the Nigerian General
Insurance Company Limited. It may be convenient
just to tell the Tribunal without looking at the
company files at this stage that in relation to the

ITigerian General Insurance Company the folder
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number of which is T.10, this was a company Incor
porated on the 21st of April 1951, that by April
1952 the National Bank of Nigerian Limited had
acquired 25,000 shares in the Nigerian General
Insurance Company of Nigeria and that when the
National Bank"had paid for the £25,000 worth of
shares in National General Insurance Company of
Nigeria The National General Insurance Company of
Nigeria acquire the shares in the National Bank of
3ida.
27/7/61.
M.I
12.00-12.15
OKOE
Mr. Lav/son (contd,) That is to say, appears in
We~7Tociirients thai; the National Bank bought shares
in the Nigerian General Insurance Company the
directors'of which were Dr. iVlaja, Senator Doherty
and Chief ?3ade;iosi, and when the Bank had paid the
Nigerian General Insurance Company Limited for
those shares the Nigerian General Insurance Company
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Limited bought shares amounting to some £25,000
with Messrs. Osliodi and Apena Limited, This was a
company incorporated some years "before 1940, but in
1952 Dr. Maja had been a Director of the company for
some years. In 1952 the capital of the company, the
Oshodi and Apena Company Limited, was increased.
Senator Doherty acquired some shares in that company
and became a Director with In-. I:!aja. The 1'fational
Bank then acquired in 1952 15,000 shares in Oshodi
and Apena Ltd. for cash and when the bank had
acquired those shares in Oshodi and Apena for cash,
Oshodi and Apena whose directors were then Dr. Ma3a
and Senator Doherty acquired the shares to which I
have referred in the National Sank of Nigeria. It
thus followed that more than fifty per cent of the
ordinary shares in the Bank were owned or controlled
by the Directors of the Sank and in particular by
Dr. Maja, Senator Doherty, Chief Bademosi and Chief
Hunponu-Wusu. There were some other substantial
shareholders in the Bank whose names, which I am
not proposing to mention, are sot out towards the
bottom of page 64 of the Deloitte, Plender and
Griffiths ?u eport. The Tribunal will there see that
there are three names set out which I am not pro
posing to read. The last of the gentlemen, named is
in fact, according to the returns in the Companies
Register, deceased, Section (iii) shows that there
were 306 other shareholders of whom the largest
held some 3,000 shares aggregating 46,385 shares
altogether. No?/, when the Tribimal comes and when
in the course of my opening I come to deal with the
specific term of reference which relates to the
relationship between the National rank and the West
Regional Marketing Board, it will be necessary to
consider the terms which relate to the West Regional
Marketing .Board's holding of the original £1 mill
ion worth of preference shares, For convenience I
may perhaps remind the Tribunal that one will find
a reference to an agreement relating to that matter
between the Bank and the Board at page 63 of T.24,
the Deloitte Report. At the moment, I need say no
more about that matter.
Now, during the period 1st October, 1959 to
the 31st of December, I960, the Bank hr.d and con
trolled a number of subsidiary cos.ps.niee.
The
Companies Ordinance in this country does not define
what is meant by a subsidiary compLiny but for pur
pose of this Inquiry the' Tribunal v.'ill bear in mind
that the last paragraph but two of the Notice of
Appointment indicates that the ex;..region "Subsidto it by the
iarics" should have the meaning
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note at the foot of the first schedule of the Bank
ing Ordinance. And if one refers to the note at
the foot of the first schedule of the Banking
Ordinance which is in Volume I, the Schedule being
reproduced at page 160 rnd page 161, one would see,
and perhaps this is not so strange to those of us
who have moved with greater felicity in English
law, that the definition of a subsidiary is this:
"....... should be deemed to be a subsidiary if a
bank is either a member or if it controls the
composition of its Board or holds more than half in
nominal value of its eauity share capital ....."
and so on. In other words, ri/;..t on page 161 one
would see at the foot of the return "N.B." and then
follov;s this definition of "subsidiary". Here
again, if I raay give the Tribunal the reference, it
is page 75 of the Deloitte Report, T.24, and with
one exception which I will come to in a moment, the
subsidiaries of the Bank were these. There was
Oshodi and Apena, the Directors of which were at
material times Dr. Haja and Senator Doherty. That
was a subsidiary of the bank and the bank in fact
held soiie £16,182 worth of shares as at the 30th of
April, I960, and the position did not alter during
the rest of I960. The capital of Oshodi and Apena
Ltd. which the Tribunal might care to note at page
75 against the name of Oshodi and Apena was in fact
an issued share capital of £18,744. So it will be
seen that in Oshodi and Apena the bank held some
thing like QQVo of the shares in that company.
The next subsidiary which should be mentioned
is the Amalgamated Press of Nigeria, Ltd. The Bank
at the commencement of the period immediately under
consideration, that is "GO say the period from the
1st of October, 1959 and until after the 30th of
April, I960, held £53,700 worth of ordinary shares
The
in the Amalgamated Press of Nigeria Ltd.
issued share capital of that company was in fact
£66,413. Amongst the Directors of that company,
the Amalgamated Press of Nigeria Ltd., were Dr.Maja
and Senator Doherty and they themselves held shares
in the Amalgamated Press of Nigeria, in the case of
Dr. Z'laja amounting to £200 worth of ordinary shares,
in the case of Senator Doherty amounting to £1,124
worth of ordinary sharer,. That is the Amalgamated
Press of Nigeria in the position which applied up
to s one date in June, I960, and in June of I960
the Bank sold or is said to have sold its shares in
the Amalgamated Press of Nigeria, that is to say
£53,700 worth of those shares to a company called
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Allied Newspapers Ltd. I. shall have to tell the
Tribunal the pogitj.on about Allied Newspapers Ltd.
Suffice it to say at the moment that
control
of that company. Allied Newspapers Ltct, is in
fact vested in a company known as the National
Investment and Properties Ltd. with which the
Tribunal will be considerably con erned. However,
on the fact of the natter and subject to whatever
arrangements may have existed between the Allied
Newspaper Ltd., the Bank, ITational Investment and
Properties Ltd., it appears that the Bank disposed
of its shareholding in the Amalgamated Press Ltd.
in June of I960 and that company then ceased to be
a subsidiary of the bank.
The third subsidiary with v/hich the Tribunal
will be concerned, again following through the
list but I am afraid not quite in that order, page
75 of the Deloitte Report, is the Nigerian Pictures
Corporation Ltd. The position of the Nigerian
pictures Corporation Ltd. was this fey,; the issued
share capital of that company was £63,600 of ordin
ary shares. The authorised shr.re capital was some
what higher, and of this £63,600 worth of shares
the Bank held 5C ,000 of the nominal value of one
pound each which were shares pciid for in cash* The
Directors of Nigeria Pictures Corporation Ltd* were
Senator Doherty, Chief Hunpoiiu Ymrm and Mr. Ladipo.
The Nigerian Pictures Corporation Ltd. had itself a
subsidiary the nr,rie of which was T'est African
Pictures Ltd., in which the- Nigerian Pictures
Corporation Ltd., held 99$ - I sn putting that
broadly - of the issued share capi'i^l. The issued
share capital of West African pictures was in fact
£10,000. Of that £10,000 some ^9,997 were owned by
Nigerian Pictures Corporation Ltd.? the other three
shares being owned by, I think he is a son of
Senator Doherty, Mr. Adebayo Doherty, and two other
persons. The position with regard to Nigerian
Pictures Corporation Ltd. was this, that although
it is said that at some time during I960, the sum
mer of I960 or possibly the autumn, the National
Bank sold its shares in the Nigerian Pictures
Corporation Ltd., the document,:; filed at the Com
panies Registry do not so far indicate that any
such change in" the shareholding in Nigerian Pictures
But of
Corporation Ltd. had in. fact takLia place.
course it may be the case as unfortunately happens
an i e s Or d in anc e
elsewhere, that whereas the
requires companies to nake returns v,d ii iii s pe c ified
adhere to the
period, that companies do not
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time factor
But a subpoena lia been issued relat
ing to this particular matter amongst other matters
and it is to "be hoped that those who v/ill be served
with ubpoena, relating to this particular matter
amongstt other matters and it is to be hoped that
those who will be served with subpoena relating to
documents affecting this sale of the shares in
Nigerian Pictures Corporation Ltd. by the Bank v/ill
see their way, if necessary after taking advice, to
make statements or documents available to the
Secretary to the Tribunal. At the present moment
I am not in a position to assist the Tribunal
further than to say that it has been stated by the
officers of the Bank that the Bank has in fact sold
their shares in Nigerian Pictures Corporation. I
cannot now tell the Tribunal to' whon that sale was
made or when or upon what terms
N.I,
25/7/61.
ANT01IIO
12.15 - 12.30
1'Ir. Laws on (c on t inuing)
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It has been said by the officers of the bank
that they have in fact sold their shares in the
Nigerian Pictures Corporation but I cannot tell the
Tribunal to whom that sale was made or upon, what
terms.
lrne next subsidiary of the Bank is the Hotel
Bristol limited. So fare as the Hotel Bristol
Limited is concerned, that was the company of which
Dr« Ma 3 a and Mr. Gbadarnosi were Directors, - the
company has a folder reference Ho. of which is T.ll.
The Hotel Bristol, perhaps I might just mention,
was a company which was incorporated on the 29th
June 1951 with a nominal capital of £24?000; the
nominal capital was later increased to £25,000 of
which £24,000 were issued, and it appears that Dr,
Maja and Chief G-badamosi acquired control of that
company in June of 1956 from the original share
holders. In June of 1956, the two gentlemen con
cerned became Directors of that company and there
after remained, and still remain Directors; and
the shareholding in the company out of the £24,000
Issued Share Capital were £23,913 worth of shares
acquired by the National Bonk of Nigeria in June of
1956 and the balance between £23,913 and £24,000
worth of shares, that is to say, the difference of
some £87, were held between Dr. L'aja, Kr.Gbadamosi,
who were the Directors of the company, and Senator
Doherty who held 24 shares. The Hotel Bristol, the
Tribunal may be concerned to investigate because
from the information which has so far become
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available, it arrears that the land on which the
Hotel Bristol building was formerly sited is, I
understand from information I have received, has
been demolished. The site was owned by the Hotel
Bristol Limited but somehow or other ths ownership
of the site has now become vested in the National"
Investment and Properties Limited, without apparent
ly so far as can be ascertained any transfer having
been executed by the Hotel Bristol Limited in fav~"
our of the National Investment and Properties
Company Limited.
The National Investment and Properties Limited
- I would have to deal with in "ome detail because
it is a body v/hich is specifically referred to in
the terms of reference. It never was in fact a
subsidiary of the national Bank although it does
appear that quite apart from the Hotel Bristol land,
which has somehow or other got into th- hands of
the National Investment and Properties Limited,
very substantial other landed properties of the
National Bank have also got into the hands of the
National Investment and properties Limited.
The
Hotel Bristol was, as I have told the Tribunal, a
subsidiary of the bank throughout the period and
remains a subsidiary of the bank to this day to
the extent "chat the bank hold 23, N'13 shares out of
the Issued Share Capital of £24,000.
The next subsidiary is the
Spinning
Company Limited, This company of v/hich the
Directors are Dr. Ma 3 a and Senator Doherty became
a subsidiary of the Bank sometime in April of I960
when the Bank acquired £29,7150 shares out of the
Issued Share Capital of £50,220 in £1 Ordinary
Shares. Senator Doherty and Mr. Haja were Directors
of that Company, at any rate from Hover
1957
until, as far as I am aware, the present time, at
least until the end of I960. I have told the"Tri
bunal what was the extent of the Issued Share
Capital of that company and the extent of the bank
shareholding was £29,750 shares which were paid for
in cash according to returns lodged with the com
panies Registrar. I shall have to revert to that
company as a specific matter shortly.

How, chere is also to be mentioned, although
not appear
appear at
at page
page 75
75 of
of T.24
<>' ^ A of
* f the
+^°
it does not
Deloitte, Plender and Griffiths Report, he
company whose name has, in frtct, might
say, been
this
accidentally referred to before the Tri
T~* \S Aii J.-'WVJ. J^V
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morning, and that is the ..lutual Aids Society Limited.
Tliis Society seems to present a somewhat odd problem.
The matter is dealt v;ith at page 3 of 1.24 of the
Report of Messrs. Deloitte, Plender and Griffiths,
and the position is as follows: that at material
times the llutual Aids Society Limited has an issued
share capital of £67. This was held as to £30
shares by Senator Doherty, Dr. Maja and Chief Hunponu Wusu, each of whom held 10 shares, making 30,
the remaining 37 shares were held by other persons
not Directors of the National Bank of Nigeria. In
fact, the business of the Mutual Aids Society
Limited was conducted alongside and jointly with
the business of the Rational Bank of ITigeria^ the
National Bank of Nigeria taking that part of busin
ess including the granting of loans and advances
secured and unsecured to various people, which is
regarded as being appropriate to banking, and the
Mutual Aids Society Limited having its books and
doing its business in relation to two kinds of
transactions, first of all, straight money lending
transaction, that is to say, lending money against
"notes of honour" at 47ig$ interest; the Mutual
Aids Society Limited has also been registered as a
licensed money lender under the Money Lending
Ordinance and also the Mutual Aids Society Limited
did what might be actually described as Building
Societies business, that is to say, lending money
at 12-^o interest on security, so that the Mutual
Aids Society was not anyhow in law a subsidiary of
the Bank until sometime in the latter part of I960
when the Bank in fact acquirea all the shares in
the Mutual Aids Society Limited; but for all prac
tical purposes the Mutual Aids Society Limited was
conducted as really a department of the Bank. The
Mutual Aids Society Limited had I think, no separ
ate and independent staff of its own, it has of
course its own Board of Directors; it shared
premises and had its name displayed in the same
premises as the national Bank of ITigeria.
The
Tribunal, when they come to consider what is said
by Deloitte, Plender and Griffiths Report, may well
come to the conclusion that whilst it might be
undesirable for a bank to engage in this type of
business, particularly in the- type of lending
business at 47-3^6 on "notes of honour", any infringe
ment of the Ordinance in relation to advances for
Mutual Aid was a merely technical matter, but 'in
fact P.S the Tribunal will see when we come to see
the Bank's document, that the Mutual Aids Society
Limited was in fact getting its money to lend all
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its customers by "borrowing it from the National
Bank of Nigeria and making available to the National
Bank of Nigeria such securities in the forms of
Promissory Notes or Notes of Honour in respect of
money lending transactions and sv.cn. other securi
ties on properties which it got from its customers
in respect of the 12-^ loans on property. That is
the position in relation to the Bank's subsidiaries.
We have got a list of them expecting of course the
Mutual Aids Society which seems to fall into quite
a different' category to the others; we have also
the Hotel Bristol and the General Insurance Company;
they are two subsidiaries which are characterised
by these rather striking features in comparison to
the others, that is to say, they had money on de
posit with the Bank and they have not had any loans
or advances from the Bank. So they were what one
might call good and useful good and useful subsidi
aries , who were not taking money but were in fact
helping and depositing with the Banks. But the
position in relation to the other subsidiaries is a
very striking one indeed. Perhaps it is not neces
sary to take a detailed note of the figures because
I shall have to refer to that document which works
out like this: During the year I960 the position
was as shown at page 75 of the Deloitts, Plender
and Griffiths Report. The amount advanced as at
31st April I960 to Amalgamated Press of Nigeria
Limited was £489,976, that is to say, nearly half
a million pounds was on advance to this subsidiary
in relation to Nigerian Pictures Limited and its
subsidiary the West African Pictures. The amount
which had been advanced on the 30th April I960 was
almost half a million pounds, that is a total of
£162,075. Also the amount advanced to Nigerian
Spinning Company Limited as at 30th April I960 was
£131,617.
25/7/61.
0.1
12.30-12.45 p.m.
KELLY.
Mr, Lawson (continuing);
that is to say, the total of £362,000 odd and
£75,000 odd, the amount advanced to Nigerian Spin
ning Co. Ltd. as at the 30th April I960 was £131,617.
The amount advanced to Oshodi and Apena on moneylending business, which was a subsidiary to the
Bark, v/as £208,874. So the position was this: that
in respect of those four subsidiary companies, if
we can include West African Pictures, which was a
subsidiary of Nigerian Pictures as belonging to
Nigerian Pictures, there was on the 30th April I960
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no less than one and a quarter million pounds ad
vanced by the Bank. The position had changed by
the end of I960 in a way which the Tribunal will
see from the documents which I will lay before
them, but by the end of I960 of course. Amalgamated
Press of Nigeria was no longer a subsidiary of the
Bank, but the amount which was advanced to that
company or to company which stood in its shoes had
increased from £489,976 on the 30th April I960 to
£616,000 - 1 am giving the round figure - by
December I960. In the case of Nigerian Pictures
Corporation and its subsidiary, West African Pic
tures, the total amount advances by the end of I960,
that is to say the 31st December, I960, had gone up
frorc Done thing like £437,000 or £438,000 to £516,000
odd, the total amount of the advanced to Nigerian
Spinning Ltd. at the end of I960 had gone up by
£2,000, it was then £133,000 odd, the total amount
advanced to'Oshodi and Apena had in fact gone down
by some £50,000 to £157,000 odd. So that was
broadly the position that instead of the figure of
advances to this group of companies going down, as
one would have expected having regard to the impact
on the position o.t section 8 of the ordinance and
particularly section 8, sub-section (5) preventing
the grant of further advances when the liquidity
ratio was below the prescribed' percentage without
the consent of the Central Bank, instead of finding
that the figure of these advances goes down by the
end of the years one finds in. fact that, it very
substantially goes up from about one and a quarter
million pounds to something like or something over
one and a half million pounds.
K"ow the next point which it would be as well
here to mention is this; in the folder which has
been prepared from the company registry documents
relating to the National Bank of ITigeria, the refer
ence number of which is T.3, one finds amongst other
documents copies of the Bank's own balance sheet and
summary profit and loss account for the three years
ending the 30th June 1958, 30th June 1959 and 30th
June I960, and if I may, without referring the
Tribunal in detail to those documents at the moment,
just indicate the nature of the point, which is
this: one finds for the year ending 30th June 1958
that the Bank's current deposit and other accounts
amount to a total of 10.6 million pounds, that is
to say that is the amount for which they are liable
in respect of depositors, including savings bank
depositors, because they have a savings bank
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department which rur.s savings accounts, a total of
10.6 million pounds. Now during the same year Toy
way of what one might describe as truly liquid
assets, the Bank had no less than about 7 million
pounds. That is to say., they had 4 million pounds
cash in hand at the Bank, they had nearly 2 million
pounds money at call or at short notice, they had
something like £800,000 worth of British Government
or Nigerian Government securities, that is to say
getting on for some 7 million pounds of truly liquid
assets as against deposits of 10.6 million pounds,
and their loans and advances amounted to something
just over 4 million pounds. The same sort of ratio
"between what one might call truly liquid assets on
the one side and liabilities to depositor on the
other side, is also to "be observed in the annual
accounts for the year ending 30th June 1953, where
the bank is showing something like 9 million pounds
cash in hand and at bank, money at call and short
notice, treasury bills, British Government and
Nigerian Government securities. The loans and ad
vances have gone up to something like 5.5 million
pounds, but the truly liquid assets of the bank are
very high in relation to assets which may or have
the prospect of being difficult to realise, like
loans and advances to, for example, subsidiary com
panies or to people who are using the amount of
loan or advance by way of working capital in a
business. So one sets those figures 5 year ending
30th June, 1958, 10.6 million pounds liabilities to
depositors, with a true liquid asset, position of
getting on for 7 million pounds; year ending 30th
June 1959, 14 million pounds liabilities to deposi
tors, with a true liquid asset, portfolio if I can
use that expression, of about 9~i" million pounds.
But when one comes to the year ending 30th June
I960 one begins to see a different .picture clearly
emerging, and the different picture is this - that
the level of deposits had dropped from 14 million
pounds to 10 million pounds - 10.1 million pounds the Bank's level of 9.5 million to 4 million pounds,
whereas the loan and advance position that is to
say money advanced by the Bank, not invested in
securities or treasury bills or not on call, had
gone up to 7 million pounds of the preceding figure
for the yoar ending 30th June 1959 of 5.4 million
pounds.
Now the approach that the Tribunal may get from
those figures to the problem that it has to consider
is really this; that expecting the figures given by
the Bank in its own balance sheet, 011-2 is getting
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according to the balance sheet as at the 30th June
I960 into a position which has the potentiality of
"being difficult one, since the Sank has now got
something like 7 million pounds, that is to say an
amount equivalent to 70$ of its total liabilities,
out in the way of loans and. advances, many of them
as I have indicated to subsidiaries of the Bank,
many of them as I shall indicate shortly to direc
tors of tho bank themselves, many of them obviously
cut on .long terra liabilities, thus putting the bank
in the position that if a substantial depositor
wished to withdraw his money from the bank, the
bank might very well be in' a difficult position in
meeting his demand, and that Lring me to the next
point, which has to be considered in relation to
the bank itself, v/hich is this;
Akin--01ugb_a'ie ;
Chairman;

20

50
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Excuse :.^e , Sir -

Please do not interrupt.

Mr » Akin-Qlugbade ; I do not wish to interrupt Mr.
taws on, but ""I think I should v/ith all due deference
bring to the notice of the Commission what I brought
to the notice of Mr. laws on at the recess this
morning. I am appearing for the former directors,
as I indicated earlier this morning, to watch their
interests here, and I think at this stage I should
inform the Commission that at 11.15 a.m. an order
was give?', by the High Court, Lagos, granting interim
stay of the proceeding of this Inquiry. Serious
allegations are being made which nay involve my
clients in the future, and even though they have
complete and adequate answers to some of these
allegations, they may not have the opportunity to
give the answers for some time to coxae, and I think
at this stage I shall ask most respectfully for a
suspension of thie. sitting for ai; least fifteen to
twenty minutes. I think the order takes effect
from the tir.ie it was made.
Chairman: I shou '.• d like to say this to you. My
TmSTefsTanding of this inquiry is this - that we
have a duty to hold the Bitting and carry on. If,
on the other hand the Court issues an order that
the sitting should be suspended, then we will con
sider the order, but of course we cannot take note
of it until we receive it. It is not that I do not
believe what you say, I believe what you say, but
I do want you to understand that we have to carry
on under the teriain of our appointment, if we do not
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we are not obeying the law. As soon as we are
served with an order, then we shall obey the law
again. (Laughter). So it is quite simple, I
appreciate your position, you very naturally wish
to do your duty by your clients. What we might do
is this: we had better carry on with this, we
shall be rising after awhile and after we have
risen presumably at some point or another we shall
be served with the Order mentioned,, and then we
At the moment I do not
shall know what to do.
think you need worry yourself very much because
after all if you like to walk out and make allega
tions against me you can make them.

10

Mr, Akin-Qlugbade; Par be it from rae - but serious
alle ga tions have b e en made.
Chairman;

I do not think it natters very much,

because the allegations are merely an opening of
what Mr. Lawson hopes to show later on by evidence,
until the evidence comes forth there is no harm
done really. I do not think you need worry yourself overmuch.
25/7/61.
12.45-1.00
P.I
Onarnuti
Mr._Akin-01ugbade; The other reason, Sir, I am
sorry is that" we are challenging the Law under
which this Commission was appointed and if eventu
ally it is found that the Lav; was invalid, all
these allegations might bring some other conse
quences which may affect substantially the interest
of my clients. That is one of the reasons why I
thought I should butt in at this ?:ic.uer.t. Thank
you, Sir.

20

30

The Chairman; It is always best to meet trouble
when it comes. We wait for it to come. I will
bear in mind what you have said.
Mr. Lawson; The point I was coming to was this;
t'o give an indication of the nature of the deposits
held in the National Bank of Nigeria and, one can
do this in a fairly simple way by referring to the
position as at the 30th April, I960, as set out at
page 66 of the Leloitte, Plendor and Griffiths
Report. The position was really this; that as at
that date the total deposits of the Bank according
to their records and retxirns amounteu to some
£8,113,571 of which no less than £2 million were
monies deposited by the Bank with the Western Region
Marketing Board, the details of those monies can be

40

97.
found firstly at page 66. There is a paragraph
numbered 6 "Deposits repayable on demand" and the
Tribunal would see that the section of the item in
that list is a figure of £850,000, a seven-day
deposit at 3 per cent which was a deposit of the
Western. Region Marketing Board at Lagos.
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Another item lower down in the list at London
was a deposit of £559,682 by the Western Region
Marketing Board and if the Tribunal would turn over
the page to page 67 and look at the paragraph which
is numbered 8 "Deposits, (c) other deposits". It
would be seen that amongst the other deposits were
three suras aggregating £601,202. That is to say,
£173,076, £111,756, £316,370 which are deposits not
repayable on the Western Region Marketing Board.
Therefore, the total monies deposited with the Bank
by the V/estern Region Marketing Board as at the
30th April of I960 was £2,010,884.
Another very substantial deposit with the
Bank was the Western Nigeria Development Corpora
tion which on the 30th of April of I960, had on
deposit with the lank £1,390,000 short term deposit
account, No.l page 66 of the Deloitte's Report,
That was a deposit repayable on demand and the
other deposit which the Yvrestern Region Development
Corporation had with the Bank was a seven-day de
posit of £545,000 which appears at page 67 of the
Deloitte's Report but misnamed, it is called West
ern Region Development Corporauion. That is a

misnomer for the Western Nigeria Development

Corporation and it comes about, in fact, in this
way that, when the V/estern Nigerian Development
Corporation was incorporation by the Law of the
Western Region which set up that body in 1959, the
Western Nigeria Development Corporation became the
successors to an early Statutory body the name of
which was the V/estern Region Development Board and
what has happened is that with this change in
succession of the Western Region Production Developmerit Board to the Western Nigerian Development
Corporation, a misnomer has crept into the term of
Messrs. Deloitte'a Report. The references to the
Western Nigeria Development Corporation Daw for the
convenience of the Tribunal are: one finds that
the Western Nigeria Development Corporation is set
up under Western Region Law No.5 of 1959 the
reference to which is chapter 128 in the 1959
edition volume 5 of the Laws of the Western Region.
So, taking these two bodies together that is, the
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Western Region Marketing Board with its £2,010,884
and the Western Nigeria Development Corporation
with its £1,935»000 one sees that almost £4,000,000
out of the total deposits of £8,113,000 is in fact
State money, that is to say, money "belonging to the
public and in the hands of the Western Region
Marketing Board and in the hands of the Western
Nigeria Development Corporation who are State "bod
ies set up under Laws of the Western Region, the
Members of whom are appointed by the Government of
the Western Region and who are designed to fulfil
the important functions which are set out in the
Region's Marketing Board Lav/ and the Western
Nigeria Development Corporation Lav/ none of which
seem to have a great deal to do with a lot of the
Laws and advances which, in fact, have been made by
the National Bank in this case during the control
of the former Directors. The total of public monies
deposited does not, in fact, and the deposits of the
Western Region Marketing Board and the Western
Nigeria Development Corporation because at the same
time that is to say on the 30th of Apn
I960,
there were also the additional public monies set
out at page 66 and page 67 of the Deloitte's Report.
That is to say, the Nigerian Cocoa Marketing-Board
- £96,507. Then at London the Tribunal would see
£99,998 in Nigersoil Construction Company Limited
and at Ibadan Nigersoil Construction Company Limited
- £116,431, and the Tribunal would also see at Iba
dan the first item, page 66, paragraph 6:- Nigersoil
Development Company Limited - £88,985. Now the
Cocoa Marketing Board is also a Statutory body and
its money or public money so far Nigersoil Construc
tion Company Limited and Niger Water Resources
Development Company Limited, the position of those
two companies is that 60$ of the equity capital and
the two companies is owned by the Western Nigeria
Development Corporation so the monies of those
companies are under the control of that public body.
Finally, there is the Western Region Finance
Corporation a comparatively small deposit of
£53,779, the last item at the bottom of page 66
which again is a Statutory Corporation holding pub
lic monies set up under a Western Region Law to
fulfil the functions which are allocated to it
under that lav/. The reference to the Lav/, as a
matter of convenience is Western Region Law No.9 of
1955 and it is Chapter 37 of the 1959 Revised Edi
tion of the Laws of the Western Region and, it is
to be found in Volume 2 of that Edition. So, the
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net effect of this public deposit is this; that
if one aggregates as at the 30th April, 1960, the
deposits of the Western Region Marketing Board
with the deposits of the Western Nigeria Developmerit Corporation and the two companies in which
holds 60$ of the equity together with the Nigeria
Cocoa Marketing Board and the Western Keg ion
Finance Corporation one finds something like £4i
million. f,4.4 million in fact is public money
deposited with the Rational Bank of ITigeria and is
more than 50$ of the total deposits £8.1 million
at that time. Now, I hare endeavoured to this
point to give a 'broad view of the position of the
National Bank of Nigeria as it was in I960 in relation to the shareholding, its control, its subsidiaries, and its advance position with its
subsidiaries, the nature of its deposits and
broadly, the nature of the it;j assets.
I think the next matter to which I should pass
before I come to deal with the details of the terms
of reference is just to give the Tribunal references
to certain dates, certain matters which occurred
during 1959 and down, to the end of I960 and there
after so far as is relevant. As would be seen it
was on the first of October 1959 that the Banking
Ordinance of 1958 came into operation after advance
notice had been given to the Banks by the Governor
of the Central Bank, Lir. Pent on on the 5th of
November, the liquidity ratio was described but the
notice allowed as the Central Haul: within the pro
visions of Section 40 could allov; a period of six
monifns for compliance with the 25 per cent liquid
ity ratio. The next date to note and here, it may
be convenient to give the '.tribunal the reference to
folder IT .No. 26 which is the folder in which there
appears correspondence between the Central Bank of
Nigeria and the National Bank of Nigeria Limited.
Now, I understand there are some of these folders
available should uy learned friend Mr. McKenna or
Counsel for the former Directors of the Bank desire
to have them.
25/7/61,
Q.I
1.00-1.15 p.m.
ELEEDU
Mr. Lav/son (contcU); It is folder 26. If there
is, of course, any letter in the folder or any
other letter that my learned Prieiid would like me
to read, I will do so. But the documents in the
folder are in fact documents common to both parties,
I did say to the Tribunal that advance notice had
beon given by the Governor of the Central Bank to
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"banks, when the liquidity ratio was prescribed,
and that was a reference in fact to a letter dated
2nd of November, 1959, addressed by Mr. F'enton to
Senator Doherty. It is the second letter in the
bundle T.26,
Then the next important letter in T.26 is the
letter of the 9th of January, I960, from the
National Bank of Nigeria ltd. to the Central Bank.
This letter of the 9th of January, I960, which is
the fifth letter in this folder T e 26, arose in this
way that the Central Bank, as the Tribunal will
remember they were entitled to do under section 7
subsection (3) of the Banking Ordinance, requested
the National Bank to submit a Statement of Incom
patible transactions. The National Bank, in
response to that request and a reminder dated 8th
January, sent a statement of incompatible trans
actions. This is the matter to which I referred
Their letter of the 9th of
a little earlier.
January, which I would invite the Tribimal to look
at (I am not going to invite the Tribunal to go
through in detail all these) but this is a letter
of some importance, because the Chief Accountant,
who is in fact Mr, Obasa-Porter, writes:
"With reference to your letter of the 8th of Janu
ary" ~ this is a letter asking for a statement
under section 7(3) - "please find the statement
required under the provisions of section 7(3) of
the Banking Ordinance" 7(1)(a) is advances in excess of 25^ of the total
of paid up capital and published reserve. The Bank
makes a Nil return. This was erroneous.
(b) They make a Nil return. There is nothing
I feel the Tribunal need be concerned about that.
(c) That is the subsection of section 7(1)
which prohibits unseciired advances in excess of
£500 to Directors or firms or private companies in
which the Directors have interest. Nil return was
incorrectl
(d) They make a Nil return.
(e) They make a Nil return.
(f) Is, investments in other companies. The
Tribunal will bear in mind that the proviso of
section 7(l)(f) stated the thing did not apply un
less the total of your investments in companies
exceed 25$. But notwithstanding that the total of
the Bank's investments did not exceed 25$, they did
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make a return, and you v;ill see at the following
page of the return they ns.de under (f): They re
turned their shares in Oshodi & Apena Ltd., they
returned their ITigerian General Insurance Company
Ltd., the Amalgamated Press; the ITigerian Pictures
and the West African Pictures; the position there
"being that it was the Nigerian Pictures Corporation,
the subsidiary of the "bank, which in fact own the
"bulk of the shares in West African Pictures, "but
they took them together: shares in C-lanvill
Enthoven & Go. (Nigeria; Ltd. £5,000? shares in
Hotel Bristol £70,690. They may give explanatory
notes when they say, "Oshodi & Apena Ltd., - this
is a subsidiary of the "bank", and they give the
details which I had given the Tribunal a little
earlier; Nigerian Central Insurance Go. Ltd., also
details; Amalgamated Press of ITigeria, it says
they own about 70$;
he "igerian Pictures, the
details which I have gven the Tribunal; "Glanvill
Enthoven Co. Ltd., is a subsidiary of one of the
biggest Insurance Brokers" and there is 50/50 hold
ing in the capital of that company which, of course,
is an investment but is not a subsidiary with the
bank; then the H.;tel Bristol: this is a company
95 c/° of whose shares are held by the bank.
If I May just pause on the Hotel Bristol. The
Tribunal may remember that the nominal value of the
shares held by the bank in the Hotel Bristol is in
fact £23, 913. In other words, the total issued
capital of the Bristol Company is £24,000. The Bank
indicated that the number of the shares was in fact
23,913, but the value of its shares v.-as £70 9 690.
That is a matter of some significance because I
have previously indicated that so i'ar as any docu
mentary material at present available is concerned,
the Hotel Bristol land seems to have somehow or
other, 7/ithout a transfer, got into the hands of
National Investment and Property Company Ltd. If
that is true, and if it be true that the Hotel
Bristol was demo] -shed and merely exists as a vac
ant site, it is difficult to see, if it has no
assets other than a vacant site which it does not
own and the name i; Hotel Bristol Ltd.", which I
suppose it can us^, as to what th? £70,690 represents by way of assets in company, That is their
return under section 7(1)(f).
The only point I make about it is this, that
it is confirmatory evidence "from the bank as to the
fact and value of' their shareholding in these com
panies. The other point I make, which may be felt
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to be a point in the bank's favour, is this that it
was clearly directing its mind towards a compliance
with section 7(1 )(f). It may well "be that it was
only misunderstanding which led the bank to fail to
appreciate that they'need not send in returns under
section 7(1)(f) at all because the total value of
those investments did. not exceed 25$ of their paid
up capital and published reserves. But that, of
course, hardly explains why a Nil return was made
in relation to 7(1)(a) and 7(l)(c).
Then the other documents which is attached to
that letter is a return of property owned by way
of investment by the bank. The Tribunal will
observe a fairly long list of properties. Again
humanity is of course frail and errs, and one thing
which strikes one at once about it when one looks
at the list and remembers the numbers is that one
property is put in twice with exactly the same
The
amount, and aggregates twice in the total.
Tribunal will see "18 Market Street, Lagos" which
is the last but one entry on the left-hand column,
and it gives the date of the lease - 12th of Octo
ber, 1954, leasehold property. The amount one may
understand to mean the value or the amount which
was paid for it - I do not understand v/liich - is
£3,614.8.6d. That is in fact an exact duplication
of an item which appears higher up in the list and
is in fact about even more then half way down the
page. Exactly the same item on its beneath "I;jebu bypass landed property Ibadan, 18 Market
Street Lagos", and exactly the same details. So
it looks as though by some error they put in one
property twice. But I would jjust invite the
Tribunal to pause for a moment on this list of
properties for this reason, that one sees amongst
this list of properties the sixth one down 5-7
Apongbon Street, Lagos. That property is now owned
by the National Investment and Properties Co. Ltd.,
having passed out of the ownership of the bank.
The properties owned by the "bank at numbers 21, 23
and 25 Broad Street, - they are not in that order
actually in the list, Ho.23 Broad Street is 9th
item down and that is shown as being a lease ac
quired on the 22nd June, 1948; the amount of which
is £18,254 odd, and the bank's note is "demolished
for erection". Two below that is 25 Broad Street
Lagos; the lease is a different date, of course;
the amount is £11,285.16/-, and that is said to be
demolished for erection. And then two below that
is 21 Broad Street, Lagos the leaso is of a different date'again but has a sum of £14,884 attached to
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it and is to be demolished for erection. The prop
erty interests former 17 owned by the bank and
returned by them as amongst their investment prop
erties in the schedule attached to this letter of
the 9th of January, I960, have now found their way
into the ownership of the national Investment and
Properties Co, Ltd., and these are transactions
which the '.Tribunal may have to investigate when it
comes to deal with the relations and dealings
between that Company/ and the bank. That is the
letter of the 9th of January of I960.
The next event to observe is that during
February of I960, Mr. Lee, ths "Banking Examiner,
made an examination of the bank's books and records
under section 11 of the Banking Ordinance, and in
the result the Minister of Finance decided to take
action under section 12 of the Banking Ordinance
and to appoint special examiners to make an examin
ation of the books and affairs of the national Bank.
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At this stage, I would like to do this, I
understand that Mr. John Murray, permanent Secretary
of the Ministry of Finance, is in court on subpoena.
I will call for Mr. Murray to produce the original
file containing these documents. The reference in
the Tribunal's folders is T.23. As is customary
with a witness who is on subpoena, I will call for
him to produce the original file which contains
the original letters from the National Bank of
Nigeria to the Ministry of Finance or the Minister
of Finance and carbon copies of the letters sent to
the Ministry of Finance or the Minister by the
National Bank of Nigeria. That is the original of
folder T.23Kiss Onyeka
1.15 - 1.30
R.I
25/7/61
(Folders were handed to the Chairman by Mr .Lav/son)
Cha irman ; I take it that Mr. MacKenna has no
objections to these things?
MacKenna ; I have not examined the document and
cannot express any opinion. I have just been handed a copy of the folder.
Chairman ; I am sorry, but do you wish to reserve
any 'rTgTit to object?
MacKenna ; I would rather reserve any right I may
have uiifil I have read them.
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Ghairman; There is really ;.o serious objection T~TaIce"Tt to be so.
Mre_J[jawson: Again, I do not think it is necessary
To rea"3~in detail this correspondence and perhaps
I might be permitted to deal with it in this way,
with the Minister of Finance having decided to take
action under section 12 of the Banking Ordinance on
the 23rd of May, I960, appointed Messrs. Deloitte,
Plender and Griffiths Company Limited to make a
special examination relating to certain terms of
reference and for the convenience of the Tribunal,
that letter of appointment is reprouuced in the
Deloitte, Plender and Griffiths' report pt page 30
of T.24. On the 27th of May, the appointment was
notified to the national Bank 'by a letter, copy of
which is in the folder, Ministry of Finance NBN
Correspondence 1.23. Messrs« Doloitte, Plender and
Griffiths prepared s. report which is T.24 dated
15th of August, and that report was the work of Mr.
George, a partner in that firn whom I will call on
subpoena, and of Mr. Thomson, a Manager in the firm
who will be available if required to assist for the
purposes of their report. Messrs. Deloitte, Plender
and Griffiths visited the Head Office of the Bank in
Lagos and a number of its branches in Lagos and else
where in Nigeria and in London and made this report
to the Minister; and on the 14th October I960, the
Minister sent a copy of the report to the National
Bank of Nigeria under cover of a letter which will
be found in T.23. The letter is dated the 14th
October I960. Then there was an exchange of corres
pondence between the National Bank ,-aid the Minister
and Ministry of Finance, the whole of which will be
found in the folder T«23 and then one goes back to
the other folder, the correspondence between the
Central Bank of Nigeria and the 1-Tational Bank
because upon the 22nd November I960 the National
Bank made a further return to the Central Bank of
Nigeria of incompatible transactions as at the 30th
of September I960 which the bank had in contrary to
the provision of the Section 71. T.'Lis will be
found in folder T.26. One has to bear in mind that
by this time, the 22nd of November I960, and it is
in fact the last letter with two appendices in. the
folder T.26, the bank had of course seen the Deloit'oe Plender and Griffiths' report and were aware
of what had been reported by ther.i in relation to
transactions incompatible with the provisions of
the banking Ordinance, I will cust, therefore in
vite the Tribunal to look at this letter because
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it is a letter of sorie importance. This is a letter
signed "by Mr. Durushols , uhen General Manager, not
on the Board of the Directors of tlie Bank at that
time, but since in circumstance to which I will
briefly refer in a moment, since a Director of the
Bank. !r. Duruoshola in hi^ capacity as General
Manager writes to the Governor of the Central Bank
of Nigeria.
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"With reference to the letter of 8th November
herewith please fin-"', statement referred to
under the provision of Section I of the Bank
ing Ordinance for there is a mistake of Section
73 of the Banking Ordinance 7(i) as per the
attached list :t .

Now, Section 7(i)(a) means transactions of the Bank
in breach of the Ordinance because it has lent more
than an amount of 25'/° of its paid up capital and
published reserves to anyone person. The Tribunal
will bear in raind that on the gt.u. of January I960

they made no return under this Head but now they
have rendered a return. This is a statement of
their position as at the 30th September I960. "They
sa;/' we have lent more than the proper and committed
amount to the following people 5 £550>824 to the
Allied Newspaper transferred from the Amalgamated
Press of Nigeria, "The Tribunal will bear in mind
that it is stated th;ot in July I960 the shares held
by the ?Ta oional Bank and the Amalgamated Press had
been sold to the Allied i-"ev/spape.c, so that they got
£ rJ58 outstanding by that company. They got £347,64-2
owing to them by the Action Group Trust Fund. They
have got £497,208 or/ing to them by Nigerian Pictures
Corporation and West African. Pictures. They got a
guarantee to the West African Regional Marketing
Board for half a million pounds. They have got
£710,678 owing to their: by Mutual Aid Society limited,
the bank's subsidiary. So the banks are here are
confessing that as at 30th September, I960, they in
fact, in five cases, were in breach of the provisions of the Section 7(i)(a) of the Ordinance and
this is what they say themselves. As I pointed out
to the Tribunal that the breach in respect of Mutual
Aid Society Limited could well be said to be a
technical breach in the situation that the Mutual
Aid Society was really run as a department of the
Bank. In fact, as the Tribune 1 will find, this, in
itself, was an understatement because it was not the
fact that there was one guarantee to the West Region
Mark..'cing Board for half "a million pounds, the fact
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was that as at the 30tli September I960, and indeed
as at 31st December I960, and indeed &;s at tlie 30th
June I960, there were two guarantees by the Bank to
the West Region Marketing Board each of one half
million pounds, so that the figure of £500,000 in
relation to the guarantee to the West African Region
Marketing Board was in that return, correct - the
figure returned should hare been one million pounds .
Then the other return which they make under S.D.E.
and G-- - nothing arises on those, but they make a
return for the first time of advances to the Direc
tors of the companies or firms in which the Direc
And the
tors are interested which are unsecured.
Tribunal will see what they returned. An unsecured
advance of not a large amount of £1,390 to Chief
Gb'adainosi, a Director; and unsecured advance of
£133,913 to Chief Gbadamosi in his capacity as a
partner in the Ikorodu Trading Company, and an un
secured advance of a siaall amount to Dr. Ma 3 a and
Senator Doherty an their capacity as partners in
the f,;. L.(?) Trading Company, and an unsecured
advance of ITigerian Electric and General Stores
Limited to Dr. Akinola Ha 3 a of £620; an unsecured
advance of £10, 741. 3. 7d to Dr. Ha 3 a and Senator
Dohcrty in respect of a company Hige.rif.ai Medicine
Stores Limited in which those goiitlemen were direc
tors and had shares and unsecured advance of
£l,254.19.0d. to the Nigerian Spinning Company
Limited. So the bank is saying we are in breach
of the requirements of section 7(i)(c) of the
Ordinance in these respects. The Tribunal will
have to consider when we look at the actual state
of these accounts whether in a num'Lor of cases
these unsecured amounts are not very substantially
falsified by omission and/or under s tat ement«
To take the last example on the last page of
the document of the ITigerian Spinnip.i? Company, the
total amount outstanding by the ITigerian Spinning
Company Limited, the Directors of which were Senator
Doherty and Dr. Maja, was at 30th September I960
How
something in the neighbourhood of £131,000.
that was purported to be secured by allocating
charge on the assets of the ITigerian Spinning Com
pany Limited but when one comes to loo!: as one
would have to look at the final balance sheet of
that Company, it will be the wildest of the opti
mistic persons who would say that the security on
the face of the accounts of the company looks as
though it was worth more than f,bout 3d. However
this is a matter into which the Trj.bui-el may have
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to inquire. Now at the end of 1950 the Bank pro
ceeded to take certain f^teps to implement some of
the recommendations which, were made in the Report
of Messrs. Deliotte, Plender and Griffiths, which
are to "be found at pages 27, 28 and 29 of that
report.
:^i!££2il™
1.30-1.4-0 p.m.
S.I
25/7/61.
Mr. Lawson (continuing)
In particular what happened was this and it
happened in stages. Firstly, as I have already
indicated to the Tribunal the million pounds cumu
lative preference shares - 4$ cumulative preference
shares - was converted into ordinary shares l/y two
resolutions which locked together resolution of the
9th December, I960 and the llth of January, 1961.
Secondly the Bank's capital was increased by an
other £2 million pounds ordinary shares. Thirdly
that increased capital of £2 million pounds ordinary
shares was, in fact, taken up for cash by the Western Region Marketing Board, and the way in which
the transaction took place was this. That at that
time the Western Region Marketing Board - this
again the documents v/ill be produced by clerks on
subpoena which are being served - had something in.
excess of £2 million on deposit with the Bank. By
creating this additional share capital of £2 million
and by the Western Region Marketing Board taking up
these £2 million of an additional capital for cash
the Bank, in fact, were able to, so to speak,
escape the liability to pay £2 million to the
Western Region Marketing Board because they receive
£2 million in payment for the additional £2 million
shares to the effect of the transaction was that
the Bank's resources dropped very very seriously
because £2 million had disappeared in payment for
the additional shares which were issued to the
Western Region Marketing Board, so that its public
money has got in £2 million shares in the National
Bank instead of £2 million of public money in the
coffers of the National Bank. Well, if the shares
are worth a pound each I suppose there is nothing
to worry about.
Then there is the next matter which happened.
On the 1st of April, 1961, Chief H-badamosi, Chief
Hunponu-\7usu, and Mr. ladipo resigned from the
Board of Directors of the Bank and later, on a
date which is not without interest, the 30th of
June, 1961, Senator Doherty and Dr. Ma3a also re
signed from the Board of the national Bank of
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Nigeria, These gentlemeja have been replaced and
were replaced earlier on by a new Board, the
Chairman of which is Mr. Durosaro, formerly of the
Western Region Marketing Board. There is another
Director who was formerly a Member of the Western
Region Marketing Board, and Mr. Durosola who was
the General Manager in the old regime, if I can
call it that, and he has become a Director of the
Bank and is still acting as its G-eneral Manager.
The last matter that I have to mention under this,
so to speak, list of dates and events is this.
That in February of 1961 Mr 0 Lee, the Bank Examiner,
made a further examination of His books and records
of the Bank for the purpose of establishing their
position as at the 31st of December, I960, so to
speak, following up the Deloitte, I'lencler and
Griffiths Report, and Mr. Lee, the Ban]: Examiner,
made a report to the Minister which is dated the
14th of December, I960. The i'older number and
reference of which is T.25. I know that my
Learned Priencl, Mr. MacKenna, has a copy and is
planning also to have a copy of that document.
There are tv;o other matters which I would invite
you, Sir, to allow me to deal with before I close
this part of my opening. The first matter i.s that
I would like Mr. Gore to produce the originals of
the correspondence between the Central Bank of
Nigeria and the National Bank of lligeria Limited,
the copy of which you have in Folder Li'o.T.26. So I
call on Mr. John Gore who is Chief Accountant of
the Central Bank of Nigeria on his subpoena duties
to produce the originals and copies of letters in
that T.26.

10
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Mr. Gore prduc e
So perhaps Mr. Murray and Mr. Gore who only
attend on subpoena duties might be released now
from further attendance.
Chairman s

The name of the gentleman ir- what?

Mr. Laws on; Mr. John personal Gore, Chief Account
ant, Central Bank of Nigeria.
Yes, I am not sure, as I thin].; llr. Murray is
still jji Court. I think it would be ri^ht that I
should like Mr. Murray who is still in Court also,
that is, Mr. John Murray, the permanent Secretary,
Federal Ministry of Finance, also to produce the
originals of the Deloitte, Plender •„'; Griffiths

40
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Report, 1.24. and of Mr. Lee's Report, T.15, dated
the 14th of .February, 1961. I think, Sir, that it
is preferable that the originals are actually to
be put in, as and when I refer to them. Documents
produced.
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My Lord, I have now finished with part of my
opening, and I would, now in the ordinary way come
to deal one by one with this specific terras of
reference and briefly to indicate the nature of
the evidence which is available on each of those
terms of reference. You nay therefore think it
would perhepc be more convenient not to start on
the new line at this stage but perhaps to bear in
mind that I have perhaps left that until the next
sitting of the Tribunal.
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Chairman: Well, what we would do would be to
adjourn until tomorrow - nine o'clock.
Sitting Suspended;
20

1.40 p.m.

This the document referred to and marked
Ilxhibit "3" in the further Affidavit of Senator
Chief T. Adebayo Boherty sworn to this 27th day
of July, 1961.
Before Me
(Sgd.)

S.M. Chidom

COMMISSIOKER 10R OATHS.

No. 13
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No. 14
FURTHER AFFIDAVIT 1ST SUPPORT OP DEFENDANTS*
MOTIOE ON liO'TICB
———————'————
IN TH3S,jnGE_p_OpRT OF LAGK)S

Affidavit in
Support of

BETWEEN

MoSonTn8 '

Senator Chief T ' A - Doherty

iviOTj-LOn OH

Notice

27th July, 1961.

Suit Ho.m/555/1961.
—,-r . j. • j-.j;, /T-,
-i
. \
S^a^gLCP-esrona^,?

" and ~

1. SIR ABUBAEAR TAFAWA BALEVTA
(Prime Minister of the
Federation)
2 0 SIR VAIffi ROBERT PAIRA1IIA1T
3. JAMES MA.IC01M HARRIS ON
4. GSRAID PERCY COOIE

)
)
) ^Defendants
)
)
)

10

gljRTHBR AFF ID AYIT

I, SAMUEL DIJROJAIYE ADEBIYI of 20 Milverton
Road, Ikoyi, Lagos, Legal Practitioner, Nigerian,
make oath and say as followst1. That I am one of the Solicitors to the 1st
Defendant.

20

2. That I am informed and verily believe that
the writ of summons in the above suit was
signed some time after mid-clt / on Wednesday
26th July, 1961.
3. That the restraining Order made by this
Honourable Court on Tuesday 25th July, 1961,
was therefore made "before the writ of summons
in the suit came into be±n.g t

4. That it does not appear that at the hearing of his ex-parte motion on Tuesday, 25th
July, 1961, the Plaintiff undertook to get
the writ issued at once or that the Plaintiff
thereafter did anything to get the writ issued
as a matter of urgency.
(Sgd.)

Sworn to at the High CourtRegistry, La-'os this 27th day
of July, 1951

30

S.D. ADEBIYI
Leponent.

Before Me
(Sgd.) S.M. Chidom
Comrtissioner for Oaths.
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JUDGE'S FURTHER NOi'ES ON DEFEKDAHTS' MOTION
OS NOTICE
TEE HlfiH COIffig OF LAPPS
SATURDAY THE 29TH DAY 0? JULY, 1961
BEFORE THE HONOURABLE
MR. JUSTICE CHARLES OEYEAMA.,
JUDGE

Suit Ho,ID/555/61.
10

BETWEEN:
SENATOR CHIEF T.A. DOHERTY

- and SIR ABUBAKAR T. BAIEWA & ORS.

ELIAS Q. 0.;

Plaintiff
_______
Defendants

Attorney-General arid Adebiyi moving:

WII_LI_AMS_ Q.G. with Adepegba and Taverne contra:
Elias: Suppression or misrepresentation of mater
ial 'facts' led to making of the Order on Tuesday:
Halsbury 3rd Edition Vol.21 page 437 paragraph 927;
20

Williams: I am prepared to agree that if facts
Have Teen suppressed the injunction may be rescind
ed:
Elias ; IIo reference was made to the new Act;
counsel appeared for the applicants and submitted
to jurisdiction but this was not disclosed to the
Court; see 49 E.R. 1011; 1013; Halsbury Op. Cit
p.438 paragraph 927;
Irreparable or serious mischief not shown: Lloyds
Bank v. Medway (1905) 2 K.B. 359? Supreme Court
Rules Order 34 Rule 10. Conditions before grant
of ex-parte Order not fulfilled;summons not
signed by a judge until after the Order had been
made; no reference to any specific injury suffered
by the Plaintiff in the Order which I made;
Halsbury Op. Cit page 419 paragraph 880; Lingwood
v. Stowmar" 1865 LjT.I. Eq.. 77; 28 Eng & Emp, Dig;
no reference in the order that any security has
been given by the plaintiff for damages; Smith v.
Day 1882 21 Ch. D. 421 at page 424. "Graham v«
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Campbell (1878) 7 Oh. D. 490 at page
v. Stainton 51 E.R. 786; at p. 790 j
dissolved even though it is about to
Wimbledar v. Cragdon (1886) 2 Ch c D.

No. 15
Judge's
Further Notes
on Defendants 1
Motion on
Notice.
29th July, 1961
- continued.

Williams Q.C. Order for interim injunction made;
Halsbury 21st Edition p.457 -paragraph 927 sets out
the only grounds for setting aside the Order;
Regarding non disclosure of the fact that we had
submitted to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal by
appearance was the appearance a material fact;
Mexborough 49 E.R. 1011; no acquiescence; -we
acted with maximum speed; criticising the form of
the order, e.g. that it did not contain reference
to the injury done to the plaintiff, is no ground
for discharging the injunction^ regarding nonsignature see paragraph 863, Halsbury Op-Cit.
undertaking to secure damages may be made on an
application to vary under Order 34 Rule 11; no
ground for dissolving the Order; reads affidavit
of Mr. Adebiyi dated 26th July.

494? Maclaren
Order may be
expires
421;

10
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Elias Q.C. The affidavit of Doherty should have
set out "The injury done to him; we could not very
well.
C. A. V. To 4th August 1961 for a ruling.
(Sgd. )

CHARLES OHYEAiiA
JUDGE.

No. 16

No. 16

Proceedings on
Case to be
.stated.
31st July, 1961,

PROCEEDINGS ON CASE TO BE STATED
IN THE HIGH COURT OF LAGOS
MONDAY THE 3153? DAY OF JULY, 1961
BEFORE THE HONOURABJE
MR. JUSTICE CHARLES ON1EAMA
JUDGE

30

Suit ITo.Ip/355/61.

DINGLE FOOT Q.C. (Taverne and Akin-Olu^bade
with' him)' for the Plaintiff;
DR. ELIAS Q.C. (Adebiyi with him) for the defendants),~
For 2nd, 3rd and 4th defendants; and Miss
IMPEY:
Shoyinka.

40
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Impey; I wish to make a statement: My clientsconstitute the Tribunal appointed by the first
defendant; I am instructed to say the Tribunal is
an impartial body and has no personal interest. As
the matter of this claim is sub judice it will not
proceed with the inquiry until the questions if any
referred to the Federal Supreme Oourt are decided
and the tribunal hopes that this assurance will be
enough. There is therefore, in my submission, no
need for interlocutory injunction; the tribunal
welcomes the request for questions to be referred
and I enquire
if my submission is accepted the
tribunal and I may be released from further attend
ance in these proceedings.
Dingle Foot; As far as I am concerned I accept the
assurance; I shall be requiring, the Court to sub
mit certain matters to the Federal Supreme Court;
I would prefer an undertaking that the Tribunal
will not resume sitting until the case is disposed
of.
Dr. Elias: In limine:
To"'~e"hferT;a:m the suit:

jurisdiction of the Court

G our t;- Let us deal with the matter of the tribun
al's statement first.
Dr. Elias;

Nothing to add.

sys I am authorised to give the undertaking
Impey;
dSt by Mr. Foot.
sought
30

Foot;
In that case I shall not be requiring the
C'ourt to raske an interlocutory order of injunction.
I accept the assurance.
Court;" The second, third and fourth defendants
need not appear any longer, nor need Mr. Impey.
Both Mr. Impey and Mr. Williams, Q.C. who appears
in another case involving the same defendants
(liO/362/61) agree that for the same reasons as set
out above the 2nd, 3rd and 4th defendants do not
need to appear In that case.

40

Dr._JElias;
My Learned friend Mr. S. Williams and
T~are agreed that the present suit and the other
suit LD/362/61 be consolidated.
Clour t; -

Ordered accordingly:

P.It .A. Williams Q.C. (Agbaje-Williarns and Adepegba
wTEh "hiin JTor" TlainTiff s.
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Dr. Eli as, Q.C. and Adebiyi for defendants:
Elias Q.G. in limine: The Commissions and
Tribunals of finquiry Act 1961 is a validly enacted
law of the Federal Parliament; section 3(4) of the
Act completely ousts the court's jurisdiction;
section 24 of the Chiefs Law, 1959; Vol.1 Laws of
Western Nigeria; 0"ba and Chiefs of Lagos Ordinance
1959 section 7; Oluwa v. Oluwa;
The Court may enquire into its jurisdiction;
Wilkenson v. Banking Corp. (1948) 1 ALL E.R. 565.

10

C ourt ; - The question surely is whether the enabling
Act "is valid; for if it is not section 3(4) of the
Act cannot possibly stand:
Dr , Elias ; - Issue of grave constitutional import
ance; refer to Federal Supreme Court.
Dingle Foot;- The validity of the Act should be
referred"; section 108 of the Constitution; the
wording of the claim is wide enough to call in
question the validity of the Act; substantial
question of law; section 3(4) of the Act is invalid; the constitution in section 31 provides
for access to the courts;, fundamental human rights
involved ;
Williams ;

20

I agree the matter should be referred;

G our t ; - Counsel are invited to submit to the Court
the questions they wish referred to the Federal
Supreme Court.
Further hearing of this case is adjourned sine
die pending decision of the Federal Supreme Court on
the questions to be hereafter submitted by the Court.
Leave is granted for statements of claim to be
filed with copies for delivery to the AttorneyGeneral and for defences to be filed with copies
for delivery to the plaintiffs.
Each side is given seven days for this .
(Sgd.)

CHARLES OHYJ3AMA
JUDGE.

July 31: 1961.
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BEFORE TI-IE HONOURABLE
MR. JUSTICE ONYEAMA
JUDGE

10

Suit

/61

SENATOR OKIE"? T. ADE^AYO DOIERTY
- and -

Plaintiff

1. SIR ABUBAKAR TAFAWA 3ALEV7A
Prime Minister of the 'Federation
2. SIR VAHE ROBERT BAIRAMIAN
3. JAMES KA.LCOn,i HARRISON
4. C-IEALD PERCY COOKS

)
)

Defendants
\) ————————
)

Suit Jio.LD/326/61.
WBSO?EE¥ NIGERIAN DEVELOBIEffT COHP17.

Plaintiff

- and 20

1. SIR ABUBAKAR TAPAY/A BALEWA
)
Prime Minister of the Federation
Defendants
2. SIR VAHE ROBERT BAIRAMIAH
)) ———————
3. JAIffiS I'lALCOI-M HARRISON
4. G-ERALD PERCY COOKS
(CONSOLIDATED)

IN THE FATTER of a REFERENCE under SECTION 108
of the CONSTITUTION of the FEDERATION of NIGERIA
The Plaintiffs in these two consolidated suits
claim as follows:30

In Suit LD/355/1961 - Senator Chief T.A. Doherty
versus Sir Abubakar Tafav/a Balevra and three others:
"(a) a declaration that the Tribunal of Inquiry
appointed by the first defendant as per Govern
ment Notice No.1446 is illegal, unconstitution
al and invalid.
(b) an injunction restraining the 2nd, 3rd and
4th defendants fron holding the said enquiry
and
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"(c) such further or other orders as the Court
deems fit to grant,"
In Suit ID/362/61 - Y/estern Nigerian Development
Corporation Versus Sir Abubakar Tafawa Balewa and
three others:"(1) a declaration that the Tribunal of In
quiry appointed by the first defendant as per
Government Notice Ho.1446 of 1961 is illegal,
unconstitutional and invalid; alternatively
a declaration that the said Tribunal of
Inquiry is illegal, -.unconstitutional and
invalid in so far as it purports to authorise
an inquiry into the relationship and dealings
at any time between the national Sank of
Nigeria Ltd. and its directors or any of them
on the one hand and the Plaintiff and its
statutory predecessors on the other hand;
(2) An injunction restraining the defendants,
their servants and agents from holding the
said inquiry; and

10
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(3) such further or other orders as this
Honourable Court may deem fit to make".
At the hearing, the second, third and fourth
defendants through Mr. Impey, of Counsel, explained
their position as the Commissioners appointed by
the Government Notice under attach and assured the
Court that they would not resume sitting as such
Commissioners to enquire into the natters set out
in their terms of reference until tnis case had
been disposed of. The Court with the consent of
the other parties thereupon dispensed with their
further attendance.
Dr. Elias, Attorney-General of the Federal who
appeared for the first defendant took the point, in
limine that by reason of sub-section 4- of section 3
of the Commissions and Tribunals of Dnqniry Act
1961, the Court was without jurisdiction to enter
tain the claims. He pointed out that tlie claims
referred to the appointment of the Comnission as
being invalid, but did not suggest that the Act
enabling the appointment was invalid or unconsti
tutional.
I heard arguments on this preliminary issue
of jurisdiction and came to the conclusion that the
writ of summons was in sufficiently vdde terms to

30
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include consideration of the constitutionality of
the Act ^^nder which the Commissioners were appoint
ed. 1 was of the opinion that the question of the
court's jurisdiction had to be decided with refer
ence to the wider issue of the validity of the Act,
and not with reference to the n&rrower issue of a
clause in the Act purporting to limit or exclude
the Court's jurisdiction; for, in my judgment, if
the Act was found to Toe invalid, no clause in it
could survive.
The question whether an Act was valid or not
would involve interpretation of the Constitution,
a natter within the jurisdiction of & High Court
both because the Constitution inpliedly recognises
such jurisdiction (s.108 of the Constitution) and
because the ?Iigh Court is a superior court of
record with unlimited jurisdiction "save as other
wise provided by parliament". (3.115(5) of the
C ons titution).

20

After considering the matters raised in argu
ment I came to the conclusion that this court had
full jurisdiction to entertain the claims.
The Attorney-General next requested a refer
ence to the Federal Supreme Court of the questions
which arose in the course of arguments touching the
validity of the Commissions and Tribunals of En
quiry Act 1961 as he considered they were questions
"of grave constitutional importance".

30

40

Counsel for the plaintiffs concurred in this
request for varying reasons, but all were agreed
that the questions involved substantial questions
of law.
I am of the opinion that the questions which
have arisen touching on the interpretation of the
Constitution in these suits involve substantial
questions of law and at the request of the parties
and by reason of tiie duty imposed on the court by
section 108(2) of the Constitution, the questions
in the attached schedule are hereby referred to the
Federal Supreme Court.
(Sgd.) CHARLES OBT]SAMA
JUDGE 031 1HE HIGH COUHT, lAGOS
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SCHEDULE
Whether or not the Commissions and Tribunals
1.
of Enquiry Act 1961 is within the competence of
the legislative powers of the federal Parliament
in so far as the saia Act purports to have effect
±n relation to matters and things v/ithin Federal
Competence anywhere within the Federation.
Whether or not Section 3(4) of the said Act
2.
is constitutional and valid or contravenes sections
21, 31 and 108 of the Constitution of the Federa
tion of Nigeria.

10

Whether or not Sections 8(c) 8(d) 15(a) and
3.
18(1)(To) of the Commissions and Ti-lbujnals of
Enquiry Act 1961 (or any of them) are constitution
al and valid, or contravene sections 20 or 21 of
the Constitution of the Federation of Nigeria.

No. 18
Statement on
Case Stated.

No. 18
STATEMENT ON CASE STATED
IN THL' HIGH COURT OF TAG OS

Suit II".LD/355/1961.

20

BETWEEN;

Plaintiff

SENATOR CHIEF T. ADEBAYO DOHERTY
- and -

1. SIR AEUBAKAR TAFAWA BALEWA

)

2. SIR VAIIE ROBERT 3AIRAMIAN
3. JAMES MALCOLM HARRIS ON
4. GERALD PERCY COOKE

)
)
)

Prime Minister of the Federation )

Defendants

- AND Suit No.LD/352/1961
WESTERN NIGERIAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Plaintiff
- and 1. SIR ABlLBAKAR TAFAWA BALEWA
Prime Minister of the Federation
•2. SLR VAIE ROBERT BAIRA1V11AN
3. JAMBS MALCOLM HARRIS ON
4. GERALD PERCY COOEE

)
)
>
)
.)

Defendants

30
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The Plaintiffs' claim against the Defendants
is as stated on pages 2 and 2IB of the Record of
Case stated.
2.
On the 31st day of July, 1961, Ruling was made
that these c&.ses are to be stated to the Federal
Supreme Court for decision under Section 108 of the
Constitution of the Federation of Nigeria.
(Sgd.)

10
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REGISTRAR:
HIGH COURT, LAGOS.

No. 19

OF IAGOS
EPT AT IAGOS , NIffERIA
OK Pj-lIgAY THE FOURTH DAY OF AUGUST, 1961
BEFORE THE HONOURABISD ,
MR. JUSTICE OimilAlL'j.

Suit ITo.LD/355/61.
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The application with which I am now concerned
is made on behalf of the defendants and is for an
order discharging an interim order which I had made
on an ex parte application by the Plaintiff's Soli
citors which asked for an injunction pending the
hearing of a motion on notice which had been filed
but had not been served.
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The facts which led to the applications were
that a Commission of Enquiry consisting of the 2nd,
3rd and 4th defendants was appointed "by the first
defendant on the 21st of July, 1961, with terms of
reference which empowered examination of certain
activities of a bank of which the plaintiff was, at
a period covered by the proposed enquiry, a director.
The terms of reference also included, among other
things : ~
1. The general "business, operation and financial policy of the National Bank of Nigeria
Limited and of its subsidiary companies
during the period 1st October, 1959, to 31st
December I960.

2. The nature, amounts and terno of advances
or credit facilities or guarantees, as well as
validity and sufficiency of any securities
therefore, made, granted or given by the said
Bank at any time to;
(b) directors of the said Bank or members of
their families*

20

3. The relationship and dealings at any time
between the said "bank and its directors or any
of them . . .

The Plaintiff applied for a summons in the High
Court on the 24th and at the same time filed a
motion for an injunction.
The claims in the application for a summons
were for ;
"(a) a declaration that the Tribunal of Inquiry
appointed by the first defendant as per Govern
ment Notice No. 1446 is illegal, unconstitutional
and invalid

30

(b) an injunction restraining the 2nd, 3rd and
4th defendants from holding the said enquiry
and
(c) such further or other orders as the Court
deems fit to grant" .
The motion paper filed in the Motion on Notice was
in the following terms;
"TAKE NOTICE that this Honourable Court will
be moved on Monday the 31st clay of July 1961

40

121.
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or so ao on thereafter as Counsel can "be heard
on "behalf of the above named plaintiff for an
order (a) that the question described in the
schedule to this Motion be referred to the
federal Supreme Court in accordance with the
provisions of the Section 108(2) the Second
Schedule to the Nigeria (Constitution) Order
in Council;
'
(b) that the 2nd, 3rd ana 4th defendants be
restrained from holding the Tribunal of Enquiry which is the subject matter of the action
filed in the above matter;
(e) such further or other orders as this
Honourable Court may deem fit to make.
S_ C H I? p U L E

20

1. Whether section 3(4) of the Commissions and
Tribunals of Enquiry Act, 1961 is not ultra
vires, unconstitutional and invalid in so far
as it purports to exclude the jurisdiction of
the Court in these proceedings.
2. Whether the whole of the provisions of the
Tribunals of Enquiry Act, 1961, is not ultra
viro.y, unconstitutional and invalid.
In the ex parte application a temporary relief
was sought and it was stated in the affidavit in
support -

30

"(7) That i.'ienbers of the said Tribunal of
Enquiry have declared their intention to start
holding the enquiry as from Tuesday 25th July
1961."
]?rom this it was apparent that there were only four
days between the appointment of the Tribunal and
their entering up-m the enquiry. Of these four
days one was a Si- J'urday and another a Sunday. This
left the plaintiff very lib tie time to take any
effective steps to stop the enquiry, which accord
ing to him, was unconstitutional and which affected
him.

40

I considered, therefore, that in view of the
nature of the claim the matter was one of extreme
i^goncy and called for the exercise of the very
extraordinary jurisdiction of granting an ex parte
tenporcry injunction before the writ ox summons
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which had been applied for or the motion on notice
was served.
Leave was given to the persons affected by the
Order to move to vary or discharge it. Pursuant to
this, the present application was made.
The Attorney-General of the Pederation who
moved for the Order to be discharged based his
application on three grounds namely:
that material facts were suppressed and not
brought to the notice of the Court; that

irreparable or serious mischief was not shown

10

to be threatened to the applicant; that the
conditions precedent to the granting of an
ex parte order were not fulfilled.

One of the material facts which v/ere said to
have been suppressed was that the applicant had not
referred to the Commissions and Tribunals of Enquiry
Act 1961. I understand the argument ori this head
to mean that it was not brought to the notice of
the Court that this Act had been enacted. As under
section 73(1)(a) of the Evidence Ordinance, this
Court must take judicial notice of the enactment of
Acts of the Nigerian Parliament, there can be no
question of the enactment being suppressed. The
other fact which was said to have been suppressed
was that Counsel was appearing for the applicant
before the Tribunal whose jurisdiction and validity
he was impugning in the motion. It was said that
by such appearance the applicant submitted to the
jurisdiction of the Tribunal and could not be heard
subsequently to challenge it. I do not agree with
the unqualified statement that by appearing before
a Tribunal a party lost his right subsequently to
challenge its jurisdiction or validity.

20
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Wilkinson v. Parking Corporation (194-3) 1 All E.R.
B64-, fs~ autho'rr5y~"tp 'the contrary "eTTecT; At page
5'67 of the report of that Asquith L.J. said:
"No act of the parties can create in the

courts a jurisdiction which Parliament has
said shall vest, not in the courts, but

exclusively in some other body, and a party
cannot submit to, so as to make effective, a
jurisdiction which does not exist,"

The principle of this statement appears to me
to be against the learned Attorney-General's

40

123contention. The clai::: in this case had been lodged
in the court before the Tribunal commenced sitting
so that the question of the jurisdiction of the
Tribunal, based on the validity of its appointment,
had already been raised before the alleged sub-
mission to such jurisdiction.
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The misrepr esentation or suppression of facts
which will avail is such as -presents "to the Court
a case which v/as likely to procure the injunction,
but which was in fact different from the case which
really existed, I am of the view that neither of
the two matters said to have been suppressed falls
within this cate gory, and neither would have altered the case made on the applicant's affidavit: see
of England 3rd lidition, volume 21
Halsbury' & La
page 438.
The second ground of attack, namely, that the
applicant had not shown irreparable mischief will
now be considered. The rule is that an injunction
will not, in general, be granted without notice,
but the court, if satisfied that the delay caused
by proceeding in the ordinary way might entail
irreparable or serious mischief :;:ay nsks a tempor
ary order ex parte upon such terras as it thinks
just. See lialsbury's Laws of England 3rd Edition
Vol.21 page 413 paragraph 865- The facts which
appeared on the affidavit were that a Tribunal
whose validity and legality were being challenged
was about to sit and enquire into matters concern
ing the applicant and his business activities.
Under the Act under which the Tribunal was set up,
the tribunal had power;
"to summon any person jn Nigeria to attend any
meeting of the Commissioners to give evidence
or produce any document or other thing in his
possession and to examine him as a witness or
require him to produce any document or other
thing in his possession, subject to all just
exceptions . ; '

4-0

end also
"to admit any evidence whether written or oral
which night be inadmissible in civil or crim
inal proceedings".
It was obvious that if the Tribunal continued
to sit, then under the Act the most intimate papers
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of the applicant could be called for and submitted
to the examination of the Commissioner.
I am of the opinion that if it turned out that
the contention of the plaintiff-e-oplicant was well
founded and the tribunal was found to be unconsti
tutional, an irreparable mischief would have been
done to the applicant by his having to submit him
self and his papers to such unconstitutional
examination. At the time of the application, the
validity of the tribunal was in question and I
could not readily conceive of a more serious mis
chief than inquisitorial harassment of a citizen by
an unconstitutional Tribunal.

I was satisfied, therefore, that assuming,
without deciding, that the contention of the
applicant regarding the validity of the Tribunal
was well taken, there was a real threat of irrepar
able and serious mischief likely to be done to hici
if an interim Order of injunction was not issued,
and that this was a case of emergency calling for
an.ex parte order; see Anon X18J6_IJ»r »^•,.J^..-. I1*18
Tribunal was scheduled to comme"nce""si"Fting on the
very day that the order was made.

20

The third ground was that conditions precedent
to the making of the ex parte order had not been
fulfilled, namely, that no sunnons had been signed
by a judge, and that no undertaking for damages
was given by the applicant.
The case of Thorneloe v. Skqines (1873) L.R.
16 Eq. 126 is authority Tor malrlr.^ iiSe order in a
very urgent case notwithstanding that a writ had
not been issued. There is also the fact that a
sunraons had been applied for and the fees thereon
paid. These facts of application and payment of
fees amount to commencement of actions see Alawode
v. Semoh 4 E.S.C.27.
I agree v;ith Mr. Williams that the fact that
an undertaking for damages was not taken from the
applicant would be no ground for disclu-.rging the
order; if the order was still subsisting I would
have varied it to include an order for the Plain
tiff to give an undertaking for damages.
In the event I find no ground for discharging
the Order, which in any case, has run it?, course.
(Sgd.)
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Lagos under Section 108(2) and (3) of the Coiistitution of the Federation of Nigeria, v-hicli provides s-

"108(2) Where any question as to the interpretation of this Constitution or the

constitution of a Region arises in any
proceedings in the High Court of a territory
mi^ ^"e Gour'c is of opinion that the question
involves a substantial question of lav;, the
court may, and shall if any party to the
taroceedings so requests refer the question to
*he Federal Supreme Court.

10

(3) Where any question is referred to the
Federal Supreme Court in pursuance of this
section, the Federal Supreme Court shall give
its decision upon the question and the court
in which the question arose shall dispose of
the case in accordance with that decision."
The questions referred for the decision of the
Court are as follows:1. Whether or not the Commissions and Tribunals of Enquiry Act 1961 is within the compet
ence of the legislative powers of the Federal
Parliament in so far as the said Act purports
to have effect in relation to matters and
things within Federal competence anywhere
within the Federation,
2. Y/hether or not Section 3(4) of the said
Act is constitutional and vi.l\A or contravenes
sections 21, 31 and 108 of the Constitution of
the Federation of Nigeria.

20
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3. Whether or not Sections 8(.c), 8(d), 15(a)
and 18(1)(To) of the Commissions and Tribunals
of Enquiry Act 1961 (or any of them) are
constitutional and valid, or contravene
sections 20 or 21 of the Constitution <of the
Federation of Nigeria,
The matter that arises for consideration on question
1, is whether the Commissions and Tribunals of
Enquiry Act 1961 (No.26 of 1961) exceeds the legis
lative power of parliament in so far as that power
relates to the whole Federation.
The Nigerian Constitution is a truly Federal
Constitution in which the residual powers are

4-0
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vested in the Regional G-overninejits. It follows
from this that the Federal Parliament can legislate for the Federation only on those natters in
respect of which it is specifically empowered to
legislate under the Constitution. The power to
legislate in respect of Commissions of Enquiry was
at one tine on the Concurrent Legislative List, but
this was altered in 1957, when Commissions of
Enquiry were deleted from that List and reference
made in the incidental and supplementary powers for
the establishment and regulation of Tribunals of
Enquiry. The power to legislate in respect of
Tribunals of Enquiry in the I960 Independence
Constitution is to be found in Item 44 of the
Exclusive List (Part 1 of the Schedule) and Item 28
of the Concurrent Legislative List (Part II of the
Schedule). Item 4-4 of the Exclusive List, which
formed the subject of argument before us, reads as
follows;"Any matter that is incidental or supplement
ary :(a) to any matter referred to elsewhere in
this list; or
(b) to the discharge by the Government of
the Federation or any officer, court
or authority of the Federation of any
function conferred by this Constitution."

30

Paragraph 1 of Part III of the Schedule reads
as follows;"Part III.

4-0

Interpretation.

In this Schedule references to inciden
tal and supplementary matters include,
without prejudice to their generality:(a) offences;
(b) the jurisdiction, powers, practice and
procedure of courts of law;
(c) the compulsory acquisition and tenure
' of land; and
(d) the establishment and regulation of
tribunals of enquiry.
The practical effect of Part III, in so far as
it affects Tribunals of Enquiry, is to insert in
Item 44, immediately after the words "incidental or
supplementary" the additional words "including the
establishment and regulation of Tribunals of
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Enquiry". In pursuance of this power, the Federal
legislature enacted the Commissions and Tribunals
of Enquiry Act, 1961, which provides for the estab
lishment of Tribunals of Enquiry with power to
compel v/itnesses to give evidence and produce
documents under penalty of fine or imprisonment,
Section 3(1) of the Act reads as follows:"The Prime Minister may, whenever he shall
deem it desirable, issue a Commission appoint
ing one or more Commissioners, or any quorum
of them that may therein be mentioned, to hold
a Commission, of Inquiry into any matter or
thing within or affecting the general welfare
of the Federal Territory, or into any matter
or thing within Federal competence anywhere
within the Federation, in ret- pec t of which in
his opinion, an inquiry would be for the
piiblic welfare, or into the conduct of any
chief or the management of any department of
the public service. The Prime Minister may
also appoint a secretary to the Commission
v/ho shall perform such duties as the Commiss
ioners shall prescribe,"

10
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There is no dispute in this case as to the
power relating to the Federal territory of Lagos.
The issue is whether the incidental and supplement
ary powers in Item 44 are wide enough to enable
Parliament to enact legislation for the whole
Federation in terms of the Act.
Mr. Dingle Foot and Chief Hot Lrai Williams
argued that this incidental or supplementary power
only authorised the Federal parliament to appoint
Tribunals to enquire into -specific natters on the
Exclusive Legislative List. In support of this
submission they relied upon the Privy Council
decision in the case of the .At^tornev^-C^oneral for
the Gomonwealth of Australia . The "Colonial
Appeal""^ as e s,
'
Sugar TIeining Company'
said that the
23 / )• In" "reply "the AtTo'rney-^eiier
wording of the Australian Constitution differs from
the Nigerian Constitution and submitted that the
Nigerian provisions are wide enough to enable
Parliament to enact incidental or supplementary
legislation in general terms such as those contain
ed in the Commissions and Tribunals of Enquiry Act,
1961. He also sought to distinguish the Sugar
Refining case, and mentioned the Canadian cases of

30
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Sealers Association v 0 Eyndman,
"*'. laEers, (25
D.L.R., 225), which --a re re"ferred*"Tb^ in a footnote
at page 491 in ¥ynes on the Legislative, Executive
and Judicial, powers in Australia. It has not been
possible for us to read these Canadian cases, as
the Canadian reports are not available in Nigeria.
Counsel on both sides referred to the changes made
in. 1957 "to the pre -Independence Constitution, and
argued that these changes or contemporaneous legis
lation relating to then supported their respective
submissions .
The historical argument has not been of any
great assistance in construing the I960 Constitu
tion. The position under that Constitution is that
the establishment and regulation of Tribunals of
Enquiry is contained in the incidental and supple
mentary provisions, and the issue before us is
whether these -Constitutional provisions are wide
enough to enable parliament to enact for the
Federation legislation in terms of the Commissions
and Tribunals of Enquiry Act, 1961.
An examination of the Sugar Refining and other
related cases seems appropriate here. The extent
to which the principles laid down in those cases
should apply to Nigeria can then conveniently be
considered.
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In the Sugar Refining case the Privy Council
considered the provisions of the Australian Royal
Counissions Acts, 1902-1912, which empowered the
Governor -General by Letters Patent to issue Com
missions "to make inquiry into and report upon any
matter specified in the letters patent, and which
relates to or is connected with the peace, order
and good government of the Commonwealth or any
public purpose or any power of the Commonwealth".
The Act purported to enable a Royal Commission to
summons persons tj give evidence and produce docu
ments and prescribed penalties for failure to obey
any summons issued by a Commission. It v/as held
that the Act was ultra vires in so far as it pur
ported to enable a Royal Commission to compel
answers generally to questions or to order the
production of documents or otherwise to compel
compliance by members of the public with its
inquisition. The Judicial Committee considered
whether the legislation could be upheld under the
ordinary rules relating to incidental powers or
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under the incidental provisions of the Placitum
xxxix of the Australian Constitution, which declared
to be within the legislative capacity of the Central
Parliament, "matters incidental to the execution of
any power vested "by this Constitution in the
Parliament, or in either House thereof, or in. the
Government of the Commonwealth or in the Federal
Judicature or in any department or officer of the
Commonwealth". The Judicial Committee held that
the legislation could not "be supported under these
incidental powers and saids"The authority over the ih.lividual sought to be
established by the Royal Gonmissions Acts, the
new offences which they create, and the drastic
powers which they confer, cannot, in their
Lordships' opinion, be said to be incidental to
any power at present existing by statute or at
common lav/. A royal Comr-iiosion has not, by
the laws of royal Commission has not, by the
lav/s of Z-nglsnd, any title to compel answers
from witnesses, and such a title is therefore
not incidental to the execution of its powers
under the common lav;. And until the Common
wealth Parliament has entrusted a Royal
Commission with the statutory duty to inquire
into a specific subject legislation as to
which has been by the Federal Constitution of
Australia assigned to the Commonwealth Parliament, that Parliament cannot confer such
powers as the Acts in question contain on the
footing that they are incidental to inquiries
which it may some day directc"
The decision in the Sugar Refining case was
considered in ex par teJfelsh (37 C.L.R., 36 at 70),
where the Court held that matters incidental to the
execution of a power must be ancillary to some
specific power and cannot be linked to the general
power of Parliament to legislate on all 3?ederal
matters or to the general executive power under
section 61 of the Australian Constitution. Knox,
C.J., after referring to the Sugar Refining case,
saids"The question whether the section is a valid
exercise of all the legislative powers of the
Commonwealth may conveniently be considered
with the question whether it is a valid exer
cise of the power conferred by sec.51(xxxix)
of the Constitution read in conjunction with
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sec,61. In my opinion, both these questions
are covered by the opinion of the Judicial
Committee in j,J;toriiey--Greneral for the Gommonwealth v. Colonial Su^faV Refining Co._* IT;' s
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words oT'^eo.lTTQr in at the
to confer on the
purports
power which it
in vvhich he may
cases
to
Minister extends
in relation to
results
apprehend injurious
matters in respect of which the Parliament has
not yet aade arid perhaps never will make any
law whatever, and as to which the Executive
has not and never may have any duties to per
form, and that it is not restricted to matters
in respect of which laws have been made. That
is to say, the power to deport is given where
the injury apprehended relates to a merely
possible exercise of the legislative powers of
the Parliament, or to a possible, taut not
actual, duty of the Executive to execute and
naintain the laws, and is not confined to cases
in which Parliament has exercised its power to
make laws . The argument is , as 1 understand
it, that this law is valid as being either a
law in respect of every power of legislation
which Parliament has, or a lav; ancillary or
incidental to the execution of all those
powers or to the execution of the powers vest
ed in the Executive by sec. 61 of the Consti
tution. In Liy opinion, the decision to which
I have referred establishes authoritatively
that a possible exercise by Parliament of its
legislative powers in respect of any or all of
the matters in respect of which parliament has
power to make laws is not sufficient subject
matter to support a law as a valid exercise of
the power of legislation conferred by sec. 51
(xxxi:0f oi" of that power read in conjunction
with sec. 61 of the Constitution or with any
other legislative power of the parliament."

The matter was further considered in the case
o:C J!g.JJe. s-uJLj-er...T» -Jonnor (42 C.I.R., 481 at 497),
where Knox, "Tf. J e , "Fob ; J., and Dixon, J., (as he
then was) drew attention to the disctinction between
matters incidental to the subject matter of legisla
tion in accordance with the well-established rules
of interpretation, and matters incidental to the
execution of a power within the meaning of section
51 (xxxix) of the Australian Constitution. They
said this ;-
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"It has often been pointed out that the para
graph confers power to make laws with respect,
not to matters incidental to 'the subjects
which are confided, by sec. 51 or elsewhere,
to the parliament, but to natters which are
incidental to the execution of the legislative
power. The distinction between a matter in
cidental to the execution of a power, some-
thing which attends or arises in its exercise,
and a matter incidental to a subject to which
the power is addressed, is material. The
principle that everything whici:. is incidental
to the main purpose of a power is contained
within the grant itself, is so firmly estab
lished and so well understood in English law
that it would have been superfluous to incor
porate it in an express provision of the
Constitution. Section 51 (xxxix) differs in
this respect from the power conferred upon
Congress by the Constitution of the United
States to make all laws which shall be necess
ary and proper for carrying into execution the
specific legislative powers, although, until
the decision of the Privy Council in Attorney
al for the Qoriaonwealth of Australia"" v.
^efTrrffig 'Co. "fhi3"~d3jf!
had not received enougn 'Ire t enti on."
The effect of these decisions appears to be
that in Australian ancillary legislation must come
either within the well-established rules relating
to matters incidental to the subject natter of
legislation or be incidental to tl>; execution of a
specific existing power. We have found the decis
ions of the Australian Courts helpful in consider
ing the Sugar Refining case in its relation to the
ancillary provisions in the Constitution of the
Federation. The Constitution of the Federation
includes in Item 44 of the Exclusive List the two
types of ancillary legislation mentioned in the
Australian cases. Paragraph (a) clearly relates
to matters ancillary to the subject matter of
legislation, which in Australia is an implied power,
and paragraph (b) of that Item relates to matters
ancillary to the discharge of the functions referred
to in that paragraph. It is true that Item 44 is a
separate legislative power and refers to supplement
ary as well as incidental iuatt<;r3 ? but it is never
theless ancillary only and must be construed
accordingly.
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This leads to consideration of whether -the
Commissions and Tribunal?, of Lnfp.iiry Act, 1961, is
a valid exercise of the r-ov^r conferred "by Item 44.
The legislation is very sirailar to that which was
raider consideration in the Sugar Refining case. It
covers the v;hole field of federal legislative
competence, and possibly more, and enables a Com
mission of Inquiry, to compel the attendance of
witnesses, the disclosure of information and the
production of documents on any matter within that
field designated by the Prime ilinister. We are of
the view that the legislation is too v/ide to come
within paragraph (a) of Item 44. This paragraph
would permit of legislation providing, for Tribunals
of Inquiry and matters incidental thereto, but it
is not wide enough to provide generally for the
attendance of witnesses, the disclosure of informa
tion and the production of documents as this is not
incidental to legislation establishing or regula
ting tribunals or commissions of inquiry , as was
held in the Sugar Refining case. The legislation
does not come within paragraph (b) of that Item, as
it is not ancillary to the discharge of any of the
functions referred to in that paragraph.
In this
respect consideration has been given to the
Attorney-GeneralJs submission that the legislation
might be tied to other laws which provide for
inquiries. It is possible that these laws might
support a general. Act dealing purely with procedure,
if the general Act were incorporated, in the other
laws, but they cannot support the general powers
given to the Prime Minister under section 3(1) of
the Act to appoint Tribunals on any matter within
Federal competence, with the compulsory powers
referred to previously.
We y/ould accordingly hold that the Tribunals
and Commissions of Inquiry Act, 1961, in. so far as
it applies to the whole Federation, exceeds the
•power of Parliament under the Constitution.

40

is oru, other matter to which reference
Th
should be made, namely, the submission of the
Attorney-General that a vast number of individual
laws will have to be enacted if the general provis
ions t.re invalid. We do not think there is sub
stance in this point, as it will be open to
PerliG.Eieiit to follow the procedure adopted in
Australia since the decision in the Sugar Refining
case. The practice there is for the Commonwealth
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to enact specific legislation empowering the issue
of Commissions of Inquiry relating to specific
matters and to incorporate in them the provisions
of a general Act relating to procedure.
This
practice is not dissimilar to tliat in England under
the Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence) Act, 1921,
which provides that the procedure there prescribed
shall apply ?:here it has been resolved by both
Houses of Parliament that it is expedient that a
Tribunal of Inquiry be appointed for inquiring into
a specific matter prescribed in the resolution.

10

In view of the above decision, it is unneces
sary to consider a further submission to the effect
that the Act is invalid on the ground that particu
lar provisions exceed the power of Parliament and
that these invalid provisions cannot be "severed"
from the valid provisions or "read down" so as to
comply with Constitutional recuireiaerito.
In reaching a decision on question 1, it is
not necessary to consider section 22 of the Constitution of the Federation, which was mentioned
but not argued before us. It may well be that on
some future occasion we shall have to consider
whether an Act in such general terras as the present
one may not be in conflict with the section.

20

The second and third questions, which, are
relevant in so far as the Act applies to the
Federal Territory of Lagos, must now be considered.
The second question relates to .Section 3(4) of
the Act, which reads as follows;-

30

"The fact that a commission is issued under
this section shall be sufficient proof of
the proper exercise by the Prime Minister of
his authority to do so;
and neither the
Commission itself nor any action of the Prime
Minister in relation there bo shall be enquired
into in any court of law."
The Attorney-General conceded before us that
he could not support his argument in the court
below that the jurisdiction of the courts is complutely ousted. He argued before us that the
provision means no more than that the Courts cannot
inquire into the desirability of appointing a Com
mission, which is a matter for the discretion of
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the Prime Minister, but said that, if the Court
held that the words exceeded this, then the
provision should be "read down" so as to comply
with the Constitutional requirements. We do not
think that the wording of the sub-section is
capable of the construction that it applies only to
the discretion of the Prime Minister, and we con
sider that the sub-section is clearly contrary to
the provisions of sections 21, 31 and 108 of the
Constitution. This defect could only be remedied
by the deletion of the sub-section (which in any
event is unnecessary in so far as it may relate
only to the well-established rules relating to the
exercise of discretionary power) or by completely
redrafting the sub -section so as to make it a
declaratory provision only. In these circumstances,
we would hold that Section 3(4) of the Commissions
and Tribunals of Inquiry Act, 1961, is unconstitu
tional and invalid.
next question relates to Sections 8(c),
and 18(l)(b) of the Act. The Sections
(a)
15
(d),
can conveniently be considered together, as the
issues involved are:(a)

Is the provision enabling Commissioners
to compel the attendance of a witness by
warrant of arrest a valid provision?

(b)

Are the provisions which enable the
Commissioners to impose a sentence of
imprisonment valid?

(c)

Are the provisions which provide that the
Commissioners may impose a fine enforcible
in the same way as a fine imposed by a
magistrate, that is by imprisonment,
valid?

The power in (a) does result in a depriva
tion of liberty within the meaning of Section 20(1)
of the Constitution, but it is valid as coming with
in the permissible circumstances prescribed under
that sub-section. It is clear that a witness has
imposed upon him the duty of giving evidence before
the Commission, and, if he fails to fulfil that
obligation, he can be deprived of his personal
liberty for the purpose (but only for the purpose)
The
of securing fulfilment of that obligation.
relevant provisions of Section 20(1) are as follows:-
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The power of the Commissioners to impose
imprisonment is clearly contrary to the provisions
of Section 20, and this was not disputed by the
Attorney-General. This must also apply to the
power to impose a fine which is enforcible by
imprisonment. In these circumstances we would
hold that Sections 8, 15 and 18 are invalid to
the extent that they purport to empower a Com
mission to inflict a punishment of a fine or
imprisonment, and that the Sections should be
"read down" accordingly.
For the reasons given in this judgment we
would answer the three questions referred to us as
follows:1.

The Commissions and Tribunals of Inquiry
Act, 1961, is not within the competence
of the legislative power of the federal
Parliament in so far as the said Act
purports to have effect in relation to
matters and things within federal com
petence anywhere within the Federation.

2.

Section 3(4) of the said Act is void.

3«

Section 8(c) is valid. Sections 8(d),
15(a) and 18(l)(b) are void to the extent
that they empower the Commissioners to
impose a sentence of fine or imprisonment.
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We would assess the cost of each plaintiff at
One hundred and fifty guineas and direct that
these costs be costs in the cause.
(Sgd.) A.A. ADEMOLA
CHIEF JUSTICE OF TEE ITERATION
(Sgd.) L.M. MBANEFO
CHIEF JUSTICE OF THE EAS 03311* REGION
(Sgd.) E. UNSWORTH
FEDERAL JUSTICE

Mr. Dingle Foot, Q,C. (Messrs. Or.li. Akin-Olugbede
and Dick Taverns with him) for Chief Doherty.
Chief F.R.A.Williams, Q.C. (Messrs.M.A.Odesanya,
S.Agbeje Williams, S.C.A.Adepagbe and G.C.Nzegwu
with him) for Western Nigeria Development Corporation.
Mr. T.O. Elias, Q.C., Attorney-General (Mr. S.D.
Adebiyi with him) for Sir Abnbalcar Tafawa Balewa.
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(b)

ERE3VE, F,J»;

I agree that the questions referred to this
Court should be answered in the way proposed in the
judgment which has been read, and as the reasons
which have led me to this conclusion differ only
in emphasis from those already given I can be brief
in stating them.
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If the decision in Attorney-general for the
Commpr)v;ea 1 th of Australia v . ObloniaT~Srugar Ref ining CT6Y lH£irr~n-9-i-4 ) A.C.2371 , as "to the validity of
the Royal Commission Acts, 1902-1912, under the
Constitution of the Corjnonwealth of Australia laid
down. a principle by which the validity of the
Commissions and Tribunals of Enquiry Act, 1961,
under the Constitution of the Federation of Nigeria
can be tested, then no doubt it will be proper to
apply that principle, but I have had difficulty in
discerning any such principle, and when the ques
tion on which the decision in the Sugar Refining
case turned is compared with the firct of the ques
tions referred to this Court in the present case
there are significant points of difference as well
as of similarity.
In the first place, the Australia Acts referred
to Inquiries into -any matter which relates to or is
concerned with the peace, order and good government
of the Commonwealth or any public purpose or any
power of the Commonwealth", and the absence of any
words restricting the scope of the Acts formed at
least part of the reasons for the Judicial Committee's
decision. At p. 255, when dealing with incidental
powers at common law, the judgment points out that
"the field of the Royal Commissions Acts goes far
beyond any of the first thirty -six of the classes
of subjects enumerated"-' in s.51 of the Commonwealth
Constitution Act. At p,
p. 25 7, when dealing with s.51
(xxxix), it states that "until the Commonwealth
Parliament has er, : -rusted a Royal Commission with
the statutory duty to inquire into a specific subject legislation a? to which has been by the Federal
Constitution of Australia assigned to the Common
wealth Parliament, that Parliament cannot confer
such powers as the Acts in question contain ......"
By contrast, the material portion of the Nigerian
Act refers to "any matter or thing within Federal
competence", and although the expression "Federal
competence" has been criticised it serves, if it
can be given a precise meaning, to distinguish the
Nigerian Act from the Australian Acts in the one
material particular.
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In the second place, I think it of great
importance that due weight should Toe given to any
differences in wording "between the Nigerian Con
stitution and the Australian Constitution. I need
not labour the point that no t?;o written constitu
tions are identical in intention or effect, but it
may fairly be said that while in a number of
matters the framers of the Nigerian Constitution
thought fit to follow the general outline of the
Australian Constitution, and even to adopt its
actual wording, in other matters there was a de
parture from the Australian Constitution of such
a kind as to suggest that it was designed not
merely to meet the different needs of Nigeria but
to avoid specific difficulties to which the
Example
Australian Constitution had given rise.
of this may be found in the provisions for the
implementation of treaties and for freedom of
inter-territorial trade and commerce in ss.69 and
71 of the Nigerian Constitution. The framers of
the Nigerian Constitution, in fact, attempted to
improve on earlier federal constitutions, and
where they altered the wording they did so with a
purpose.
This being so, any interpretation of the
powers of Parliament in Nigeria must take into
consideration the fact that it is expressly em
powered to make laws for the peace, order and
good government of Nigeria (other thai the Federal
territory) with respect to any matter, including
the establishment and regulation of tribunals of
enquiry, that is incidental or supplementary to
any matter referred to in Iten 1 to 43 of the
Exclusive Legislative List, and it. is arguable
that this express power is wider than the corres
ponding power possessed by the Australian Parlia
ment by the operation of the rules of common law
on the interpretation of the Australian Constitu
tion.
I therefore approach the first of the
questions referred to us in this case bearing in
mind the observations in the Sugar Refining case
as to the interpretation of a truly federal con
stitution, and bearing in mind albo that the
Nigerian Constitution, like the Australian
Constitution, is "an instrument which was fashion
ed with great deliberation", and that decisions
on the meaning of another constitution are guides
to be used with caution.
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I have already suggested that the Nigerian
Constitution itself gives reason to suppose that
its framers were aware of, and tried to avoid,
difficulties which had arisen 'under other federal
constitutions, and in particular the Australian
Constitution. If it was their intention to confer
wider powers in relation to tribunals of inquiry
on the ITigerian Parliament then the Australian
Parliament possesses, I think it is a fail1 comment
that they have not chosen to adopt, anything like
such express words for that purpose as in the
instances which I have already cited, relating to
the implementation of treaties and the freedom of
inter-territorial trade and commerce. The inclus
ion of Item 44(a) as a separate matter in the
Exclusive Legislative List, the reference to
supplementary as well as incidental matters, and
the express mention of the establishment and regu
lation of tribunals of enquiry in Part III of the
Schedule must all be given their due significance,
but the express mention of a matter in Part III of
the Schedule does not take it out of the category
of incidental and supplementary natters, and the
power of Parliament ±n relation to tribunals of
enquiry remains a power in relation to a matter
incidental or supplementary to other matters. The
submission that when an ancillary power of this
kind is conferred it is not to be exercised in such
a way as to interfere with personal rights indepen
dently of the exercise of the power to which it is
incidental or supplementary, seems to me to be well
founded. To give an example, the right to enter
on private .land for specific purposes might reason
ably be held to be incidental or supplementary to
a variety of matters in the Legislative Lists, but
this v;ould not enable parliament to confer a gener
al right of entry, nor \vould the right to require
the necessary information, on which to base an
assessment to tax validate a lav; requiring such
information except for the purpose of assessing
liability to an actual tax. For these reasons I
agree that the compulsory powers contained in the
Commissions and Tribunals of Inquiry Act, 1961,
are ultra vires to the extent set out in the judg
ment" "which has" been read.
I would respectfully adopt what has been said
with reference to s,22 of the Constitution of the
Federation.
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As regards the second and third questions
referred to this Court, I have nothing to add
to what has been said in the judgment read by the
Chief Justice and I am content merely to express
my concurrence.
(Sgd.)
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L. BRETT
FEDERAL JUSTICE.

(c)

TAYLQR, F.J.i

I have had the benefit of reading the Judg
ment of the Court, delivered by my Lord the Chief
Justice and with which judgment I wholly agree.
There are, however, two matters which were not
specifically dealt with and to which I shall now
briefly turn my attention.
In the first place, Mr. Dingle Foot Q.C.,
who appeared for Chief Doherty, the plaintiff,
endeavoured to draw a distinction in meaning
between the words "Commission" and"Tribunals",
the former appearing in the Commissions of
Inquiry Ordinance, Cap.36, and the latter in
Part III of the Schedule to the I960 Constitu
tion. Part III has been referred to in full in
the judgment read by My Lord the Chief Justice,
and I will riot here quote it again „ Mr. Foot
contended that by this change of terminology,
the authors of the Constitution envisaged a
difference bet?/een the two words or bodies. He
sought by references to the Lav; Lexicon and the
Oxford Dictionary to show that the two words in,
fact have different meaning. Finally our attention was drawn to s.2(2) of the Commissions and
Tribunals of Enquiry Act 1961 which reads as
follows;-
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"A commission of inquiry is a tribunal of
enquiry and accordingly references in this
Act to commissions of enquiry shall include
references to any tribunal of enquiry or
court of enquiry however established."
This, Counsel pointed out, shows that Parlia
ment envisaged a difference between a commission
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and tribunal of enquiry. The latter, Mr. Foot
would liken more to a Court, I do not think this
sub-section bears out Counsel's contention, for a
perusal of it shows that if Mr, Foot's argument is
correct then three bodies were contemplated - a
commission of inquiry^ a tribunal of enquiry, and
a court of enquiry. Indeed, the word "tribunal"
was said in Racecourse j3etting Control Board y»
S_ecretary of^STaTe~Tor' Air L T94~T ^~T~L7S~. R~T60 to be
capabTe"'of"~tlj.ree~"meanTfrgs 5 a court or an arbitra
tion tribunal or a special tribunal, depending on
the context in which they appear. As Lord Greene,
M.R. said at page 62 of the reports"It is competent to the legislature to set
up any kind of tribunal that it pleases.
The questions to be determined in any partic
ular case are; what is the true nature of
the tribunal which the legislature has
established and what are the powers, if any,
which have been conferred upon the courts
with regard to its decisions: These questions
must be decided by a consideration of the
statute and the true interpretation of its
provisions."
I can see nothing in the I960 Constitution, and in
the particular sections 45, 102, 103, 120 and 150
to which our attention was drawn, to bring me round
to the view that by the use of the words "Tribunals
of Enquiry" in Part III it v/as intended that a
different meaning should be placed on it than was
formerly placed on the words "Commissions of En
quiry" .
The other matter was that raised by the
Attorney-General, that the Commissions of inquiry
Ordinance, before its repeal on the 20th July,
1961, v/as an "existing law" within the meaning of
s.3 of the Nigerirt (Constitution) Order-in-Council,
I960, and that as such the Federal Parliament is
empowered to enact the Commissions and Tribunals
of Enquiry Act, 1961, He then went on to show
that there v/ere "existing laws" on which this
"general law" could be hung. The answer to this,
of course, is that even if it were an existing law,
that by itself will not save the 1961 Act on which
it is hung if in fact the latter Act is inconsistent
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with the provisions of the Constitution.
In this
respect the case of J.S. Olawoyin v» Commissioner
of Police 3?.S .C .73/1961 is pertinent, and from it
I quote the following passage from the judgment of
the Court:"The argument agains't the validity of s.590
of the Northern Region High Court law, as
expressed Toy Chief Rotimi Williams, is as
follows:-"........
after setting out Counsel's contention on Chapter
IV of the Constitution of Northern Nigeria it goes
on to say thatt-

10

"section 3 of the Nigeria (Constitution)
Order in Council, I960, only saves an exist
ing law if it is in conformity with the
constitution ....,..-"
This contention of learned Counsel was accepted
by the Court. This argument of the learned
Attorney-General does not therefore take the
matter any further.
(Sgd.)

JOHN TAILOR
FEDERAL JUSTICE.
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SENATOR CHIEF T. ADEBAYO DOKBRTY

Plaintiff/
Respondent

- and SIR ADtffiAKAR TAFAWA BAIEWA (Prime
Minister of the Federation and 3 others Defendants
- And -

WESTERN NIGERIA DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION Plaintiffs/
Respondents

- and -
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De"

UPON READING the Application herein and the
Affidavit sworn fo on the 14th day of November, 1961,
filed on behalf of the Appellant and after hearing
Mr. S.S. Adebiyi Senior Grown. Counsel (Mr, A.E.
Okechukwu. with him) of counsel for the Appellant
and Mr. O.B. Akin-Olugbade of counsel for the 1st
Respondent, Chief T.A. Doherty and Chief F.R.A.
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Williams Q.C. (Mr. S. Agbaje Williams with him)
of counsel for the 2nd Respondent, Western Nigeria
Development Corporation;
IT IS ORDERED that leave to appeal to the
Privy Council be granted on the following Condi
tions:
1.

That the Record of Appeal be prepared
free of charge.

2.

That the Honourable the Attorney-General
do assure the Respondents in writing
that Government guarantee such costs
which may be due to them in the event
of the Appellant not obtaining an order
granting him final leave to appeal, or
of the appeal being dismissed for nonprosecution or of Her Majesty in Council
ordering the Appellant to pay the Res
pondents costs of the appeal (as the case
may be).
(Sgd.)

J.A. ADEFARASIN
CHIEF REGIS031AR.
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and after hearing air. S.D, Adebiyi, Senior Crown
Counsel, of counsel for the appellant and Chief
F.R.A. Williams (Mr. Adepegba with him) of counsel
for the Respondents:
IT IS ORDERED that final leave to appeal
to Privy Council "be granted.
(Sgd.)

S.A. SAMUEL
AG. CHIEF REGISTRAR.

•So, 13 of 1962
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